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,Abstract

Large projects require multiple people to work together. Often, these people do not com

municate as much as they should. One reason is that communication takes time and effort

and causes interruptions. Another reason is that work related communication can be un

pleasant. The goals of this research are to reduce the costs of communication and to make

it more enjoyable in order to improve collaboration.

In order to achieve these goals I have created MessyBoard, a communication medium

based on the metaphor of a two-dimensional bulletin board. This medium allows people

to easily use mixed media and spatial relationships to communicate their ideas. I use

large public displays and screen savers to ensure that people see it naturally without being

interrupted unexpectedly or having to explicitly set aside time. MessyBoard runs as a

Java applet in a web browser so that people can begin using it immediately with any com

puter.

I have observed 191 MessyBoard spaces used by groups at Carnegie Mellon University

and by anonymous users over on the Internet. I collected observations through a combi

nation of automatic logging, interviews and ethnographic observation. I have observed

that larger groups (25 or more members) are more likely to adopt MessyBoard than

smaller groups (15 or fewer members). Larger groups use MessyBoard for a mixture of

playful and goal-directed activities. The small groups that use MessyBoard the most tend

to use it as a file sharing tool.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Projects often demand the resources-and attention of multiple people. Some projects, like

the development of a large software system, require too much work for one person to do

in the allotted time. Others might be too complex for a single person to understand every

detail, 'such as planning a large event. Finally, some projects require a diverse set of skills

that a single person is not likely to have. For example, designing a building requires artis

tic vision, engineering skill and knowledge of human factors.

People who are working together on a project must communicate with each other, and the

act of communication incurs a cost in time and effort. Talking face-to-face or on the

phone, writing an e-mail messagev using an instant messaging program, and leaving a

note on someone's desk all take time and effort. People need to set aside time every day

to read e-mail messages and listen to voice mail messages. If people want to meet in per

son, they need to find a time when all of them are free and perhaps reserve a room. These

costs can be extremely high for groups that are geographically distributed, but even when

a group of people works in the same location the cost can be substantial.

Some costs are incurred when a person initiates communication, and I refer to these as

authoring costs. For example, it takes time and effort to compose an e-mail message that

precisely expresses complex thoughts.

Other costs are incurred when a person receives a communication, and I refer to these as

receiving costs. Incoming communications contain information and consuming informa

tion incurs a cost. As Herb Simon notes:

What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of
its recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention,

18
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and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the overabundance
of information sources that might consume it. (Simon, 1971)

In general, two forms of receiving costs are common: interruption (as in an unexpected

telephone call) and polling (as in checking e-mail or voice mail). An interruption takes

time away from ongoing work and causes workers to forget things, requiring them to ex

pend more total time to complete tasks (Cutrell, Czerwinski, & Horvitz, 2001). Polling

requires workers to set aside time that could be spent on other tasks and to employ

mechanisms to help them remember to poll regularly.

Many people enjoy communicating in a variety of situations, but work-related communi

cation is often boring, inefficient and distracting. Many workers complain about having

to read e-mail and attend meetings (Poole & DeSanctis, 1990; Walker, 2004).

All else being equal, if the cost of an activity is high and the activity is not enjoyable then

people will not do that activity as often. For example, research findings suggest that long

distance collaborators communicate less frequently and are less productive than collo

cated collaborators because the cost of scheduling a meeting or teleconference is much

higher than the cost of initiating a conversation with a colleague in the hallway (Kraut,

Fish, Root, & Chalfonte, 1990). If a home computer is located in an out-of-the-way room,

users may be less likely to send e-mail or check for new messages (Frohlich & Kraut,

2003). Greenberg. and Roseman argue that the need to move data between applications on

the same computer can be a high. enough cost to discourage communication (Greenberg

& Roseman, 1998). Taken together, these results and arguments suggest that there are

many times when a worker might communicate but does not because the cost is too high.

The goals of the present research are to lower the cost of communication and make it

more enjoyable. Lowering the cost of communication is important because if the cost is

lower, people will be more likely to communicate and this will lead to more effective col

laboration.

One might argue that lowering communication costs could lead to a communication glut

that will lower productivity. For example, spontaneous conversations have low cost com

pared to pre-scheduled meetings, but the opportunity for spontaneous conversation may
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lead workers to waste time around the water cooler. Research results refute this claim:

increased physical proximity leads to increased productivity because workers can com

municate at a lower cost by walking into each others' offices or meeting by chance in the

hallway (Herbsleb & Mockus, 2003; Kraut et aI., 1990). Interestingly, the collaborators

themselves may view these interactions as unproductive, but they clearly contribute to the

success of the collaboration, either by accomplishing work or by strengthening social

bonds (Kraut et aI., 1990). One could imagine a hypothetical mediumthat lowers the cost

of communication below the cost of ~ spontaneous conversation in the hallway, and per

haps this medium would lead to a harmful communication glut, but the communication

tool that I introduce does not reduce costs to this level.

One might also argue that lowering the cost and increasing the amount of communication

will lead to "communication overload" for individuals. For example, sending a mass e

mail message has a lower cost than distributing a hard copy of a memo, perhaps leading

to more broadcast announcements and in turn causing employees to spend precious time

sifting through hundreds of irrelevant announcements. If e-mail does in fact hurt produc

tivity in this way, it is because the medium reduces the authoring cost of a broadcast an

nouncement without a comparable reduction in the receiving cost. In my work, I pay

close attention to both the authoring cost and the receiving cost of communication.

Making communication more enjoyable is important for three reasons. First, if it is more

enjoyable then people are more likely to engage in work-related communication. Second,

people are more likely to engage in casual communication and research has shown that

this can lead to increased productivity, so long as the communication is not overly dis

tracting (Kraut et aI., 1990). Third, enjoyment is important in its own right. It is not my

goal to encourage enjoyment at the expense of productivity. However, all else being

equal, more pleasure in a person's life is desirable. A study by Morkes et aI. suggests that

humor can make a collaborative task more enjoyable without a loss in efficiency

(Morkes, Kemal, & Nass, 1998).

This research focuses on improving communication between relatively small groups of

people (groups of less than one hundred members, as opposed to entire organizations)
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who work together and trust one another. This work does not address communication for

entire organizations, nor does it. address issues brought about by malicious users such as

security and privacy.

My approach to lowering the cost of communication and making it more enjoyable has

two main components:

1. I have built MessyBoard: a software communication medium that provides a net

worked, two-dimensional, freeform, finite, What-You-See-Is-What-I-See (WYSIWIS)

space with a simple user interface.

2. I have integrated the medium into people's lives in a natural way by projecting it on the

wall and displaying it as a screen saver on idle workstations. The medium runs in a web

browser with no software installation so that people will be able to start using it with a

minimal investment of time and effort.

1.2 The Medium

The communication medium is a networked 2D bulletin board. I built the initial prototype

as a part of the "Information Cockpits" project (Tan, Stefanucci, Proffitt, & Pausch,

2001) with a different goal in mind: my colleagues and I wanted an easy way to share

pictures and project them on the wall of our lab so that they could act as memory cues in

the future. For instance, if I wanted my colleague to remember a conversation that hap

pened in the lab several months ago, I might say to her: "remember, there were pictures

of fighter planes projected on the wall." Psychology studies have shown that these kinds

of "context" cues can be helpful (S. M. Smith & Vela, 2001).

It takes a lot of time and effort for one person to find many suitable pictures to project on

the wall, but I thought that if it were easy enough then everyone in the lab would contrib

ute pictures, perhaps just for fun. I built a networked bulletin board system called

MessyBoard in order to allow anyone to decorate the wall instantly (Fass, Forlizzi, &

Pausch, 2002). The MessyBoard client runs in a window on any user's computer, and the

same client runs on a computer that is connected to a projector. Putting pictures or text on
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MessyBoard is as simple as dragging and dropping or cutting and pasting from any other

Windows application.

When I deployed MessyBoard, I observed some interesting collaborative behaviors, such

as long-running asynchronous exchanges of text and pictures (Figure 1.1), and the playful

creation of visual humor (Figure 1.2). I believe that these behaviors are enabled by spe

cific properties of a 2D mixed-media shared space. Specifically, persistent notes and pic

tures can be used to keep a conversation grounded and spatial proximity and overlap can

be used to quickly establish that a new object refers to an existing note or picture. Thus,

MessyBoard reduces the authoring cost for any communication involving these activi

ties. Further, the ability to put anything anywhere is conducive to humor and creative ex

pression, increasing the enjoyableness of communication.

1.3 Natural, Low-Cost Integration Into People1s Lives

Some communication methods, such as telephone calls or dropping by a colleague's of

fice unannounced, allow an initiator to interrupt a receiver. Other communications media

require that the receivers set aside time every day to poll their messages, as in e-mail or

voice mail. Both of these receiving costs are high. One field study finds that software de

velopers are interrupted an average of 3 to 5 times a day and that they spend an average

of 20 minutes dealing with an interruption, for a total of 1 to 1.5 hours or 15-20% of their

total time spent dealing with interruptions (van Solingen, Berghout, & van Latum, 1998).

A separate field study finds that for real-world tasks and interruptions, over 40% of inter

ruptions result in the worker not returning to the original task (O'Conaill & Frohlich,

1995).
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Figure 1.1. A mixed media conversation on MessyBoard about the design of a drag and

drop programming interface.

Figure 1.2. A collaborative humorous collage on MessyBoard.

However, there are usually times in a persons' schedule when they are able to process a

little bit of information without losing productivity or being annoyed. For example, peo

ple often do not mind if someone asks a question on the way to lunch or during a stretch

break. My goal is to eliminate the costs of interruption and polling by getting people

to pay attention to MessyBoard during these convenient times. My approach is to dis

play the medium in two places where users will observe it naturally, unavoidably and

without much effort: on the wall of a shared work space and as a screen saver on idle

workstations.
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1.4 Observations and Results

I have deployed MessyBoard to a total of 67 groups at Carnegie Mellon University and I

have analyzed the use of 124 MessyBoard spaces created by anonymous users on the

Internet at www.messyboard.org. I began with a few groups that I observed directly and

as I expanded my user base I relied on online surveys and logs of recorded activity on

MessyBoard.

My main result is that large groups (25 or more members) are more likely to adopt

MessyBoard and find value in it than small groups (15 or fewer members). I deployed

MessyBoard to four large groups at Carnegie Mellon University and three of those

groups adopted it, using it for 7 toIZ months. Two of those groups are still using Messy

Board at the time of this dissertation's completion. I deployed MessyBoard to 37 small

groups and only 6 of those groups adopted it.

Large groups used MessyBoard for a combination of playful and goal-directed behavior.

Group members frequently post inside jokes or humorous pictures on MessyBoard. Every

so often, group members use MessyBoard to accomplish a task that requires communica

tion. In the most striking example, a large group created a process for choosing new of

fices by placing a floor plan on MessyBoard as shown in Figure 1.3. Other examples in

clude organizing movie outings and collecting a list of birthdays.

The small groups that used MessyBoard and found value in it tended to use it for specific

work-related functions. The most common pattern was for groups to use MessyBoard as

an annotated file repository as shown in Figure 1.4. Group members posted files on

MessyBoard, clustered them spatially into meaningful groups and annotated the files and

groups with notes. Other less common patterns include using MessyBoard to create col

lages of concept art and using it to collaboratively and synchronously edit lists.
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Figure 1.3. A large group uses MessyBoard to choose offices.

Figure 1.4. A small group uses MessyBoard as an annotated file repository.
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1.5 Thesis Statement

In my work, I seek to show that:

A communication medium based on the metaphor of a bulletin board with free

form layout of text and pictures lowers the cost of communication and makes it

more enjoyable. Projecting the medium on the wall and/or displaying it as a

screen saver decreases the cost of communication and increases enjoyableness. A

combination of iterative software design and testing, ethnographic observations,

surveys and activity logs provides evidence to support these claims.

1.6 Contributions

The main contributions of this work are the findings that large groups are more likely to

adopt MessyBoard than small groups and that large groups use MessyBoard for a mixture

of playful and goal-directed behaviors while small groups tend to use it as an annotated

file repository. These findings are based on observations of a large number of diverse

groups and have important implications for practitioners that might wish to productize

and market a tool like MessyBoard.

Another contribution of this work is MessyBoard, a tool that is designed with the explicit

goals of reducing the cost of communication and making it more enjoyable. These goals

lead to a unique combination of features and design tradeoffs that set MessyBoard apart

from other communication tools. In particular, MessyBoard provides a single finite space

to ensure that users can view it at a glance, whereas many other communication tools

provide an infinite space or multiple spaces. The combination of a freeform 2D net

worked shared space with a screen saver is also unique.

A robust implementation of MessyBoard is publicly available at www.messyboard.org.

Users can create their own MessyBoard spaces and invite their friends and coworkers to

use them. The MessyBoard server is hosted and maintained by Carnegie Mellon Univer

sity. At the time of this dissertation's completion, users have created 205 MessyBoard

spaces.
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1.7 Dissertation Organization

Chapter 2 discusses the design of MessyBoard and the underlying design rationale. In

Chapter 3, I discuss the software architecture and implementation of MessyBoard and the

rationale behind the major software design decisions. Chapter 4 reviews related systems

and literature. In Chapter 5, I present my observations of MessyBoard usage in the field.

Finally, 0 summarizes my work and discusses future directions for this research.



Chapter 2

MessyBoard Description and Design Rationale

2.1 A Networked Bulletin Board

MessyBoard is a networked bulletin board that allows a small group of people to share

notes, pictures and other content. Everyone who looks at a MessyBoard sees exactly the

same thing, and all users see changes in real time. Users view MessyBoard using client

software on their own workstations and a central server keeps all of the clients synchro

nized in real time. Users add content to the board by using a menu or by dragging and

dropping or cutting and pasting from other applications. Users modify existing content

using direct manipulation. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the MessyBoard user inter

face and depicts each of the objects that can exist on the board.

Figure 2.1. The MessyBoard interface, running in a window as a stand-alone application.

28
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MessyBoard is primarily intended for use by a small group of people. Different groups

have distinct MessyBoard spaces and each space has a name. Users can access the

MessyBoard space for their groups by navigating a web browser to a URL of the form

www.messyboard.org/MyGroupName. (URLs for MessyBoard spaces are not case sensi

tive.) The web page at that URL contains an embedded Java applet that runs the Messy

Board client software. From the user's perspective the MessyBoard space exists on the

web at that URL, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. The MessyBoard Java applet running in Microsoft Internet Explorer (left)

and Mozilla Firefox (right). The applet runs in a variety of web browsers on the Win

dows, Macintosh and Linux platforms.

The characteristics of MessyBoard were carefully chosen in order to create a medium that

reduces the costs and increases the enjoyableness of communication. In this section, I

discuss the characteristics and features of MessyBoard in detail and explain how they are

meant to reduce costs and increase enjoyment.

2.2 Startup Cost

Some communication media require users to invest time and effort up front, before they

derive any of the benefits that the medium has to offer. I refer to this time and effort as

the startup cost for the medium. For example, consider a Yahoo! Group (Yahoo, 2005),

which is similar to an e-mail list with some additional features. In order to create a Ya

hoo! Group, one must first create a Yahoo! account and then create the group itself. The

entire process requires the user to fill out several lengthy forms as shown in Figure 2.3.



1. Create a Yahoo! Account

3. Type a name and short and long descrip

tions of the group

30

2. Select a category for the group (use a

search engine or drill down through the

category hierarchy)

4. Select an e-mail address and user profile

to associate with the group and pass a final

security test

Figure 2.3. A user must fill out several forms to create a Yahoo! group.
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The startup cost is a one-time cost, and one might imagine that users will choose to invest

time up front in order to reap the benefits of a new communication medium in the near

future. However, by requiring users to invest time and effort up front, startup cost can

delay use of a communication medium or dissuade users for using it at all.

Consider the following scenario: An organization has just formed an ad-hoc committee

and they are having their first meeting. The group decides that they need to discuss some

things over e-mail before the next meeting and they agree on the need for a Yahoo!

Group. Since the startup cost of creating a Yahoo! Group is high, they most likely will

not create the group during the meeting while everyone is waiting. They are more likely

to assign the task to someone. Once the meeting is adjourned and the excitement and ur

gency dissipates, that person is not as likely to create the Yahoo! Group immediately. If

that group member is distracted or procrastinates, other group members will not be able

to communicate and precious time will be lost.

The following scenario demonstrates another danger of startup cost. Imagine that a per

son wants to facilitate communication between members of her family. She has a vague

idea that a Yahoo! Group helps people keep in touch, but she is not sure exactly how it

works or what it does. She decides to create a group in order to find out, but when she

sees the long form that she needs to fill out she loses interest and decides not to continue.

The purpose of these scenarios is not to point out that people act irrationally. On the con

trary, the ad-hoc committee wisely decides not to waste everyone's time waiting for the

creation of a list when one person can do it outside the meeting. For the woman who

wants to foster communication in her family, the rewards may outweigh the startup cost,

but she has no way of knowing this until the group is created. She is making a decision in

the face of uncertainty, and investing time and effort up front is risky.

It is also not my intent to criticize Yahool's decision to require users to invest time and

effort in order to create a Yahoo! Group. Yahoo! has made a business decision to require

users to fill out lengthy forms and they use the information to prevent abuse and for mar-
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keting purposes. They have designed the startup process with other considerations in

mind besides improving collaboration.

The purpose of these scenarios is simply to point out the potential danger of a seemingly

small startup cost. Such costs are common and often taken for granted. When people con

sider these costs in the abstract, they often assume an ideal situation in which a single

user weighs the costs and benefits and immediately makes the correct decision. Instead of

an ideal global cost-benefit tradeoff, I propose the following two questions as guidelines

for judging startup cost:

• Would a newly formed group of people find it acceptable to incur the startup

cost at their first meeting?

• Would a user incur the startup cost without a clear idea of the benefits they

will gain from using the medium?

The forms required to create a Yahoo! Group are only one example of the startup cost for

a communication medium. Other kinds of startup costs include software installation and

learning to use a new user interface. It is my goal to create a communication medium in

which all forms of startup cost are reduced to a bare minimum.

2.2.1 Reducing the Startup Cost: Creating a MessyBoard Space

To create a new MessyBoard space, a user can simply type a name into the text field on

the MessyBoard home page (www.messyboard.org) and click on the button as shown in

Figure 2.4.
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2. Fill out the consent form

Figure 2.4. To create a new MessyBoard space, a user types a name, clicks a button and

then fills out a consent form. On completing the consent form, the user is taken directly to

the MessyBoard space. Other users will see a similar consent form the first time they

view the space.

The consent form is responsible for the bulk of the startup cost, and it is only necessary

because MessyBoard is a research project and the server is logging users' actions. If this

were not the case, the new space would be created instantly.

I have reduced the startup cost further by providing an alternate method for creating a

new MessyBoard space. If the user types a URL of the form

www.messyboard.org/mynewboard, the server will inform her that the space. does not

exist and ask if she wishes to create it. The prompt is necessary to prevent confusion,

since the user may have made a typographical error while trying to access an existing

MessyBoard space.
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2.2.2 Reducing the Startup Cost: Accessing a MessyBoard Space

Users can access their groups' MessyBoard space simply by typing a URL into their web

browser. This seems an obvious idea, and indeed several popular e-mail services already

make it possible for users to access their e-mail without any software installation

(Yahoo!, 2005). A survey conducted by Wheeler et ale finds that the ability to use appli

cations without installing client software is a major advantage for web-based groupware

(Wheeler, Dennis, & Press, 1999). However, it is still the case that some of the most

popular and widely known groupware applications still require users to download and

install software before (Groove, 2005). This startup cost can reduce the value of a group

communication tool and have a crippling effect on adoption (Wheeler et aI., 1999). In

many circumstances in both corporations and academia, users may not even have the ca

pability to install new software.

Easy access to MessyBoard through existing software and an easy-to-remember URL en

ables the following scenarios. A person can e-mail the URL to a coworker and the recipi

ent can simply click the URL to start using MessyBoard right away. Because the URL is

easy to remember, a user can visit a coworker's office and tell her to type it in. An audi

ence member at a small meeting or presentation might ask the presenter to type in the

URL and display it on the screen for all to see. These scenarios may be merely plausible

for a tool that only requires a web browser, but they are almost impossible for a tool that

requires software installation.

2.3 Authoring Cost

Sometimes it takes a great deal of time and effort to express a complex thought in a way

that is precise and unambiguous using a given medium. For example, it takes time and

effort to write an e-mail message with clear and unambiguous automobile driving direc

tions from one location to another. I refer to this time and effort as authoring cost.

Note that the authoring cost depends on the medium and the nature of the information to

be communicated. For example, it may take very little time and effort to communicate

driving directions by drawing a line on top of a map.
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2.3.1 A Spatial Medium Reduces Authoring Cost

MessyBoard provides a persistent 2D space where users can easily arrange objects with

direct manipulation. These characteristics lower the authoring cost of two important com

munication activities: referring to an object and grounding a conversation (Clark & Bren

nan, 1991). For example, in Figure 2.5 an author has used overlap and proximity to estab

lish that he is referring to an existing picture. The entire conversation is grounded be

cause the objects are persistent. In other words, it is always clear what the conversation is

about because the relevant objects are near the discussion.

I have observed that users naturally group objects in space on MessyBoard in order to

communicate that the objects are related to each other and/or unrelated to other items. For

example, Figure 2.6 shows how users have used proximity and overlap to communicate

the fact that the files on their board are clustered into groups. In Figure 2.7, it is obvious

which comments refer to each of the pictures.

Figure 2.8 shows a more structured spatial organization in which lists of occupants for

offices are placed on top of a floor plan. Details on this group's usage can be found in

Section 5.5.1.1.2.
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I am the new
for-loop

Figure 2.5. A design conversation in a prototype version of MessyBoard. The authors of

the note that reads "how about this?" and the thought bubble that reads "I am the new for

loop" both use proximity and overlap to establish a referent.

Figure 2.6. MessyBoard users arrange files in clusters on top of notes to indicate that

there are two separate groups.
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Figure 2.7. A MessyBoard user places comments over the pictures to which they refer.

Figure 2.8. Users place notes over a floor plan in order to assign occupants to individual

rooms.
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2.3.2 The MessyBoard Interface Reduces Authoring Cost

The MessyBoard interface is designed to reduce authoring cost to a minimum. Creating a

new note is one of the most common MessyBoard operations, and this is accomplished

by double-clicking in an empty spot on the board. Double-clicking on an existing note

positions the cursor in that note, allowing the user to edit the text.

Users can add content to the MessyBoard space by dragging and dropping or copying and

pasting from other applications or from a graphical file browser such as Windows Ex

plorer or Macintosh Finder. MessyBoard attempts to handle dropped or pasted data in

such a way that the user will not have to modify it any further. When the user drops or

pastes text MessyBoard creates a note with that text and the note is sized to fit the text

exactly. If the text is a URL then MessyBoard creates a clickable hyperlink. Dropping or

pasting an image creates an image on MessyBoard, and the image is automatically scaled

so that the top left comer appears at the drop point and the entire picture fits within the

bounds of the space. (The top left comer was an arbitrary choice. A better choice may be

the center of the image or the point where the drag operation was initiated.)

MessyBoard also allows users to add objects to the space using a menu (Figure 2.9) that

appears when the user clicks the right mouse button anywhere in the space. (Ctrl-click for

Macintosh computers.) However, the interface is designed so that the menu is rarely nec

essary. One notable exception to this is the drawing feature, which adds freeform pen

strokes to the board. This feature is buried in a submenu and most users are not aware of

the keyboard shortcut (Ctrl-D). I found that many users were unaware of the existence of

the drawing feature, even after I had demonstrated it to them a few weeks earlier. This

may be due to the fact that the lightweight interface using only double-clicking, dragging

and dropping made it unnecessary for users to ever explore the menu.
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Figure 2.9. The MessyBoard main menu.

Users often need to move and resize objects on MessyBoard to make more room or to

position objects in a meaningful way. Users do this with direct manipulation: Dragging

the comers or edges of an object makes it larger or smaller and dragging the middle of an

object moves it. MessyBoard provides invisible resize "halos" so that the user can initiate

a resize operation even if the cursor is a few pixels outside the edge or comer of an ob

ject. The mouse cursor changes shape to provide feedback to the user when the cursor

enters a halo. Making targets "oversized" and therefore easy to hit is part of the Messy

Board design philosophy of making things pragmatically as easy as possible.

Objects in MessyBoard have a Z ordering, and new objects are always created at the top

of the order so that they sit on top of existing objects. This allows users to easily annotate

existing objects with overlapping notes or pen strokes.

Users often wish to move several objects at once. For example, the groups of files in

Figure 2.6 are arranged in meaningful patterns and the user might wish to move an entire

group off to the side to make room for new content. Drawing interfaces such as Microsoft

PowerPoint provide a grouping feature, allowing the user to explicitly tag a set of objects

as a group so that they will all move together when anyone of them is dragged. This style

of grouping has several problems. First and foremost, the user is required to explicitly
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designate a set of objects as a group, which adds to the authoring cost. In addition, not all

users may be aware of the feature, and if one user creates a group then other users may be

confused when they try to move a single object and the entire group moves.

MessyBoard provides a lightweight grouping interface that leverages the natural tendency

of users to place related objects so that they overlap one another. When a user moves an

object, any objects that are on top of that object and completely within the bounding rec

tangle of that object are also moved. Thus, a small.drawing on top of an.image automati

cally moves with the image, and the files in Figure 2.6 .move whenever a user moves the

note. Since there is no explicit "group" of objects, the user can move an individual file

simply by dragging it off of the note.

2.3.3 Identification

For most communication media, an essential requirement is to make the identity of the

sender known to the receivers. Most electronic media do this in way that imposes sub

stantial startup cost. For example, a user must create an account and fill out forms in or

der to use e-mail or a chat program.

MessyBoard users can make their identities known simply by typing their names in their

notes, and many casual users choose to do this. There is no startup cost, and typing their

names takes very little time.

For more frequent users, MessyBoard provides an identity feature so notes are automati

cally decorated with a custom color, font, picture and a screen name as shown in Figure

2.10. A user creates a MessyBoard identity using the main menu. Once she has created an

identity, MessyBoard records her preferred identity on her computer and logs her in

automatically whenever she uses MessyBoard. She can quickly log in from any computer

by selecting her identity from a menu as shown in Figure 2.11. MessyBoard identities do

not require a password to log in. They are not intended to provide authentication. Rather,

they are merely intended to allow users to easily identify themselves in an environment

where group members are assumed to know and trust one another.



Figure 2.10. A note with

the author's screen name

and picture.

2.4 Receiving Cost

Figure 2.11. The login menu is

a submenu on the main Messy

Board menu.
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Receiving communication requires time and effort. At a minimum, a receiver must spend

time and effort reading or listening to the content of a message. Some media require addi

tional effort. For example, an e-mail client displays a list of unread messages and the user

might have to search through them to find one that she is expecting. I refer to this time

and effort as receiving cost.

2.4.1 Finite Space Reduces Receiving Cost

The user interface of a communication tool often imposes a receiving cost on the user.

For example, in order to read e-mail messages, the user may be required to scroll through

a list, double-click on messages and scroll through individual messages in order to read

all of the content.

MessyBoard reduces receiving cost by providing a finite space. MessyBoard fits on a

standard computer screen with no scrolling or zooming so that users can see everything

on the board at a glance. Users can read all of the information .on MessyBoard without

touching a mouse or keyboard.
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This reduction in receiving cost relies on a shared.understanding between group members

about how MessyBoard is to be used. For example, a user could place a new message un

der an existing object and expect that other users will rearrange the objects in order to

read the new message. If receivers are aware of this and the behavior becomes a conven

tion, then the receiving cost is raised. Such conventions have not been observed in prac

tice, and the interface is designed to discourage them.

A limited amount of space implies that MessyBoard can contain a limited amount of in-
/

formation. It is helpful to think of the space on MessyBoard in economic terms: space is a

scarce resource, and therefore it has inherent value. When a sender posts information on

MessyBoard, she implicitly makes a judgment: Is the information she is about to post

worth the space that it will occupy? Is it as valuable as the information that they are about

to remove or cover up in order to make room? Thus, the information on MessyBoard at

any given time represents an implicit group consensus: Given a small amount of time to

view some information, the information in this valuable space is the most important.

Note that finite space actually increases the authoring cost, since a sender needs to rear

range or delete existing items based on judgments about the value of the information. The

section below describes how a shared history mitigates this cost, but it is still the case that

a finite space reduces receiving cost at the expense of increased authoring cost. This

tradeoff is desirable, since for any given communication there is a single sender and

many receivers.

2.4.2 History

The discussion above omits one serious problem: Not everyone in the group is certain of

the value of any given piece of information to other group members. This uncertainty,

combined with social norms such as politeness and respect for authority, leads to unwill

ingness to delete information from MessyBoard, especially if it was posted by another

person. When I deployed an early prototype, I anecdotally observed that old information

remained on MessyBoard long after most group members knew that it was obsolete.

Thus, the prototype was often cluttered with old information and would-be senders com

plained that they could not post new information for lack of empty space.
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My approach to the problem of clutter was to give users confidence that they could delete

old material without disastrous consequences. MessyBoard provides a shared history

mechanism that allows any user to go back in time in order to view and recover old mate

rial. The MessyBoard server automatically stores a complete history of every change to

the MessyBoard space, and users can access this history using a simple slider interface as

shown in Figure 2.1.

The main intent of the history feature is accomplished even if users do not actually use it.

A sender must simply know that deleted information will not be lost forever and that

anyone can recover it, and this gives her the confidence to delete it. This is similar to

providing an "undo" button in a simple user interface, even if it is seldom used, for the

purpose of stress reduction. Users are comforted just by knowing it is there if they ever

do need it.

History adds an infinite third dimension of time to the existing finite 2D space, and one

could argue that the addition of history eliminates the scarcity and hence the implicit

value of the space that is so important to reducing the receiving cost of communication.

Once again, this depends on the shared understanding of the group about how the history

is to be used. A sender could create a note and then delete it, expecting that receivers will

browse the history and see it. In reality, such conventions have not arisen and the history

interface does not appear to encourage this sort of behavior.

2.4.3 A Poverty of Attention

Up to this point, I have discussed the receiving cost of communication assuming that a

person is able to receive a communication in the first place. In reality, just because a

communication medium exists does not mean that users will receive communications

through that medium. For example, a user must remember to check her e-mail in order to

read it and she must be present when the phone rings in order to answer the call.

In one way or another, a user must focus attention on a communication medium in order

to receive communications. Much has been written about the poverty of attention in mod

em life, due in part to the proliferation of new modes of communication (Davenport &
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Beck, 2002). In general, every communication medium uses one of three mechanisms to

ensure that users devote attention to it: interruption, polling and advance scheduling.

Telephones and some chat programs interrupt the user unexpectedly in order to get their

attention, the former by ringing and the latter by opening a new window on the computer

display. Polling refers to a habit of regularly checking for new messages. For example,

many people remember to check their e-mail and voice mail messages at least once a day.

Scheduling in advance is common for face-to-face meetings and teleconferences. Figure

2.12 lists some common communication methods and the techniques that they employ to

guarantee that the receivers pay attention.
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Interruption Polling Scheduling

Go to office to talk .."
Telephone .."
Instant messaqe .."
E-mail .."
Voice mail .."
Meeting .."

Figure 2.12. Common communication methods and the ways that they guarantee that re

ceivers will pay attention.

The cost of interruption, polling and scheduling measured in time and effort are quite

high and almost everyone uses at least one medium that employs each technique. A new

communication medium that employs any of these techniques faces overt competition, as

people are aware of these costs, they find them unpleasant, and they are not willing or

able to give up existing modes of communication.

2.4.4 Salvaging Attention with Projectors and Screen Savers

While modem communication media demand a lot of attention, there are periods of time

in most peoples' days in which they could process a little bit of extra information at a

very low cost and without feeling overwhelmed. For example, most people do not mind if

a colleague asks them a question on the way to lunch or during a stretch break. My design

goal is to display MessyBoard such that people see it at these convenient times.

One solution is to display MessyBoard on a large public display in a shared workspace as

shown in Figure 2.13. People unavoidably see MessyBoard when they arrive and they

glance at it before they leave or when they are taking a break. Just as with traditional,

physical bulletin boards, the exact location is crucial. Ideally, it should be visible in a

common area, such as a coffee lounge, or in the line of sight of a commonly walked path.

A large public display can also encourage conversation since people can tell when others

are looking at the board and several people can stand around the board and point to it.
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An alternative solution is the MessyBoard screen saver, shown in Figure 2.14. When the

screen saver is installed, the computer displays MessyBoard when the computer is idle

for a period of time. This means that the user will see MessyBoard when she arrives at

work or when she returns from a break. The screen saver does not encourage conversa

tion in the way that a large public display does, but it is a good alternative for environ

ments where a large public display is not feasible. Large displays at present are also ex

pensive, and the screen saver utilizes existing display hardware at no extra cost. (Even

with projector prices dropping, the cost of keeping a projector on for 8 hours a day, 5

. days a week is approximately $450 per year for a modestly bright projector. The electric

ity costs approximately $40 per year and the bulbs cost approximately $410 per year.)

The MessyBoard screen saver is interactive and fully functional, allowing the user to post

and edit material on the board. Instead of disappearing when the mouse is moved, as most

screen savers do, the MessyBoard screen saver is dismissed by pressing the Escape key.

This allows users to quickly reply to a message in the moment when they are already pay

ing attention to it without paying the unnecessary price of exiting the screen saver, open

ing a web browser and typing a URL.

The interactive nature of the screen saver opens up an interesting possibility in an open

plan lab: Idle workstations can become public MessyBoard terminals. Users can config

ure the standard password protection in the Windows operating system so that others can'

interact with the MessyBoard screen saver on their workstation but they cannot use the

computer for anything else.

I have chosen to combat the problem of limited attention by displaying MessyBoard in

such a way that people naturally view it at convenient times. An alternate approach is to

sense the user's attentional state in real time in order to deliver messages only when the

benefits outweigh the costs of disruption (Fogarty, Hudson, & Lai, 2004; Horvitz, Kadie,

Paek, & Hovel, 2003). This is a very difficult problem and the research is still in its early

stages. In that sense, the present research is similar to the "Office of Real Soon Now,"

(Bishop & Welch, 2000) in that both are driven by short-term pragmatic goals, as op-
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posed to the long-term goals of the "Office of the Future" project (Welch, Fuchs, Raskar,

Towles, & Brown, 2000).

Figure 2.13. MessyBoard projected on the wall in a shared work space.

Figure 2.14. The MessyBoard screen saver.
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2.5 A Spatial Medium Makes Communication Enjoyable

A freeform 2D space may encourage certain kinds of playful and creative behavior. For

example, the Stage3 lab at Carnegie Mellon University and Professor Dennis Proffitt's

Perception Lab at the University of Virginia played a game of Pong (Figure 2.15). The

paddles are actually small notes, and a bitmap of a white circle serves as the ball. There .

were no strict rules, since the ball did not move on its own, any user was able to move

either of the paddles or the ball, and anyone could update the scoreboard. Nevertheless,

people seemed to enjoy this game for a short while, and they did a lot of work to create it.

Figure 2.15. Two groups of users in different locations use an early MessyBoard proto

type to playa game of pong.

Figure 2.16 shows another example: a group is using MessyBoard to schedule a ping

pong tournament. Next to the ping pong tournament roster is the sign up sheet for the

weekly lab meeting, and this underscores a critical point. A freeform 2D space allows

work and play to occur in the same medium, right next to each other, and closely inter

twined. Playful behavior may encourage people to pay more attention to MessyBoard and

use it more often. If this is the 'case, they may also take part in some work-related ex

changes that they otherwise would have ignored.
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Figure 2.16. MessyBoard users sign up for a table tennis tournament (left) and for their

next lab meeting (right).



Chapter 3

Software Design

3.1 Architecture Overview

MessyBoard is designed to be persistent: content on the board must continue to exist even

if nobody looks at it for a period of time. MessyBoard must also be accessible from any

computer on the Internet at any time. The simplest way to satisfy both of these constraints

was to use a client-server model where the server is always online, similar to a web

server.

MessyBoard employs a straightforward client/server architecture. ·The system state is

stored in a networked database so that updates originating from theGUI of one client are

automatically sent to the server and broadcast to all of the other clients.

Figure 3.1 shows the major components of MessyBoard. The GUI layer defines the ap

pearance and interactive behavior of the MessyBoard space and objects such as notes and

pictures that inhabit the space. The database layer provides a distributed database ensur

ing that data is automatically synchronized between remote clients. The network layer

allows clients to send and receive messages asynchronously so as to keep the user inter

face responsive.

Shared data in the database is organized as a flat set of elements, each of which has a set

of properties. Each property has a name (a string) and some data (a byte array). Messy

Board uses a single element to represent each object in the MessyBoard space such as a

note or picture. The properties of the element represent attributes of the object such as the

position and size and the text that appears in a note.

50
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.......................
·GUI Layer:
·......................

......................··Database Layer :
·......................

......................··Network Layer :
·......................

Figure 3.1. The MessyBoard architecture comprises three layers: GUI, database and net

work. The database and network layers each have a client and a server component.

The most complex part of the system is the database client and its interaction with the

GUI layer. The GUI layer uses the Model-View-Controller pattern (Burbeck, 1992) and

the database client serves as the underlying model. The database client is structured in

order to allow the GUI code to be as simple as possible while at the same time ensuring

that the user always gets immediate feedback for interactive operations, even if those op

erations require sending and receiving information over the network.

3.2 The GUI Layer

I began work on the new version of MessyBoardwith many ideas about different kinds of

objects that could go on the board and uncertainty about exactly how those objects should

appear and behave. Clearly, some amount of rapid prototyping and iterative design would

be necessary. It was important to be able to quickly develop new MessyBoard objects and

focus on the GUI appearance and behavior without having to worry about the network

messages required to keep different users' views synchronized.

To accomplish this goal, I use the Model-View-Controller pattern (Burbeck, 1992) to im

plement objects on MessyBoard. For each kind of object on MessyBoard, the GUI layer

contains a Model class and a ViewController class. For example, the implementa

tion for the note object comprises the NoteModel class and the NoteViewControl-
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ler class. The NoteModel class defines and encapsulates the data that are associated

with the note, such as its position and text, and it synchronizes the data with other clients

using the database layer. The NoteViewController class specifies the rendering and

the interactive behavior of the note. The relationship between objects that the user sees on

MessyBoard, ViewController objects, Model objects and database elements is il

lustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. The MessyBoard space is represented by aMes syArea object. Each object

that the user sees on MessyBoard is represented by a ViewController object which

specifies the rendering and interactive behavior. A Model object encapsulates the shared

data for each object and stores it as properties of a database element.

Once the developer has defined a Model class, she can change the rendering and interac

tive behavior by modifying only the ViewController class. Since the model handles

the interaction with the networked database, modifying the ViewController class is

as simple as building a component in any aUI framework. The developer can focus on

the look and feel without thinking about network synchronization.

The Model class acts as a wrapper for an element in the network database, and its two

main purposes are to provide type safety and convenience. For example, the Note-
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Model class provides a posi tion field and the ViewController class can change

the note's position by calling myModel.position.set(point). For the View

Controller developer, this is more convenient than converting the point into a byte

array and then setting the property on a database element. If the developer accidentally

sets the position to an integer instead of a point, this error is caught by the compiler. If the

ViewController class were to interact with the database element directly, such errors

would result in corrupt database states at run time.

The MessyBoard space is represented by a MessyArea class. The MessyArea class is

an AWT·(Sun, 2005a) component that can be placed in a window frame, applet or any

other AWT container. Viewcontroller objects representing notes, pictures etc. are

children of the MessyArea in the aUI component hierarchy as shown in Figure 3.2.

When MessyBoard begins execution, the MessyArea initializes the database connec

tion and creates a Model and ViewController object for every element in the data

base. The MessyArea also listens to the database for object creation and deletion events

and creates and deletes Model and ViewController objects accordingly.

I chose AWT over the more advanced JFC/Swing library (Sun, 2005c) because it was

important for the MessyBoard client to be able to run in a Java 1.1 virtual machine. How

ever, AWT components are inadequate for creating irregularly shaped objects with partial

transparency such as curved notes, and AWT controls like the TextArea class are too

inflexible to create a custom look and feel. Thus, the MessyArea and ViewControl

ler classes extend theAWT Container class so that they can contain subcomponents

be contained in an AWT aUI hierarchy, and they implement their own lightweight ren

dering scheme similar to JFC/Swing components. For editing and displaying text in

notes, I use the lightweight text control provided in the KFC library (Yasumatsu, 2005)

with minor modifications.

3.3 The Database Layer

The core of the MessyBoard implementation is a networked database. The database

stores a collection of elements and each element stores a set of properties. Each property
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has a name, stored as a string, and a value, stored as an array of bytes. The fundamental

operations provided by the database are element creation and deletion, creating a property

and changing a property value, and locking and unlocking an element. MessyBoard uses

one database element to represent the state of each object (a single note or picture, for

example) on the board. The element's properties represent the object's location, size, and

object-specific information such as the text in a note.

Two basic requirements drove the design of the database:

1. Immediate feedback to the user for local operations

2. Real-time synchronization of remote clients

3.3.1 Immediate feedback

Immediate feedback is an important part of lowering the perceived and real costs of

communication. A sluggish interface may be enough to dissuade a user from posting a

quick comment. For this reason, the MessyBoard client gives the user real-time feedback

for operations such as moving objects interactively (dragging with the mouse) before it

can guarantee that these operations will succeed.

MessyBoard operations can potentially fail, for example if two people attempt to move a

note at the same time. However, these conflicts are rare and there is little cost in notifying

the user a few milliseconds after the fact that someone else is moving the note.

An alternative design would be to give immediate feedback to the user during an interac

tive operation while indicating explicitly whether the operation is pending or if it is guar

anteed to be successful (Pausch, 1988). For example, when a user starts to move a note

the system could leave the original note in place and create a transparent copy of the note

that the user can manipulate. When the operation is acknowledged by the server, the

transparent copy would disappear and the real note would move to the current location.

While the MessyBoard architecture supports this kind of interaction, such an interface

may be distracting and unsettling to novice users. Many users may not understand why

notes become transparent for a short while and then become solid, and since the likeli-
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hood of a lock collision is so .rare, it does not justify the distraction to the user in the

common case.

3.3.2 Real-time synchronization

People may be reluctant to expend time and effort on a task if they have reason to believe

that their work may be in vain. For example, a user would not want to spend time updat

ing a shared "to do" list if she had reason to believe that someone else had already up

dated the list. Therefore, users must be confident that the information they see on Messy

Board is completely up to date. For this reason, all MessyBoard clients are updated in

real time within the limits imposed by network latency (usually less than two seconds).

Another reason for real-time synchronization is that MessyBoard may be used for syn

chronous remote collaboration. Though this is not MessyBoard's primary intended use, if

the tool is adopted by remote collaborators then it is possible that they will start to look at

it during teleconferences or while they are sending Iristant Messages to one another. Syn

chronous use requires fine-grained coordination where real-time feedback on the actions

of other users is important.

3.3.3 Requested and Confirmed States

The need for real-time synchronization led to a design in which GUI elements make

changes to objects in a database and the database client automatically and immediately

updates the server. The server processes the request, sends an acknowledgement message

to the client that requested the change, and sends a broadcast message to any other data

base clients that are connected. The database client uses the observer pattern (Gamma,

1995) to notify GUI elements immediately through a callback when a broadcast is re-

ceived.

The need for immediate feedback dictates that when the user moves a note, the note is

shown in a new position before the database client receives an acknowledgement from

the server. However, for the sake of simplicity in the GUI implementation, GUI elements

are always rendered to reflect the state of the database. This led to a design in which the

database client stores two different states:
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• The requested state takes into account requests that have not yet been ac

knowledged.

• The confirmed state only includes modifications that have been acknowledged

by the server.

Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 illustrate the interaction between the GUI and the requested and

confirmed states during creation of an object and modification of a property. Conceptu

ally, the requested and confirmed states are both complete descriptions of the database

and they are treated as such in the examples. The two states may include different ele

ments and corresponding properties in the two states may have different values. In prac

tice, the two states are either identical or very similar and the requested state is encoded

as a set of pending changes to the confirmed state.

By default, a database query returns the requested state. This means that when a GUI

element is painted on the screen the position, size and other attributes automatically re

flect the requested state. If the database client receives an acknowledgement indicating

that a request is denied, it setsthe requested state back to the confirmed state. This means

that for a denied request, the Gill will temporarily reflect the requested state until the ac

knowledgement arrives, and then the GUI will automatically "snap back" to the con

firmed state.
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1. The user of GUI A double clicks to create a note. When the Gill layer instructs the database cli
ent to create an element, the requested state is updated immediately so the new note appears in
the GUI right away. A creation request is sent to the server.

GUIA

GUIB

2. The server processes the creation request and adds an element to its own internal state. The
server sends an acknowledgement to database client A and a broadcast to database client B.
When they receive the respective messages, the confirmed states for both A and B contain the
new element and the note appears in both GUIs.

GUIA

GUIB

•
11II - II

~

11II

•• ..
I 11II • 11II

-
~~ !! Element

Creation
Broadcast

Figure 3.3. When a note is first created, the element is contained in the requested state

for the client that created it and a creation request is sent to the server. The server proc

esses the message, sends an acknowledgement to the client that requested the creation,

and sends a broadcast to all other clients. When the clients receive these messages they

add the element to their confirmed states .
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1. The user of GUI A types a letter in a note. When the GUI layer instructs the database client to
change the text property, the requested state is updated immediately so the new text appears in
the Gill right away. A property change request is sent to the server.

GUIA

GUIB

2. The server processes the property change request and changes the property value in its own in
ternal state. The server sends an acknowledgement to database client A and a broadcast to data
base client B. When they receive the respective messages, the confirmed states for both A and B
contain the new property value and the new text appears in both Gills.

GUIA

GUIB

Property
Change
Acknowledgement

Figure 3.4. When the text of a note is changed, the text property is changed in the re

quested state for the client that initiates the change and a property change request is sent

to the server. The server processes the message, sends an acknowledgement to the client

that requested the change, and sends a broadcast to all other clients. When the clients re-

ceive these messages they change the property value in their confirmed states.
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3.3.4 Locks and Simultaneous Operations

Though MessyBoard is primarily intended for asynchronous use, users may attempt to

simultaneously drag or resize an object. It is possible for two users to begin an operation

on the same object before either of their clients receives notification that their operation

has succeeded or failed. Thus, the system is required to provide immediate feedback to

both users that their operation has begun, decide which operation will succeed and which

will fail, and provide feedback as soon as possible to the user whose operation failed. In

addition, as little of this complexity as possible should be exposed to the GUI layer in

order to allow for rapid prototyping of interactive behavior without worrying about pos

sible failures in every state.

These requirements are satisfied by a locking mechanism in the database layer. When the

user begins an interactive operation, such as dragging a note, the client application re

quests a lock for the element representing that note. The note's position is updated in real

time as the user moves the mouse. When the user releases the mouse button, the client

unlocks the element. The GUI layer determines when locks are requested and released

and it is responsible for ensuring that all lockedelements are eventually unlocked.

Semantically, the lock and unlock requests serve to designate all of the changes in be

tween as a single operation that cannot be interrupted by another client. If the lock re

quest succeeds then all of the requests before the unlock request will also succeed. Like

wise, if the lock request fails then all requests before the unlock request will also fail.

These semantics allow the GUI to lock, make changes and unlock without any special

cases for lock failure during or after an operation. Notification of a lock failure updates

the requested and committed states of the client database so that user gets the desired

feedback as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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ate feedback. Each database client changes its requested state and sends a lock request followed
by property change requests to the server.
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GUt A: User
drags note
to right

GUt B: User
drags note
down

Lock request
followed by
change requests

Lock request
followed by
change requests

2. The server processes the lock request from A first and indicates success in the acknowledgement.
The lock request from B is denied and failure is indicated in the acknowledgement. When the
clients receive the acknowledgements, their requested and confirmed states are changed to the
state requested by A. Property changes requested by A are now implicitly accepted and property
changes requested by B are implicitly rejected. Note that Gill B will continue to request property
changes until the user releases the m<?use button, even while it renders the changes requested by
client A. This happens naturally without any special code in the Gill to handl~ lock rejection.

GUI A: Note
follows
cursor

GUI B: Note
snaps to
position
requested
byA

Lock
acknowledgement:
success

Lock
acknowledgement:
failure

Figure 3.5. Two users simultaneously attempt to drag a note in different directions.
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Locking is used for interactive dragging because this operation involves a stream of

property changes over time and intuitively it makes no sense for two users to be able to

simultaneously move an object to different locations. Other operations, such as changing

the color of a note, do not use locking because they are instantaneous operations that in

volve only a single property change. Typing text in a note is an interesting case: multiple

keystrokes can be thought of as parts of a single interactive operation, but there is no rea

son in principle why two users should not be able to simultaneously insert text .into a

note. Thus, locking is not used when the user types text in a note. If two users type text in

a note simultaneously, the server will determine the order in which their individual key

strokes arrive and both clients will eventually be updated to reflect that order. Though the

current GUI implementation behaves badly when this occurs, causing the cursor to jump

to unexpected locations, there is no reason in principle why two users cannot edit the

same note simultaneously with two separate cursor positions.

3.3.5 Real-time Updates and Un-guaranteed Requests

When the user drags a note to move it, the GUI layer requests a property change every

time it processes a mouse movement event. This is desirable because the requests change

the position of the note in the requested state, thereby causing the GUI to immediately

render the note in a new position. However, if the database client were to send a message

to the server for each mouse movement event the network would be flooded with packets

and the server would fall behind in processing them.

In order to conserve bandwidth, some updates are labeled as un-guaranteed by the client

making the request. Un-guaranteed updates are used during interactive operations such as

updating the position of a note while the user is dragging it. The database client automati

cally filters these updates, discarding some of them so that a network message is not sent

for each individual mouse movement event. The GUI layer ensures that each interactive

operation ends with a guaranteed update so that the server is notified of the final state.
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3.3.6 Large Data Objects

MessyBoard allows users to post pictures on the board and to share arbitrary files, repre

sented on the board as icons. These large data objects can take seconds or even minutes

to upload to the server and then download to an arbitrary number of other clients. It is

important that the interface remains responsive during these transfers, as the user who

posted the picture or file will be focusing an unusual amount of attention on the medium

at that very moment. This is a likely time for that user to post quick responses to other

content or engage in playful behavior. Other users might occasionally be using Messy

Board when the large objects are posted, and they should be able to continue their activi

ties while the data is downloaded from the server.

When transferring large data objects, it is also important to provide feedback to the user

about the progress of the transfer. Users may become anxious if they are not sure how

long they need to wait (Myers, 1985), and a user may be waiting for an upload to com

plete before terminating a modem connection.

Property values are not designed to meet these requirements, so the database layer pro

vides an alternative mechanism called streaming data transfer for associating large data

objects with properties in the database. The definition of "large data object" might sound

like an arbitrary threshold, but in practice there is a marked difference in the size of ob

jects that are stored as property values and objects such as files and pictures that use the

alternative mechanism. For example, an unusually large note that covers the entire

MessyBoard space contains approximately 5,700 characters and is encoded in the data

base as 5,700 bytes. A relatively small 320 x 240 image of an outdoor scene with aggres

sive JPEG compression occupies 15,000 bytes. In practice, notes are usually much

smaller and images can be much larger.

The URL data transfer mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The database client main

tains two separate connections to the server in order to keep the interface responsive

while data is uploading. The database connection carries database update requests and

acknowledgements from the server as discussed previously. The stream connection is

used by the client only for transmitting large data objects. Thus, a user can create and
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modify a note (using only the database connection) while a large file is uploaded over the

stream connection by a separate thread.

When the database server receives a large data object it stores it as a file accessible

through a web server and it sets a property in the database to the URL of the file. The cli

ent waits for the URL property to be set and then uses the http protocol to retrieve the

file. This approach allows the client to leverage the rich functionality provided in the Java

standard libraries to download and display images asynchronously. The Java library also

provides extensive support for downloading files and displaying progress indicators

without blocking the GUI thread.

3.3.7 History

MessyBoard users must be confident that any information that they store on MessyBoard

can be retrieved. The history architecture is designed to capture every change that is

made to the database in real time. The history is stored as a list of changes interspersed

with snapshots. A snapshot specifies the entire state of the database (the set of elements

and their properties) at an instant in time. A change specifies a single modification to the

database state, such as a property value change or the creation or deletion of an element.

The database state at any time t can be reconstructed by finding a snapshot before time t,

making a copy of the state specified by that snapshot, and then applying all of the

changes that occur between the time of the snapshot and time t.

The history must be persistent so it is stored on the server. I assume that a user typically

wants to look at a portion of the history without waiting for the entire history to

download. Thus, a client fetches parts of the history on demand in response to the user

clicking on the history slider. The client sends a request for a history interval over a sepa

rate network connection reserved for history requests and responses. The server responds

by sending a dynamically created snapshot specifying the database state at the beginning

of the interval followed by all of the changes up to the end of the interval. (The server can

apply changes to an existing snapshot to create a new snapshot representing the state of

the database at any point in time.) This sequence is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
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1. The user drags an image into the MessyBoard space.

2. Database client A creates an element and receives an acknowledgement. Database client B re
ceives a broadcast and Gill B renders an empty rectangle.

3. Database client A uses the stream connection to upload the image data.

4. Upon receiving all the data, the database server writes it to a file.

5. The database sets a property on the image element to a URL and broadcasts the property value to
all clients.

6. On receiving the new property value, Gill B uses HTTP to retrieve the image data from the
server file system through a public web server that runs on the server computer.

Figure 3.6. Database clients use a separate stream connection to upload large data objects

to the server. The database server writes the data to a file and sets a property in the data

base to a URL. The GUI layer can then use the URL to download the file via HTTP.
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It is interesting to note that the history data structure allows for the dynamic creation of

snapshots on demand in order to improve future performance. The client's history cache

will contain snapshots that correspond to the intervals that the user has requested as dem

onstrated in Figure 3.7. This policy is intuitively sound, assuming that the user's history

requests will be localized with respect to the times in history that they request. Though

the new snapshots are dynamically created by the server, the server currently discards

them after sending them to the client and the server's history representation always con

tains only a single snapshot at the beginning. As an optimization, the server could keep

some of these snapshots in order to improve performance on future requests.

Currently, when the user clicks a time on the history slider the client requests a two-week

interval centered at that time. A more sophisticated caching heuristic might improve the

user's experience by more frequently having the desired portion of history in local mem

ory before the user views it.

3.3.7.1 History and the GUI

In order to avoid duplicate implementations and preserve consistency in the interface, it is

important to leverage a single aUI framework to display both the present and past states

of the database. I accomplish this by loading past database states into the database client

so that the MessyArea, Model and ViewController objects interact with objects

in the past and" present through the same interface. When the time changes, the

MessyArea receives deletion and creation notifications similar to when elements are

created or deleted in the present.
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~ =history change

D =history snapshot

1. The user clicks the history slider and attempts to view time t9.

2. The database client cannot construct the state at t9 from the cache, so it requests t8-tl0 from the
server.

3. The server applies changes to the snapshot at to to construct a snapshot at t8. That snapshot along
with changes at t8and t9constitute the response to the client's request.

4. The client inserts the response into the cache.

5. The client reconstructs the state at t9by applying the change at t9 to the snapshot at t8.

6. The Gill views the newly constructed past state.

7. The client silently maintains the present state in response to broadcast messages from the server.

Figure 3.7. When the user clicks on the history slider, the database client requests history

data from the server to construct the past state.
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While leveraging a single aUI framework to display past and present states avoids dupli

cate implementations, some interface behaviors must be different when viewing the past.

For example, users can copy objects out of the past but they cannot create anew note as

they can in the present. The current time is stored in the database client, allowing the

MessyArea to determine whether it is presenting the past or the present and to behave

accordingly when it processes input events. In theory, ViewController objects could

also query the time in their paint methods so as to change their appearance based on the

time.

3.4 The Network Layer

The entire MessyBoard client-side architecture is structured to keep the user interface re

sponsive and mask network latency while providing real-time updates for actions that are

carried out by remote users. The network layer facilitates this by providing an event

based abstraction on top of Java's TCPIP sockets. The network client encapsulates a

worker thread that waits for incoming messages and puts them in a queue. Another

worker thread waits for messages to be placed in the queue and then updates the database

'client state and posts a repaint event to the AWT event queue. Thus, the GUI thread is

notified in a timely manner and it never blocks while waiting for network messages.

3.5 Implementation and Deployment

It is important that users are able to use MessyBoard instantly without installing any

software. Currently, the best way to ensure this is to build an applet using Java 1.1. How

ever, drag-and-drop and copy-and-paste require Java 1.2 or greater. My solution is to

build the core of the client with Java 1.1 and build extensions using a more recent version

of Java. The main program queries the system at runtime to determine the version of the

Java Runtime Environment and loads the appropriate classes. This allows MessyBoard to

run in any Java virtual machine, though features such as drag-and-drop and history will

not always be available.

Users can always upgrade their Java VM to get these features and they may be more

likely to do so after they have used MessyBoard and seen some value in it. MessyBoard

currently displays a message where the history slider ought to be if it detects that it is
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running in a Java 1.lVM. The message informs users that the history feature will be en

abled if they upgrade. It would also be desirable to detect when users are attempting to

use drag-and-drop and prompt them to upgrade at that moment, but this is not currently

done.

Some MessyBoard users may want to run MessyBoard as a stand-alone application rather

than as an applet in a web browser. A stand-alone application can start faster and take up

less screen real-estate. I deployed MessyBoard both as an applet and as a stand-alone ap

plication using Java Web Start (Sun, 2005b). The Java Web Start client automatically

downloads a new version of the program if it has changed, otherwise it uses a cached lo

cal copy. It also allows the user to create a shortcut to the application on the desktop.

The MessyBoard screen saver is coded mostly in Java for future portability across plat

forms. I have implemented a working screen saver for one platform, Windows 2000/XP.

The MessyBoard screen saver for Windows is a small executable that launches Java Web

Start and directs it to the JAR file hosted on www.rnessyboard.org.This scheme ensures

that the screen saver will be upgraded automatically in the same fashion as the stand

alone application. Similar schemes should be possible on other platforms.

The MessyBoard implementation uses several third-party libraries and components.

These components and their uses are listed in Appendix A.

3.5.1 Technical Hurdles to Reducing Startup Cost

In most respects, Java technology is a tremendous boon to any developer who is con

cerned with reducing startup cost. A Java applet can be embedded in a web page and

most web browsers will download and run the applet without any software installation. A

developer can set up a Java Web Start application such that end users can install it by

clicking on a link in a web page. In either case, the developer can upgrade the application

simply by placing new files on the Web and end users will automatically get the new

code the next time they run the application.

For applications and applets that require unrestricted access to the local computer's file

system, the Java run-time environment displays warning dialog boxes as shown in Figure
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3.8. For users that understand these dialog boxes, the startup cost is minimal: just a single

mouse click. The Java Web Start dialog box only appears once, and the applet dialog box

will only be shown once if the user clicks the "Always" button. For the vast majority of

users who are not familiar with the relationship between applets and the local computer,

these dialog boxes can increase startup cost substantially by adding worry or annoyance

that can translate into delay or complete failure to proceed. Even if the appletlapplication

has a proper digital signature verified by one of the major certificate authorities, the

wording in the dialog boxes is serious and alarming and users who do not understand

what it means may refuse to run the program. Care-free users who are used to clicking

through dialog boxes without reading them may pay extra attention to the Java warnings

because the look and feel is different than typical Windows dialog boxes. Users who do

find the "Yes" or "Ok" button and click it immediately without reading the rest of the

dialog will miss the "Always" button in the applet dialog so they will see the warning

every time they run the applet. I have observed this behavior a number of times. One user

in particular listed this as her biggest complaint with MessyBoard, and she was aston

ished when I pointed out the "Always" button.

Figure 3.8. The Java run-time environment displays an unusual and alarming dialog for

applications and applets that request unrestricted access to the hard drive, even if they are

signed with a digital certificate from a major certificate authority.
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Solving this problem for a global audience of MessyBoard users is not possible with the

current Java security framework. A digitally signed applet or application verified by a

Certificate Authority only assures the end user that the code comes from a particular

source and that it has not been altered in transit. The user must decide whether or not they .

trust the source.

The problem may be more tractable for an enterprise deployment within an organization.

The web browser and Java VM for each user's workstation could be configured (perhaps

with some modifications) to accept digitally signed applets from certain sources auto

matically, and the organization could sign the MessyBoard applet and application with its

own certificate. However, this requires that the organization is able to easily change the

configuration of each individual workstation.

3.6 The MessyBoard Web Site

The MessyBoard web site, hosted at www.messyboard.org, allows users to create their

own MessyBoard spaces and access them. The main software components of the server

are the MessyBoard server manager and the Apache HITP server (Apache Software

Foundation, 2005a). The server manager encapsulates servers for several individual

MessyBoard spaces in a single process and it can create additional servers. The web

server uses the mod_python module (Apache Software Foundation, 2005b) to run Python

(van Rossum & de Boer, 1991) scripts in response to URL requests. These Python scripts

perform server-side processing of CGI form data in a similar manner to CGI scripts.

Mod_python provides added flexibility by allowing all URL requests to be processed by

a script that takes the requested URL as input and generates arbitrary output dynamically.

The Python scripts use TCP/IP sockets to communicate with the MessyBoard server

manager.

3.6.1 Creating a MessyBoard Space

The most common way to create a new MessyBoard space is to go to the main page at

www.messyboard.org, type a name in the box and click the button. Figure 3.9 explains

how the server components interact to create a new MessyBoard space and provide feed

back to the user.
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To createa new board. type a name and clickthe button.

1. The user types a name for a new space and clicks the button, sending a CGI request to the web
server.

2. The web server invokes a Python script to process the CGI request

3. The Python script queries server managers to check that the name is not already in use

4. The Python script returns a consent form with hidden state information

5. The user completes the form and clicks the button, sending another CGI request to the web server

6. The Python script handling the CGI request instructs one of the server managers to create the new

server with the requested name

Figure 3.9. A web server launches Python scripts that interact with server managers and

generate dynamic HTML content in order to allow the user to create a new MessyBoard

space and sign a consent form.

When the user types a name and clicks the button, the name is sent to the web server

which invokes a server-side Python script. The script opens sockets to all MessyBoard
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server managers and queries them to determine whether or not the requested name is al

ready in use. If it is not, the script returns a consent form that is displayed in the user's

browser. The user fills out the consent form and clicks the "submit" button which sends

another URL request to the server. Upon receiving the request, the server runs another

Python script that queries the MessyBoard server managers to determine which one is

currently running the fewest MessyBoard servers. The least loaded manager is instructed

to create a new server with the given name. When the server is created, the user's web

browser is redirected to the new MessyBoard space automatically.

The user may also initiate the creation of a new MessyBoard space by typing the URL for

a space that does not yet exist. All URL requests are handled by a Python script which

checks to see if the requested space exists or not, using the same mechanism described

above. Thus, it is a simple matter for the script to inform the user that the space does not

exist and enter the creation sequence described above.

The MessyBoard server must ensure that all users fill out the consent form once but it

would be highly undesirable to require that users fill out the consent .form each time they

access a MessyBoard space. The server-side Python scripts read and write cookies in or

der to determine whether or not a user has already filled out a consent form. Consent

forms are tracked separately for each MessyBoard space, so a user that uses two Messy

Board spaces will have to fill out two forms. All of this is tracked in a single browser

cookie encoded with fields for each MessyBoard space.

For this project, the consent forms are an unfortunate aspect of the ethical requirements

on research involving human participants, since this project places a huge premium on

lowering the effort threshold to adoption and use, and the consent form itself is a huge

disincentive for users to proceed.

3.6.2 Scalability

At present, the public MessyBoard deployment hosts a modest number of MessyBoard

spaces (under 300) and the load is distributed over two computers. This,section describes
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how this is accomplished and how the current strategy might scale to host thousands of

MessyBoard spaces.

The MessyBoard server manager uses memory to store the current state for each Messy

Board space. The Java virtual machine imposes a limit on the amount of heap space

available to a program, so it is necessary to distribute all of the servers over several dif

ferent server managers. The CPU demands also grow as more MessyBoard spaces are

added and more users access the space, since each new server launches a few threads that

listen for incoming connections and additional threads are launched each time a user con

nects. For this reason, it is desirable to spread MessyBoard server managers over several

different physical machines.

Figure 3.10 shows how MessyBoard server managers are currently distributed over a

cluster of two computers on a private subnet. A router using Network' Address Transla

tion (NAT) makes the server cluster appear as a single machine at a fixed IP address to

the outside world. This is important for the Java applet, since the client-side Java sandbox

will only allow Java 1.1 applets to open a socket to the IP address from which the applet

was served.

The router directs incoming packets to different machines in the cluster depending on the

port that they are bound for. All HTTP requests are directed to the machine that runs the

web server. The router directs a fixed range of port numbers to each computer and server

managers are configured to listen on ports in the appropriate range. Each individual

MessyBoard space has a fixed port. The MessyBoard client gets this port from the HTML

page if it is running as an applet or from the jnlp file if it is running as an application

through Java Web Start (Sun, 2005b). Users are never required to know the port numbers

for their MessyBoard spaces.

The server cluster can easily accommodate new physical machines for running additional

server managers. Adding a new physical machine requires some configuration of the

router, changes to a master list of server managers used by the Python scripts, and con

figuration of the new machine. Existing machines need not be reconfigured. One could
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also imagine different schemes for scalability, such as a single physical machine with a

large amount of memory and multiple processors.

Figure 3.10. A router makes two physical computers appear as one from the outside and

it directs traffic to the appropriate computer based on the destination port number.

The only fundamental limit in this scheme is the number of available ports. Since all traf

fic is redirected by a single router based on the port number, adding new physical ma

chines to the server cluster does not result ·in additional ports for new MessyBoard

spaces. Each MessyBoard space requires three ports (database connection, stream con

nection and history connection). There are 65536 ports, so no more than 21845 Messy

Board spaces can exist on a server cluster at a given IP address. This restriction could be

lifted if all end users are required to use a modem version of Java, since signed applets in

a Java 1.2 and later can open sockets to any computer if the user grants permission, One

could also imagine a custom router that redirects traffic based on the content of the pack

ets, thereby removing the limit on the number of MessyBoard servers while maintaining
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the outward appearance that the server cluster is a single physical machine at a fixed IP

address.

3.6.3 Practical Problems with a Monolithic MessyBoard Server

The current MessyBoard deployment hosted at www.messyboard.org has several practi

cal problems. The name of each MessyBoard space must be unique, but inevitably two

groups will want the same name. One group will be forced to choose a less intuitive or

memorable name, thereby increasing the startup cost. Worse yet, if a MessyBoard space

with a simple and popular name has no password protection, many users may view it by

accident.

All MessyBoard traffic is sent over the public Internet to the central server, introducing

security risks. This traffic could be encrypted to obscure the content,' but an attacker

could still learn when different people are using the MessyBoard space by intercepting

messages sent between the client and server. If group members work at a single site or

campus with a firewall, it is desirable to allow them to use MessyBoard without sending

traffic over the public Internet.

A MessyBoard space is publicly accessible by default to anyone who knows the URL and

MessyBoard has no mechanism for user authentication. Part of the reason for this is re

duced startup cost: Users should be able to start using MessyBoard without creating an

account and deciding on a password. However, many groups need to keep the contents of

their MessyBoard space hidden from the public even if they trust other members of their

group. As a stop-gap measure I have implemented an optional protection scheme that

protects a MessyBoard space with a single password. This leads to other problems: Users

will be tempted to e-mail the password to each other, and if the password is compromised

then all of the users will have to agree on a new password and learn it. A pragmatic ap

proach is for users to choose an obscure name that is difficult to guess or stumble upon,

effectively acting as a password. However, this approach eliminates all of the benefits of

an intuitive and memorable name and URL for the MessyBoard space.
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MessyBoard users have no physical access to the MessyBoard server, which would raise

security and legal concerns in many organizations. Given the choice, many organizations

would rather hire an IT staff and pay them to maintain such a server than trust a third

party with the storage and protection of sensitive data.

The solution to all of these problems is an enterprise MessyBoard server. If members of a

large organization are convinced of the value of MessyBoard, they could set up their own

MessyBoard server on site and allow members of the organization to use it. Corporations

and other organizations already manage their own enterprise servers for e-mail and they

are beginning to do this for instant messaging programs (Lawton, 2003). An enterprise

MessyBoard server could offer all of the functionality currently provided by messy

board.org including low-cost methods for creating a new MessyBoard space.

Separate servers would allow groups in different ~rganizations to use the same names for

their MessyBoard spaces. For example, if the design groups at companies Alpha and Beta

both wanted a MessyBoard space named "design", the two spaces could both exist at the

following URLs:

• www.alpha.com/messyboard/design

• www.beta.com/messyboardldesign

Both URLs are simple and memorable for the members of their respective organizations.

An enterprise MessyBoard server could reside on a private subnet behind a firewall so

that an in-house IT staff could administer and maintain it. For users working at the same

site or campus, all MessyBoard traffic would be confined to the organization's subnet.

An enterprise MessyBoard server could leverage existing infrastructure for authentication

and access control. For example, users could sign on to a MessyBoard server using their

UNIX or Windows domain user name and password, and existing permissions and

groups could be used to control access to Messylsoard spaces.
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Related Work

4.1 Shared Drawing Applications

Shared drawing applications are networked programs designed primarily to support syn

chronous collaboration between either co-located or remote participants (Centra, 2005;

Greenberg, Bohnet, Roseman, & Webster, 1992; Groupboard, 2005; HelpMeeting.com, '

2005; Hindus, Mainwaring, Leduc, Hagstrom, & Bayley, 2001; JDH Technologies, 2005;

Microsoft, 2005a; Moran, McCall, van Melle, Pederson, & Halasz, 1995; Netscape, 2005;

RTZ Software, 2005; Stefik, Bobrow, Foster, Lanning, & Tatar, 1987; Trimble, Wales, &

Gossweiler, 2002; WebEx, 2005; Wolf, Rhyne, & Briggs, 1995). Typically, the tools pro

vide a 2D WYSIWIS space and support some subset of these features: freeform sketch

ing, bitmaps, text, shared telepointers, scrolling over a large area, multiple pages, and

marking up an existing web page or document.

These tools are designed to support synchronous meetings where people are in the same

room or communicating by voice using a telephone or the Internet. Their interfaces are

optimized for rapid visual communication of ideas in real time, augmented by voice or

text chat, though one could conceivably set up a dedicated server for one of these pro

grams in order to allow asynchronous use. It is possible to run any of these programs on a

public display, but none of them function as a screen saver. Only one of these programs

(We-Met) allows users to browse a complete history of activity (Wolf et al., 1995).

4.2 Shared Text Editors

Shared text editors such as ShrEdit (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992) and MoonEdit

(Dobrowolski, 2005) allow multiple users to edit a single document, each on their own

networked computer. These tools are designed to support only synchronous collaboration

and the only medium they support is text.

77
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4.3 Chat (Instant Messaging)

Chat programs such as AOL Instant Messenger (AOL, 2005) and RVM (Herbsleb, At

kins, Boyer, Handel, & Finholt, 2002) typically allow two users to type messages back

and forth to each other synchronously. Some chat programs allow users to exchange pic

tures and files. Although some chat programs allow more than two users to participate in

a discussion, the programs are typically used for two-way communication. Chat sessions

are not persistent and the medium does not provide a 2D space.

4.4 Large Public Displays

A few researchers have built systems that use large public displays to support focused,

time-critical collaboration. The MERBoard system (Trimble et aI., 2002) is designed to

help NASA scientists analyze data from a rover on Mars, and the eWhiteBoard system

(Bercowicz, Barnett, & Chueh, 1999) supports scheduling in a cardiac catheterization

center. Neither of these systems provides a networked freeform 2D space designed for

asynchronous collaboration (MERBoard includes a shared drawing application).

The Portfolio Wall system allows automobile designers to display works in progress on

large public displays (Buxton, Fitzmaurice, Balakrishnan, & Kurtenbach, 2000). Rather

than providing a WYSIWIS space, the Portfolio Wall display automatically cycles

through content in a repository and allows users to add or access content using special,

scanners and tags.

Dynamo allows users in a single room to quickly share content, and users can leave notes

to communicate asynchronously (Izadi, Brignull, Rodden, Rogers, & Underwood, 2003).

Dynamo is designed primarily for synchronous collaboration between collocated users.

Users must go to the room where Dynamo is displayed in order to interact with it..

Many researchers have .attempted to design software systems that facilitate informal in

formation sharing, scheduling, planning and casual conversation. Two key issues are: 1)

making sure that the users do not forget about the systems, and 2) making it very little

work for users to view and author shared content. A number of systems use large displays

(projectors, plasma screens or augmented whiteboards and tack boards) in public settings
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to accomplish these goals (Churchill, Nelson, Denoue, & Girgensohn, 2003; Grasso et aI.,

2002; Houde, Bellamy, & Leahy, 1998; McCarthy, 2002; McCarthy, Costa, & Liongo

sari, 2001; Moran et aI., 1999; Rogers & Brignull, 2002; Russell, 2002; Russell, Trimble,

& Wales, 2002). Other systems use smaller displays in key locations, such as outside of

fice doors or meeting rooms (Cheverst, Fitton, Dix, & Rouncefield, 2002; McCarthy et

aI., 2001; Nichols, Wobbrock, Gergle, & Forlizzi, 2002; O'Hara & Perry, 2002). None of

these systems provide a networked freeform 2D space.

4.5 Screen Savers

Researchers and companies have created several different kinds of screen savers that de

liver interesting information to the user. Some screen savers support peer-to-peer collabo

ration, meaning that a user can contribute content that appears on another user's screen

saver (MyCorkboard, 2005; Netpresenter, 2005; Oceanview Consultancy, 2005; Spreitzer

& Theimer, 1993). Other screen savers are designed to broadcast information from a cen

tral source (Birch Grove Software, 2005; e-motionaI.com, 2005; Jackson & Johansson,

1997; Netpresenter, 2005). Another category of screen savers acts as message boards,

displaying away messages and idle times and in some cases allowing visiting coworkers

to leave messages on a person's computer when the person is not in her office (Bellotti &

Bly, 1996; Birch Grove Software, 2005). None of these screen savers provide a freeform

2D WYSIWIS shared space.

Shiozawa et aI. have built a screen saver that displays a shared XWindows desktop

(Shiozawa, Okada, & Matsushita, 1999). Their architecture is based on VNC (AT&T

Laboratories Cambridge, 1999) and the shared desktop can run any UNIX application.

This is a clever and powerful approach,but the XWindows desktop is clearly not de

signed as a lightweight interface for sharing information. In order to display a given pic

ture in the shared space and post comments nearby, users need to run multiple applica

tions and move the windows around. It is not possible to draw freeform ink strokes over

existing content, and the system does not maintain a history of user activity.
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4.6 Lightweight Asynchronous Collaboration Tools

Wiki Wiki Web (Cunningham, 2005) and CoWeb (Rick, Guzdial, Carroll, Hollaway

Attaway, & Walker, 2002) are systems that allow multiple authors to edit a shared web

page using only a web browser and no additional software.

A number of commercial and research systems aim to support collaboration over the

World Wide Web (Akiva, 2005a, 2005b; Caucus, 2005; Centra, 2005; Cybozu, 2005;

Documentum, 2005; Facilitate.com, 2005; HelpMeeting.com, 2005; Intranets.com, 2005;

JDH Technologies, 2005; Klockner, 2000; Lachoff, 2001; Opentext Corporation, 2005;

RTZ Software, 2005; Smart Technologies, 2005; Thruport, 2005; WebEx, 2005). These

systems typically comprise a subset of the following features:

• Document repository with version control

• Asynchronous and synchronous messaging

• Real-time application sharing similar to VNC (AT&T Laboratories Cam

bridge, 1999)

• Support for votes or polls

• Shared calendar

• Conferencing (real-time voice chat, video, shared drawing program, shared

presentation with real-time annotation)

4.7 Closely Related Systems

A number of systems have several features in common with MessyBoard. This section

gives a brief description of each of those systems and explains how MessyBoard differs.

Unless stated otherwise, these systems are displayed on a traditional desktop workstation

with a standard monitor, keyboard and mouse. Figure 4.1 shows how each of these sys

tems compares to MessyBoard in terms of a few critical features. The remainder of this

section discusses each system in tum and compares it to MessyBoard.
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MessyBoard

TeamWave Workplace

MuSwikis

Designers' Outpost

Notification Collage

iCom

What's Happening

ScanBoard

Semi-Public Displays

Groove Pinboard

Kansas

netomat

Figure 4.1. MessyBoard shares some features in common with several similar systems

but its combination of features is unique.
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4.7.1 TeamWave Workplace

: is link you'vegot here?
d Johnsonsays:.lt1sa•link to .this really· cool. software·1found.

Figure 4.2. Teamwave Workpace. Taken from

http://www.markroseman.com/teamwave/overview_interface.gif

TeamWave Workplace (formerly known as TeamRooms) is a shared freeform 2D

WYSIWIS space designed for synchronous and asynchronous collaboration (Greenberg

& Roseman, 1998; Roseman & Greenberg, 1996). A group of people shares multiple

"rooms", and each room is a persistent shared space in which users can draw, chat, and

manipulate special-purpose "applets" as shown in Figure 4.2. The available applets in

clude simple tools like notes and pictures, as well as more complex tools such as the hier

archical outliner, a database interface, a shared web browser and several games. The sys

tem facilitates real-time collaboration by providing awareness information (a list of users
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that are currently in the room) and shared telepointers. The TeamWave Workplace server

can store an arbitrary number of versions of the shared space, allowing users to access the

history of a room.

TeamWave Workplace allows users to spread information among multiple rooms, while

MessyBoard users must put all of their information in a small space so that the entire

state can be seen in a glance, without any interaction. This design choice may make

MessyBoard better suited for public displays and screen savers. TeamWave Workplace

has been used on large public displays, but never as a screen saver (Mark Roseman, elec

tronic mail, March 13, 2003).

MessyBoard has a more advanced interface for browsing and visualizing the history of

activity on the board. Though TeamWave has the capacity to save an arbitrary number of

versions, the authors have not developed an interface that allows users to browse a large

history by simply clicking on a time slider (Mark Roseman, electronic mail, May 2,

2003).
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4.7.2 MuSwikis

Figure 4.3. A Muswiki. Taken from http://www.cc.gatech.edul-lex/muswiki/

A MuSwiki is a collection of 2D freeform pages designed for asynchronous collaborative

learning (Spoon & Guzdial, 1999). Users can modify existing pages or create new pages,

and MuSwiki pages are hyperlinked to each other much like HTML pages. Each page is a

freeform WYSIWIS 2D space that supports text boxes, bitmap images, freeform draw

ings, and "computational elements" that support arbitrary kinds of computation and inter

action as shown in Figure 4.3. Users do not see each others' modifications in real time:

an author makes some changes and then explicitly asks for them to be broadcast.

MessyBoard differs from MuSwikis in that it has no concept of multiple pages. As noted

above, this makes MessyBoard better suited to display as a screen saver or on a large
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public display. In addition, a MuSwiki does not provide the user with any sort of history

mechanism.

4.7.3 "Designers' Outpost

Figure 4.4. Designers' Outpost. Taken from talk slides at

http://guir.cs.berkeley.edu/projects/outpost/

Designers' Outpost is a tangible interface for supporting synchronous collaboration for

the early stages of web site design (Klemmer, Newman, Farrell, Bilezikjian, & Landay,

2001). The system runs on a large electronic whiteboard with rear projection as shown in

Figure 4.4. Users add information by writing on a physical note with an ordinary pen and

sticking it to the board, and a camera tracks the location of the notes and stores high reso

lution images of them. A stylus allows users to draw links between notes with digital ink.

The entire set of notes and links can be saved, and when the physical notes are gone the

system can show the notes digitally. A branching history allows designers to go back to

previous states and try different alternatives (Klemmer, Thomsen, Phelps-Goodman, Lee,

& Landay, 2002). The system supports remote collaboration between two sites and pro

vides presence information in the form of "shadows" and "transient ink" (Everitt, Klem

mer, Lee, & Landay, 2003).
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Designers' Outpost is designed for synchronous collaboration on a specific task, whereas

MessyBoard is designed primarily for asynchronous collaboration with a much broader

audience in mind. The evaluation of Designers' Outpost has focuses exclusively on syn

chronous collaboration for short periods of time, and MessyBoard will be evaluated as a

tool for asynchronous collaboration over weeks or months.

Designers' Outpost also differs from MessyBoard in that it does not run on a user's per

sonal workstation. Users must go to a dedicated installation with special-purpose hard

ware to use Designers' Outpost. A user can use MessyBoard on any computer with an

Internet connection.

4.7.4 Notification Collage

Figure 4.5. Notification Collage. Image taken from

http://grouplab.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/software/notification_collagel

Notification Collage is a collaborative 2D bulletin board system for sharing notes, pic

tures, live video streams, and other media (Greenberg & Rounding, 2001) as shown in

Figure 4.5. Notification Collage is not a strict WYSIWIS system: each user can have a
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unique arrangement of items on her screen, and users can individually show and hide

elements without affecting other users' displays. The authors have created a robust toolkit

to facilitate the development of new media elements and modification of the medium it

self, including a system to record the history and visualize it (Tang, McEwan, & Green

berg, 2003).

MessyBoard and Notification Collage are designed for similar audiences and to solve a

similar set of problems, but the two systems are designed differently. The strict WYSI

WIS nature of MessyBoard allows users to use spatial relationships to communicate in

formation, while the relaxed nature of Notification Collage allows users to personalize

their own displays and filter information as they see fit.

Notification Collage and MessyBoard are both shown on large public displays in addition

to personal workstations, andlargely for the same reasons. Notification Collage currently

does not run as a screen saver.
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4.7.5 iCom

Figure 4.6. iCom. Images taken from http://web.media.mit.edu/-stefanlhc/projects/icoml

The iCom system is designed to foster awareness of activities, synchronous conferencing,

and asynchronous messaging between different physical locations (Agamanolis, 2002a,

2002b). Each ieom station has a large projected display and a seating area with a track

ball. The display contains video streams (one broadcasted from each station) and a com

munity bulletin board as shown in Figure 4.6. The video windows and the bulletin board

window can be moved with the trackball and each station shows the same configuration

(strict WYSIWIS). Users post content on the bulletin board by sending e-mail messages

to a designated address. Each station broadcasts video and audio, facilitating cross-site

meetings and casual interaction.

The design of iCom is driven by the desire for a subjective sense of "connection" be

tween different physical locations, whereas MessyBoard is designed more for explicit
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communication and collaboration. iCom's always-on audio and video encourages syn

chronous interactions, but iCom does not allow freeform expression with a direct

manipulation interface. There is currently no way to add pictures or drawings of any kind

except by placing them in front of the camera, and even then they are not persistent.

4.7.6 What's Happening

Figure 4.7. A collage generated by What's Happening. Image taken from

http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/ii/community/

The What's Happening system is designed to foster community awareness for a large or

ganization (Zhao, 2001). The system is made up of two components: a communication

bar that displays text messages and a screen saver that presents collages of images. The

text messages on the communication bar are automatically taken from a variety of

sources including announcements and popular web sites, and users can also submit their

own messages. The screen saver collages are created automatically using images from

public web sites in the community, as shown in Figure 4.7. Occasional "value added"

collages show satellite images from weather sites, maps with traffic conditions, or a ran

dom text message from the same set of sources as the communication bar. All collages

are assembled and laid out automatically. A single server creates the collages, so all eli- ,

ents see the same collage at any given time. The authors have run the collage screen saver

on their personal workstations and on large plasma displays in public areas.
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MessyBoard and the What's Happening screen saver are similar in that they both make

use of large public displays and screen savers in order to get peoples' attention. What's

Happening creates all the content automatically, without the users having to do any extra

work. MessyBoard relies on the users to do all of the work involved in content creation,

and the users have complete control.

4.7.7 ScanBoard

Figure 4.8. Scanboard. Image taken from (Hindus et al., 2001).

ScanBoard is a prototype system designed for communication between homes (Hindus et

aI., 2001). A single wall-mounted unit comprises a touch screen display and a scanner as

shown in Figure 4.8. The display shows a shared WYSIWIS 2D space. Users add pictures

or notes to .the space by placing pieces of paper in the scanner, and they can move the

notes around using the touch screen. The system allows multiple shared spaces, and the

user switches between spaces using buttons on the display. Two buttons ("Forward" and

"Back") allow the user to temporarily remove recently posted items in order to view the

items underneath.
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ScanBoard is designed for home use, whereas MessyBoard is designed primarily for col

laboration in the workplace. ScanBoard's integrated scanner makes it easy to share exist

ing paper artifacts such as photos and comic strips, while MessyBoard is optimized for

composing new information and for importing existing digital information. The concept

of an integrated public display and scanner is interesting, and support for low-effort scan

ningmight make a very synergistic addition to MessyBoard.

4.7.8 Semi-Public Displays

Figure 4.9. Semi-Public Displays. Image taken from

http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/ecl/projects/semiPublic/

Semi-Public Displays are intended to aid collaboration amongst small co-located groups

(Huang & Mynatt, 2003). The system displays four separate applications on a large pub

lic display in the authors' lab, and each application occupies about a quarter of the space

as shown in Figure 4.9. The "Reminders" application displays a slide show of requests

and reminders that are automatically parsed out of the group's weekly status reports. The

"Collaboration Space" application also cycles through the help requests, and it provides a

freeform space where lab members can scribble comments in digital ink using a stylus on

the shard display. The "Active Portrait" provides awareness information by displaying a

group photo. Each user's keyboard activity is logged, and when a user is not active her
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image in the group ph-oto slowly fades. The "Attendance Panel" presents an abstract rep

resentation of upcoming events, in the form of flowers, and how many people will be at

tending, represented by the colors of the petals on the flower. Users touch the petals with

the stylus to indicate that they are planning to attend, and that explicit action changes the

color of the petal.

MessyBoard and Semi-Public Displays are designed for a similar purpose: to aid small

group collaboration. One important difference is that Semi-Public displays run only on a

single shared public display, and MessyBoard runs on any number of clients simultane

ously. Another difference is that Semi-Public Displays are designed to facilitate specific

aspects of collaboration (awareness, help requests, event attendance) and provide content

automatically from existing sources, and MessyBoard is a freefonn space that relies en

tirely on the users for content.

4.7.9 Groove Pinboard

Figure 4.10. The Groove Pinboard tool. Image taken from

http://www.cabezal.comlProducts/PinBoard/pinboardscreenshot.gif

The PinBoard tool (Cabezal, 2005) is a component of Groove Workspace (Groove,

2005), an all-purpose collaboration tool. Groove Workspace integrates asynchronous and
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synchronous text messaging, voice messaging, and a number of other collaboration tools

in a single application. The PinBoard tool allows users to share and decorate an infinite

2D WYSIWIS space as shown in Figure 4.10. Users create notes, which can have back

ground images and attached files. Notes can also be turned into polls, allowing members

to vote on issues. The viewport shows a portion of the whole space, and a miniature view

shows the entire board and the current location of the viewport.

MessyBoard provides a small finite 2D space, and PinBoard provides an infinite space.

The infinite amount of space in PinBoard may encourage users to spread notes out over a

vast area, increasing the receiving cost and making it less suitable than MessyBoard for

public displays.

Though an entire Groove workspace can be saved as an archive at any time, this is an ex

plicit and fairly heavyweight operation. The PinBoard tool has no lightweight history

mechanism for browsing and recovering old content.

4.7.10 Kansas

Figure 4.11. Kansas. Image taken from http://research.sun.com/ics/kansas.html

Kansas is a collaborative programming environment designed for education (R. B. Smith,

Hixon, & Horan, 1998) shown in Figure 4.11. The name refers to the creation of a large,

flat space. A very large shared 2D space allows students to work separately and collabo-
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ratively, both synchronously and asynchronously, sometimes under the supervision of an

instructor. The fully programmable environment is capable of supporting a variety of

tasks, including building physics simulations and writing collaborative notes on a shared

video presentation.

As with other large 2D spaces, Kansas is not well suited to projection on a single public

display. Kansas aims to provide a complete learning environment for students, and the

large amount of space allows students to work on their own before merging their work

into a finished product. MessyBoard is focused solely on collaboration, and the design

assumes that users will continue to do most of their individual work in separate applica

tions. Kansas also differs from MessyBoard in that it provides no interface for the user to

browse through the history of activity.

4.7.11 Netomat

Figure 4.12. Netomat. Image taken from http://www.netomat.coml

Netomat provides a shared 2D space with a WYSIWIS paradigm and a Java applet im

plementation (netomat, 2005) as shown in Figure 4.12. Though the two systems are very
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similar, Netomat differs from MessyBoard in two important ways. First, Netomat pro

vides multiple pages and MessyBoard 'provides only a single finite space. Second, the

Netomat space does not show real-time updates as users modify the space, relying on us

ers to explicitly post changes and retrieve the latest content. MessyBoard shows all

changes in real time. This is important because users can have confidence that they are

seeing the latest content and that their changes will not be overwritten by someone else

who is making changes at the same time.

4.8 Physical Corkboards, Whiteboards and Other Public Artifacts

Several researchers have looked at the use of corkboards, whiteboards and other public

artifacts in specific contexts such as family coordination (Nassla & Carr, 2003), hospitals

(Lasome & Xiao, 2001), or highly focused collaboration in the office (Covi, Olsen,

Rocco, Miller, & Allie, 1998). I begin this section by reviewing the literature on cork

boards, whiteboards and other public artifacts.

To my knowledge there has been no general survey of the different uses of public cork

boards and other kinds of display spaces that people regularly encounter. As a supple

ment to the literature, I present my own observations of several bulletin boards on the

Carnegie Mellon University campus. My observations are neither rigorous nor compre

hensive, but they do serve to provide a rough picture of the use of bulletin boards and

whiteboards in contexts not covered in the literature.

4.8.1 Trauma Center Operating Room Boards

Lasome and Xiao (Lasome & Xiao, 2001) report on the use of a large magnetic white

board to coordinate the use of operating rooms at a trauma center. They observe that "The

entire operative process, from initial identification and planning for a surgical procedure

through disposition from the OR to the post-anesthesia care unit (PACU), is captured on

a large public display board." They describe a frenetic but highly structured use of the

board in which there is a designated area for each operating room (OR) and nurses create

magnetic "case strips" to represent each patient. When a case is scheduled for a particular

OR, the case strip is moved to the corresponding area of the board. Case strips are moved

around if plans change due to unforeseen circumstances, which is often the case.
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In a separate case study, Bardram reports a similar use of a "wallboard" to schedule and

coordinate activity in an unnamed surgical department for urinary surgery (Bardram,

2000). In this case the wallboard contains a written schedule for the day and head nurse is

responsible for maintaining the wallboard while surgeons look at it frequently. As in the

previous study, unforeseen circumstances lead to changes in the schedule and the hospital

staff relies on the wallboard for current information.

In both of these cases, the use of public artifacts is highly structured and the artifacts are

critical to the day-to-day operation of the hospitals. The hospital workers have taken an

inherently versatile medium and imposed a rigid structure on its use. This is somewhat

similar to my observations of MessyBoard use by Group B, in which students used

MessyBoard to implement a fair procedure for choosing offices. However, in general the

use of MessyBoard that I describe here is far less structured and more varied than the use

of whiteboards by hospital staff. Further, groups that I have observed do not, in general,

rely on MessyBoard for up-to-the-minute information the way that the hospital staff

members rely on their public artifacts.

4.8.2 Personal Office Whiteboards and Corkboards

Two case studies have found that whiteboards in personaloffices are used both for per

sonal activities and for supporting conversations. Brinck and Gomez report on the use of

whiteboards in personal offices for administrative and technical employees at Bellcore

(Brinck & Gomez, 1992). They find that although the whiteboards are located in personal

offices, whiteboards are often used to support conversations and meetings. Text was the

most common kind of content on these whiteboards, and many participants stated that

some of the content on their whiteboards should be left in place for future reference or to

support a future conversation. Mynatt reports that whiteboards are used for a variety of

tasks including to-do list and reminders, organizing thoughts and illustrating points in a

discussion (Mynatt, 1999). Participants in this study reported using their whiteboards in

tensely for short periods with long lulls in between.

A case study by Malone looks at how ten different workers organize their entire offices

(Malone, 1983). Though the study does not focus specifically on whiteboards and bulletin
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boards, it does mention that they are used for to-do lists, phone numbers and addresses

and for supporting conversations.

Based on these case studies, it seems clear that the use of personal corkboards and white

boards is quite different from the intended and actual use of MessyBoard. The only re

ported collaborative use of these personal information artifacts is synchronous face-to

face conversation.

4.8.3 Public Artifacts for Collaboration

Covi et al. provide an overview of the use of dedicated collaborative spaces in 14 Fortune

500 companies. Much of their report is focused on the use of "shared visual displays" in

cluding flip charts, whiteboards and tack boards. They report that shared visual displays

are often used for three purposes: making work visible, coordination, and motivation. For

example, in one group flip charts made software requirements visible to the developers

and another group used a large wall display consisting of magnets connected by thin

strands of tape to visualize relationships between employees in a company. As an exam

ple of coordination, several groups created shared to-do lists. For motivation, groups

posted company logos and motivational posters where everyone could see them.

Other case studies of public artifacts fit nicely into Covi's framework. Whittaker and

Schwarz report on the use of large wallboards for scheduling interdependent tasks in

software development teams (Whittaker & Schwarz, 1995). Bellotti and Rogers report

that web publishers used paper on string to visualize the links between pages on their web

site (Bellotti & Rogers, 1997). Similarly to the software developers, they also used a

large public whiteboard for scheduling and project management.

Of all of the studies reviewed in this chapter, perhaps the use of public artifacts discussed

in this section bears the greatest resemblance to the observed and intended use of Messy

Board. Though lacking in detail, Covi et al. suggest that shared visual displays in dedi

cated project rooms are used asynchronously for a wide variety of collaborative tasks.

Several groups used MessyBoard for the kinds of shared lists described by Covi et ale In a
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few instances, MessyBoard was used for scheduling or for visualization as described in

the studies cited above.

4.8.4 Family Bulletin Boards

Nassla and Carr report on the use of bulletin boards in the home as observed in a photo

diary study of three families (Nassla & Carr, 2003). They observe that families use their

bulletin boards for a combination of short-term items such as coupons, long-term items

such as school schedules and friends' phone numbers, and archival items such as the

phone number for the electric company in case of a power outage. Families added and

removed several notes during the three-week study period, suggesting that they did actu

ally use the bulletin board for important information.

Though their report does not state it explicitly, it appears that most or all of the content

placed on the family bulletin boards was created by someone outside the family. Invita

tions, school schedules, coupons and other printed materials were received in the mail or

given to the families by outsiders. The bulletin boards did not contain lists or collabora

tive representations of any kind created by the family members themselves. Indeed, one

of the main conclusions of the study is that if the physical bulletin board is replaced by an

electronic substitute, that substitute must somehow accommodate the paper items that

families regularly receive.

4.8.5 Observations of Campus Bulletin Boards

During the Spring semester of 2004 I toured the Carnegie Mellon campus once a week

with a digital camera and took photographs of bulletin boards and whiteboards. I located

boards based on my own knowledge, by walking through buildings and finding them, and

by asking bystanders where I might find them. The boards were used by a wide variety of

groups including the entire student body, businesses on campus, academic departments

and smaller clubs or research groups.

Near the end of the semester, I attempted to interview one person for each of the boards

that I had photographed. I located the person by talking to people in the offices near the

boards until I found a person who was either formally responsible for the content of the
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board or, if there was no such person, a person who was familiar with the board. I was

not able to find such a person for each board in the time available. The open-ended inter

view questions are listed in Appendix B.

In all, I photographed bulletin boards and whiteboards in 41 separate locations. Cork

boards or whiteboards that were close together (on the same wall or in the same small

room) are considered to be a single board. I conducted interviews for 23 of these loca

tions.

Based on my observations and my knowledge of the contexts for each board, I have sepa

rated the boards into five categories. My analysis does not quantitatively support this

categorization. I simply present it as a tool to aid understanding and ground further dis

cussion. For each category, I list some defining characteristics and I present my observa

tion of boards in that category.

3 out of 41 boards did not fit into my classification scheme. They are omitted from the

following discussion.

4.8.5.1 Public Boards

A public bulletin board is typically in an area where many people pass by each day and

see it. Many of the people who pass by do not have any relationship with one another be

sides their common affiliation with Carnegie Mellon, and the content on the boards has

no particular focus aside from its focus on information relevant to the Carnegie Mellon

community. In my sample, 6 bulletin boards are in this category and I conducted inter

views for 5 of them. This category includes no whiteboards.

The public board isa cacophony of announcements for events, apartment vacancies and

items for sale. They appear messy with a lot of overlap and the content changes fre

quently. Two examples are shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13. Two public boards.

For most of these boards, anyone at all can post information. If rules about access privi- .

leges or content exist, they are usually unknown or ignored. Only one of the five inter

viewees reported strict rules about posting and prompt enforcement of those rules. One

interviewee in an academic building said that students were supposed to get approval for

posting information but they often did not, and the organization responsible for maintain

ing the boards would only clean them once every semester. An interviewee in another

academic building said that nobody was responsible for maintaining the board and that it

was created primarily to keep students from posting flyers on the walls. In contrast, the

boards in the University Center (a central building housing student club offices, sports

facilities and public auditoriums) are more carefully maintained by a dedicated staff that

worked in close proximity to the boards. The staff removes items that are old or "in bad

taste". These boards appear less messy, though the content is largely the same as on other

public boards in different buildings on campus.

4.8.5.2 Departmental Boards

A departmental board is in an area with limited pedestrian traffic and the people who pass

by are likely to be affiliated with a common .academic department. Compared to the pub

lic boards discussed above, departmental boards appear neater and the content is more

relevant to a particular department. 11 of the boards that I observed fall in this category

and I conducted interviews for 8 of them. Three examples are shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14. Three departmental boards.

A typical departmental board contains news items and printed announcements. Most of

this material is relevant to the department. For example, newspaper stories featuring stu

dents and professors and posters for conferences in the department's field of study are

common.

For some departmental boards, anyone is allowed to post information and in most cases a

specific person is responsible for maintaining the board and removing old information. (5

out of 8 interviewees reported that anyone could post and 7 out of 8 reported that some

one was responsible for removal.)

4.8.5.3 Public Whiteboards

Public whiteboards are located in hallways and, in one case, in a student lounge. These

whiteboards are intended to support face-to-face conversations between researchers or

students. My sample includes 5 public whiteboards, all in the same building. I did not

conduct interviews for any of them. Three examples are shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15. Three public whiteboards.
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All of the public whiteboards seem to be used for their intended purpose: supporting syn

chronous collaboration. They are erased every night by a maintenance crew, presumably

to keep them from being ruined. For most of my photos the boards were clear, though in

a few cases I photographed equations and mathematical diagrams. There is no evidence

that these boards are used for asynchronous communication of any sort.

4.8.5.4 Group Boards

A group board resides in a research lab, student organization office or a small business on

campus. In all cases, the boards are owned and used by a small group of people who all

know one another. My sample includes 9 such boards and I conducted interviews for 7 of

them. Many of these boards are combinations of corkboards, whiteboards and wall space.

Three examples are shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16. Three group boards.

Use of group boards varies widely across groups. Some groups had structured patterns of

use that reflected the nature of their work. For example, a store on campus used a bulletin

board to keep track of orders and deliveries. In general, one pervasive use of these boards

is to make commonly used information such as phone numbers visible and available. An

other common use is to pass information between workers on different shifts. Humor is

also common, including hand-drawn cartoons and messages on whiteboards and printed

material on walls and corkboards.

4.8.5.5 Locked Boards

Locked corkboards are literally locked in glass display cases. Though one could consider

these boards to be public, departmental, etc. based on their audiences and location, the
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dynamics of these boards are different than other bulletin boards. My sample includes 3

locked boards and I conducted interviews for two of them. All three are shown in Figure

4.17.

Figure 4.17. Three locked boards.

Locked boards are neatly arranged and the content is seldom updated. One of the boards

never changed for an entire semester. A second one changed only once over the course of

a month of observation. The third one was only photographed at one point in time. As

one can easily guess, locked boards are maintained by a specific person or small group of

people and nobody else is allowed to post or remove information.

4.8.5.6 Dormitory boards

I observed three boards located in a single student dormitory. I only observed them at one

point in time and I did not conduct interviews for any of them. Two examples are shown

in Figure 4.18. These boards are primarily used for printed announcements.

Figure 4.18. Two dormitory boards.
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4.8.6 Discussion

Though I cannot draw definitive conclusions about the differences in use between

MessyBoard and corkboards and whiteboards based on my observations and the existing

literature, a few differences stand out.

MessyBoard use has a conversational aspect: users sometimes reply to an existing note

by posting another note. I have not observed this kind of behavior on corkboards, though

it sometimes occurs on whiteboards.

One important use of whiteboards seems to be coordination, for example divvying up

tasks among members of a group. MessyBoard is also used for coordination by the

groups that use it the most. However, there is very little evidence that corkboards are

used for coordination.

A related observation is that MessyBoard and physical whiteboards both contain a large

amount of user-created content that is designed specifically for that medium while cork

boards are used largely for content created by a third party or for other purposes. Pen

strokes on a whiteboard are user-created and intended for the medium by definition and

users often type content into notes on MessyBoard. Corkboards are typically filled with

newspaper articles and printed announcements that came from other organizations. Even

content that was created by the group may not be specifically intended for that group's

corkboard. For example, the group may have created posters and flyers to send to other

groups or to place in mailboxes.

The use of MessyBoard that I have observed combines elements of both whiteboard and

corkboard usage. Corkboards are primarily used for news articles and announcements

created by third parties. Whiteboards are used for coordination' and back-and-forth con

versation. MessyBoard is used for both kinds of activities. The reason for these similari

ties and differences may be the relative costs of these activities in the different media.

MessyBoard allows the posting of user-created content and third party digital content

with relative ease. Corkboards make it relatively easy to post third party paper content,

but creating new content requires a pen and a piece of paper, neither of which are typi-
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cally provided near the corkboard. Whiteboards have trays for pens, encouraging the

creation of original content, but typically provide no way to post third party content. I

observed one magnetic whiteboard that facilitated the posting of third party content. This

board was in fact used for a combination of user-created and third party content, as

shown in the right-most board in Figure 4.16.

4.9 Grounding

Clark and Brennan state that communication requires mutual knowledge, beliefs and as

sumptions, which they refer to as common ground (Clark & Brennan, 1991). They assert

that in order for communication to be successful, the common ground must be updated

moment by moment through a process that they call grounding. They describe the proc

ess of grounding in terms of a face-to-face conversation. People participating in a conver

sation may repeat each others' utterances to indicate that they may have misheard them,

nod and say "yeah" to indicate that they understand what the other person is saying, or

give alternate descriptions of referents in order to make sure that both people are referring

to the same thing.

MessyBoard can help users to establish common ground in a very straightforward and

visible way. Information that is relevant to in a discussion' can persist on MessyBoard

alongside the discussion. For example, the floor plan in Figure 4.19 helps to establish

common ground for interpreting the comment about the door. The screen shots in Figure

4.20 establish common ground for interpreting the surrounding comments. The common

ground is explicit and persistent in the medium.
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Figure 4.19. .The floor plan provides common ground for interpreting the purple note

about the door.

I am the new
for-loop

Figure 4.20. The screen shots provide common ground for interpreting the surrounding

comments.

Clark and Brennan assert that communicators will use the grounding procedures that in

cur the smallest collaborative cost, where collaborative cost is the time and effort that all

participants spend. For example, it often takes less collaborative effort for a person to ut

ter an incomplete phrase and let another person complete it than it would take for that

person to construct and utter a complete sentence. They list a number of different kinds of

costs which vary depending on the communication medium. The cost most relevant to

MessyBoard is the display cost, or the cost of presenting and referring to an object.

MessyBoard differs from other asynchronous communication media in that it allows an
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author to easily arrange objects and comments in space such that other participants will

understand that the comments refer to the objects.

4.10 Awareness

A growing body of literature describes the concept of awareness. Different authors pro

vide multiple definitions and taxonomies of different kinds of awareness (group aware

ness, task awareness, etc.) However, a consistent central theme in this body if literature is

the notion that groups of people coordinate their activities in a seemingly effortless man

ner. That is, without explicit or intentional communication, people are often aware of the

relevant activities of their coworkers. Researchers are interested both in studying aware

ness as it occurs naturally and in improving it through the design of digital tools for col

laboration and communication.

I have claimed that MessyBoard allows people to see important information about their

coworkers' activities at a glance. I have focused on keeping the receiving cost low by al

"lowing a finite amount of space and by displaying the medium on a large public display

and as a screen saver. These are ideal qualities for a medium that is designed to foster

awareness.

However, it is also clear that MessyBoard requires explicit action on the part of its users.

Users must post information on MessyBoard, and they must make decisions about what

information will occupy the limited space. This runs contrary to the idea that coworkers

can effortlessly remain aware of each others' activities.

In this section, I provide a b~ef overview of the awareness literature and I compare

MessyBoard to systems that have been specifically designed to foster awareness. Though

the concept of awareness is controversial and ill-defined in the literature, the pursuit of

awareness has led to the development of two distinct classes of experimental systems:

media spaces and event notification systems. Though some of these systems share char

acteristics with MessyBoard, they are quite different in many respects. The differences in

the systems arise from two fundamental differences in design philosophy:
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• MessyBoard assumes the existence of a stable group and awareness systems

assume that groups and relationships between people are fluid.

• MessyBoard assumes that people will act explicitly to communicate important

information and awareness systems assume that the best way to foster aware

ness is to make individual activity visible to others

More recently, the term "awareness" has been invoked to explain the design of a wide

variety of systems including WYSIWIS 2D spaces (Roseman & Greenberg, 1996), large

public displays (Huang & Mynatt, 2003) and collaborative virtual environments

(Benford, Bowers, Fahl, & Greenhalgh, 1994). These more recent developments do not

stand as a coherent body of work and the authors' use of the term "awareness" has be

come highly ambiguous (Schmidt, 2002). I do not address these more recent awareness

systems in this section, though I address several of them in Section 4.1 since they share

key features and characteristics with MessyBoard.

4.10.1 The Awareness Literature

The term "awareness" is used in many different contexts. The introduction to the CSCW

special issue on awareness provides an overview (Schmidt, 2002). This section is con

cerned only with awareness as it relates to collaboration and coordination between peo

ple. Dourish and Bellotti define awareness in the context of collaborative writing, but

their definition captures the general meaning of the term as it is used throughout the lit

erature:

...awareness is an understanding of the activities of others, which pro
vides a context for your own activity. This context is used to ensure that
individual contributions are relevant to the group's activity as a whole, and
to evaluate individual actions with respect to group goals and progress.
The information, then, allows groups to manage the process of collabora
tive working. (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992) (Emphasis in original)

The term "awareness" is used to describe knowledge of relationships between people,

task dependencies and the content of documents among other things. Gutwin et al. set

forth a framework which describes four types of awareness in the context of collaborative

learning:
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Social awareness is the awareness that students have about the social con
nections within the group. Task awareness is the awareness of how the
task will be completed. Concept awareness is the awareness of how a par
ticular activity or piece of knowledge fits into the student's existing
knowledge. Finally workspace awareness is the up-to-the-minute knowl
edge about other students' interactions with the shared workspace, such as
where other students are working, what they are doing, and what they have
already done in the workspace. (Gutwin, Stark, & Greenberg, 1995) (Em
phasis in original)

For present purposes, the most important distinction is that between social awareness and

task awareness. Concept awareness is specific to collaborative learning which is outside

the scope of this dissertation. ·Workspace awareness assumes that collaborators perform

all of their activities in a "shared workspace" that can share information such as who is

looking at what information in real time. This may be true in the future, but the present

work assumes the currentreality: users perform most of their work using special-purpose

applications that cannot automatically share information about the users' activities with

coworkers. Though I discuss systems that are designed to promote workspace awareness,

they are relevant only in so far as they promote task or social awareness as well.

Another crucial distinction in the awareness literature is that of short-term versus long

term collaboration. This is not entirely the same as the difference between synchronous

and asynchronous collaboration, since some systems are designed to support long-term

collaborations that are composed of many synchronous and asynchronous activities. In

practice, many experimental systems focus on supporting only synchronous collaboration

by providing real-time feedback about the actions of participants, for example the shared

drawing applications mentioned in Section 4.2 and real-time shared text editors (Dourish

& Bellotti, 1992). These systems are designed for short-term collaboration, since they do

not do anything in particular to aid collaboration beyond a single .synchronous meeting.

Since MessyBoard is designed to be used over a long time span by a stable group, this

discussion focuses on awareness systems that explicitly aim to provide awareness for

long-term collaboration.
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A final distinction in the awareness literature is that between active and passive mecha

nisms for communicating awareness information. Dourish and Bellotti explain this dis

tinction:

A primary distinction between these mechanisms is whether the informa
tion is explicitly generated, directed and separate from the shared work ob
ject; or passively collected and distributed, and presented in the same
shared work space as the object of collaboration. (Dourish & Bellotti,
1992) (Emphasis in original)

Though Schmidt attacks the validity of this dichotomy, he rightly points out that the bulk

of the literature embraces it and focuses on passive mechanisms (Schmidt, 2002). Many

of the systems that are designed to foster awareness attempt to do so without additional

effort on the part of the user. In contrast, MessyBoard is an active mechanism by design.

The MessyBoard design philosophy is to acknowledge the costs of using active mecha

nisms and minimize them.

In summary, Gutwin divides awareness into four categories of which two are relevant:

task awareness and social awareness. Systems that support only short-term collaboration

are not relevant. Thus, I compare MessyBoard to systems for task and social awareness in

long-term collaboration. The use of passive mechanisms for gathering and distributing

information is likely to be a major source of differences between these other systems and

MessyBoard.

4.10.2 Media Spaces

Media spaces typically use audio and video links in order to foster collaboration. Con

trary to commercial video conferencing systems, media spaces strive to make this kind of

communication a natural part of workers' daily routines, for example by placing cameras

and video displays in workers' personal offices or by placing always-on cameras and dis

plays in the common areas of two remote sites. Bly et al. have described one of the most

well-known media space experiments and provide a brief survey of similar efforts by

others. (Bly, Harrison, & Irwin, 1993)
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Media spaces are designed to improve collaboration across space and time based on the

assumption that work is inherently social. That is, in order to complete tasks, people need

to be aware of what their colleagues are doing and have opportunities for chance encoun

ters. Media spaces are designed primarily for social awareness with task awareness.

emerging as a side effect.

Though the most salient use of media spaces is for synchronous conversation, media

spaces are clearly designed to support long term collaboration. They do this by making it

easy for workers to casually use the audio and video links to locate particular coworkers

or just to see who is in the common area or who is still working late in the evening.

The clearest similarity between MessyBoard and media spaces is the emphasis on reduc

ing the sending and receiving costs of communication. Though the media space literature

does not tend to say this explicitly, it is clear that the ability to use a media space infor

mally and casually is critical to its success. Thus, MessyBoard and media spaces con

verge in displaying the medium in public spaces and allowing access from personal of

fices.

The clearest difference between MessyBoard and media spaces is in the nature of the

communication: a persistent bulletin' board versus synchronous conversation over an au

dio/video link. Media spaces are inspired by the idea that informal conversations and

chance encounters are critical to collaboration (Kraut et al., 1990), while MessyBoard

simply allows people to easily share information with their group. The two approaches

are both necessary and complementary.

4.10.3 Event Notification Services

Event notification services focus on the detection of events that people might not ordinar

ily perceive and delivering notifications of the events to people who are interested. For

example, sensors may generate events when relevant files are modified or when motion is

detected in a colleague's office (Fitzpatrick, Kaplan, Mansfield, David, & Segall, 2002;

Prinz, 1999). It is assumed that these systems will be deployed to an entire organization,

so the researchers in this field devote a great deal of effort to developing models for event
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distribution based on user-generated profiles (Fitzpatrick et aI., 2002; Prinz, 1999), se

mantic networks (Fuchs, Pankoke-Babatz, & Prinz, 1995) or other mechanisms.

Events are delivered to users in a variety of ways. The GroupDesk system provides a full

fledged work environment and presents event notifications associated with documents

when a user views the document. Thus, the GroupDesk system provides information in

context, but not in real time. By contrast, the Elvin system provides a "Tickertape" client

that stays on the user's screen and displays notifications in real time.

Event notification services are designed to support both task and social awareness for

long-term collaborations. They seek to do so by taking events and activities that are al

ready present in the environment and making them visible by notifying interested parties.

Thus, event notification services are primarily a passive awareness mechanism. (There

are exceptions to this generalization, such as the Tickertape client provided by the Elvin

system. (Fitzpatrick et aI., 2002))

MessyBoard shares very little in common with event notification services. This is due in

part to the fact that MessyBoard is an active medium and event notification services are

largely passive. More fundamentally, the differences arise from the assumption that an

event notification service will be used in an environment 'where patterns of relationships

between people are complex and fluid. By contrast, MessyBoard assumes that people

work in small stable groups. Thus, event notification services collect a plethora of events

and employ computation to make sure that each individual only gets relevant notifica

tions. MessyBoard relies on the users to act as their own "sensors" and "filters," assuming

that the group has a shared understanding about what information is relevant and what is

not.

4.10.4 MessyBoard as an Awareness System

Though MessyBoard differs from existing awareness systems, the design and use of

MessyBoard is highly compatible with the abstract notion of awareness. MessyBoard has

been used to make group members aware of everything from tasks to be accomplished to
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upcoming birthdays. This happens via a simple and active mechanism: people post in

formation on MessyBoard if they feel that others should see it.

MessyBoard may also improve awareness in a more subtle way: by encouraging broad

cast communication to an entire group instead of bilateral communication between indi

viduals. The clearest example of this may be Group D, described in Section 5.5.2.2.1,

who used MessyBoard to share files on a regular basis. A file may be intended for a spe

cific coworker and it may be the case that nobody else downloads it. However, if other

group members look at MessyBoard and see that a file has been posted this gives them

information about what their coworkers are doing. In this sense, MessyBoard can be

viewed as a passive awareness system: person A uses MessyBoard to transfer a file to

person B, and person C sees that this has occurred because she uses MessyBoard for

other purposes.

MessyBoard is different from media spaces and event notification systems in that it as

sumes the existence of a stable group with common interests. MessyBoard's finite space

and lack of access control mechanisms such as accounts and permissions make it unlikely

that a single MessyBoard space would work for a large organization. Media spaces and

event notification systems can be deployed to entire organizations and they have the po

tential to connect people within and between smaller groups. Users can make sure that

they only get relevant information from media spaces and notification systems through

their habits or by setting preferences in the software. However, the flip side of this is that

users do not necessarily understand who sees what information. By contrast, MessyBoard

users may have a clearer understanding of who will see their space due to the finite space

and the WYSIWIS paradigm.

4.11 Groupware Adoption

Researchers and practitioners have found that it can be extraordinarily difficult to get a

group of people to start using a groupware application, regardless of the theoretical utility

that the application provides. The literature on groupware adoption discusses the causes

of this problem and potential remedies. Authors focus on the initial period of use and the

conditions that lead to adoption or rejection of a groupware application, often assuming
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implicitly that the application will be useful to the group as a whole if they adopt it. This

body of literature covers a diverse set of groupware applications, including e-mail, chat

and group calendar systems.

The literature mentions three kinds of factors that often influence the adoption of group

ware applications:

• The distribution of work and benefits among users of the system

• Whether or not the application attracts enough users to provide any value at

all (critical mass)

• How well the application fits with existing social norms and political power

structures

In this section, I briefly summarize each of these issues and discuss their bearing on the

adoption of MessyBoard.

4.11.1 Work/Benefit disparity

On factor that often inhibits adoption of groupware is a disparity in the distribution of

work and benefits among users. Even if a group as a whole would benefit from using a

groupware application, the application faces an uphill battle for adoption if some individ

ual users need to do work to support the system without realizing any personal benefit.

Grudin cites two examples: electronic calendar systems and project management applica

tions. In both cases, the tools are most useful to managers, but they require subordinates

to do extra work in order to keep the information in the systems up to date (Grudin,

1994).

Since MessyBoard is a versatile and unstructured system, the distribution of work and

benefits depends on the activities that it is used for. In most of the groups that I observed,

there were no explicit rules requiring people to post information on MessyBoard. If a

group does not set any explicit rules requiring people to use MessyBoard then any indi

vidual user can post information on MessyBoard when it benefits her for others to see it

and there is no disparity.
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The most beneficial uses of MessyBoard may impose a worklbenefit disparity. Perhaps

the most beneficial use of MessyBoard is to create a shared representation in order to

solve a complicated problem. For example, in Section 5.5.1.1.3 I discussed how group B

used MessyBoard to keep track of where people were moving in their new office space.

In these situations, one user must do some initial "setup" work to start the process, such

as creating a calendar grid or posting a floor plan and creating.occupancy lists for each

room. However, even in this case, the user who does the initial work still benefits from

having the shared representation.

4.11.2 Critical mass

Critical Mass theory highlights a problem of particular importance in groupware adop

tion: even if work and benefits are distributed evenly among users, it may be the case that

no individual benefits from the application until many people start doing the work

(Markus & Connolly, 1990). This means that if all users act in their own self interest, ini

tially nobody has any incentive to start using the system. This kind of situation is closely

related to the "prisoner's dilemma" in game theory (Gallo & McClintock, 1965).

MessyBoard is a persistent asynchronous medium, so it is not sensitive to problems of

critical mass in the same way as synchronous applications such as chat. For synchronous

applications, multiple users must be using the application at the same time in order to

benefit from it. MessyBoard users can benefit from the first time they view a Messy

Board space as long as someone else has posted some information at any time in the past.

However, if users are slow to respond to requests on MessyBoard, users may still per

ceive that they are doing work without receiving any benefit by posting information on

MessyBoard or even just by taking the time to look at it.

MessyBoard is a broadcast-only medium for a single group, and this characteristic may

both solve and exacerbate the critical mass problem. On the one hand, any information on

MessyBoard is immediately of potential benefit to all users of the same MessyBoard

space. By contrast, in a medium for bilateral communication, only two users would bene

fit from any instance of use. On the other hand, bilateral communication tools such as

chat and e-mail can achieve critical mass across an entire organization by connecting
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people who are in different groups. MessyBoard cannot leverage between-group commu

nications to achieve critical mass. The observations of Herbsleb et al. on the deployment

of the RVM chat system suggest that even for a tool that facilitates bilateral communica

tion, adoption is more likely to result by achieving critical mass in small groups than by

connecting individuals throughout the organization. (Herbsleb et aI., 2002)

Displaying MessyBoard on a large public display or as a screen saver may work to coun

teract the critical mass issue. If the threshold for viewing the MessyBoard space is low

enough, users can begin to benefit from the software without running the client on their

own workstations.

Another factor that may counteract the critical mass issue is the notion that broadcasting

information to a wide audience can be perceived as a benefit in and of itself. For exam

ple, if a group of MessyBoard users contains a few extroverts who crave attention and

their MessyBoard space is displayed in a prominent location, those extroverts may use it

extensively to broadcast information to their colleagues. The critical mass perspective

might be that the few extroverts are doing all of the work and everyone else receives the

benefits, but this ignores the fact that the extroverts enjoy posting the information. This

leads to the prediction that MessyBoard is more likely to be adopted by large groups,

since a large group is more likely to contain a few extroverts and they get a larger benefit

by having a larger audience. Two of the large groups described in Chapter 5 are known to

have such members and log data suggests that a few members of these groups were re

sponsible for the bulk of the material posted on the MessyBoard space.

4.11.3 Social and Political Factors

Groupware often runs into trouble when the prescribed use of the software violates social

taboos or political power structures. Grudin cites two examples of this (Grudin, 1994).

The first is an automatic meeting scheduling system that ignores managers' unspoken

preferences for guarding their free time, leading managers to reject the system. The sec

ond is a work management system that instructs individual programmers to send progress

reports directly to the chief executive officer when they report a problem. The program-
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mers stopped reporting problems and sabotaged the system to so that it would not report

their behavior to the administrator.

MessyBoard stands apart from these examples in that there are no explicit uses built into

the system. Groups choose the tasks and activities for which they will use MessyBoard

and they design protocols for using either explicitly or through their day to day use of the

system.

The fact that MessyBoard allows only broadcast communication may cause violations of

group norms. A user may, quite reasonably, choose not to use MessyBoard because it is

socially appropriate to communicate certain information ·to another group member with

out making it available to the entire group.
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Chapter 5

Observations of MessyBoard Use

5.1 Research Questions

MessyBoard may be most practical as a tool for groups of workers if it is deployed across

an entire organization. In such a setting, a dedicated IT staff can maintain the Messy

Board server in order to ensure low-overhead use for other members of the organization.

In addition, MessyBoard could leverage existing systems for creating accounts and set

ting permissions (Windows domains or UNIX accounts, for example) in order to control

access to different MessyBoard spaces without imposing the extra startup cost of account

creation when a new MessyBoard space is created.

Organizations pay a price in time, money and human resources in order to deploy and

maintain enterprise applications. In order to decide whether or not to make this invest

ment, decision-makers in organizations must have some idea how the application will

affect the people who use it. Corporations are willing to deploy communication applica

tions such as e-mail, Lotus Notes (Orlikowski, 1992) and, more recently, instant messag

ing (Lawton, 2003) as enterprise applications.

MessyBoard is, by design, a versatile and multi-purpose application. It is difficult to pre

dict how MessyBoard will affect the dynamics and processes of any particular group

based on the features .and affordances of the medium. From the perspective of an execu

tive in a large organization deciding whether or not to deploy MessyBoard, the most im

portant question is this: Do groups find MessyBoard useful in general? More specifically,

a decision-maker should know what attributes of groups are the best predictors of

MessyBoard use so that she can make an informed decision based on knowledge of her

organization. Is MessyBoard most useful for a certain kind of work, for groups of a cer

tain size or for groups with a certain power structure? Answers to these questions can in-
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form choices about whether to deploy MessyBoard and assist executives in targeting the

deployment to the parts of the organization that are most likely to benefit.

I have discussed showing MessyBoard on a large public display (such as a projector or

plasma screen) to lower the receiving cost of communication. These displays must be

purchased and maintained by organizations and this is an additional cost above and be

yond the cost of the MessyBoard server. Thus, it would also be useful to know the rela

tive impact of a large public display given that a group can use MessyBoard.

I have also discussed the MessyBoard screen saver as a low-cost alternative to large pub

lic displays for reducing the receiving cost. Though the screen saver utilizes existing dis

play hardware, it is far from clear whether it provides immense benefits for free. If users

are not forced to install it they may not choose to install it on their own, since some users

find screen savers annoying and others are loyal to their existing screen saver. If it is in

stalled automatically they may choose to remove it.

5.2 Methodology Overview

I began with small number of users and then I gradually widened the MessyBoard user

base through recruiting and advertising. I observed the first few groups very carefully and

as the number of groups increased I relied more heavily on automated logging of Messy

Board activity and online surveys. Figure 5.1 summarizes the different methodologies

that I used.

5.3 Prototype Deployment

I created and deployed a prototype MessyBoard system in order to explore the usefulness

of the medium and observe similarities and/or differences between different groups of

users. I described the early system and my observations of users' behavior in a paper in

the proceedings of the 2002 Designing Interactive Systems conference (Fass et aI., 2002).
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Figure 5.1. Summary of MessyBoard deployments and methodologies for observation.

5.3.1 Methods

The MessyBoard prototype system was an adaptation of the MessyDesk system (Fass et

aI., 2002). The most marked differences between the current and prototype systems have

to do with startup cost: The prototype system required installation (unpacking a ZIP file)

and it did not run in a web browser. Although I did implement a screen saver for this pro

totype, I did not release the screen saver until after I made the observations described be

low and few people used it.

The prototype did not have a history mechanism, and there was no way to view past

states or recover old material. The prototype did not allow users to share files or draw

freeform pen strokes and there was initially no identity feature to automatically indicate

who authored a note using colors or fonts. (Again, this feature was added after I made the

observations described below.) Aside from that, the prototype had most of the essential

features of the current Java version: a finite 2D WYSIWIS space with freeform layout via

direct manipulation and the ability to import content using drag-and-drop or copy-and

paste.

I set up two MessyBoard servers: one for the Info Cockpits project (Tan et aI., 2001) (an

effort to improve human memory by leveraging context effects) and one for the Alice
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project (Conway, Audia, Burnette, Cosgrove, & Christiansen, 2000) (a drag-and-drop

programming environment for creating interactive 3D worlds). Info Cockpits was a col

laborative project involving Computer Scientists at Carnegie Mellon University and psy

chologists at the University of Virginia. The Alice group was an interdisciplinary team of

programmers and artists at Carnegie Mellon. Both groups included members of the

Stage3 research group at Carnegie Mellon. I was closely affiliated with both groups and I

knew the members personally.

I projected the contents of both boards on different walls in our lab at Carnegie Mellon,

and the researchers at The University of Virginia projected the Info Cockpits board in

their lab. Snapshots of both boards are shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3.

To observe the system in use, I recorded graphical snapshots whenever a change was

made. I observed the projection screens to see what people were doing, checked the snap

shots when I missed something, and made notes. I met once with the users of each space

to review the snapshots and discuss how they were using it and how I could make it bet

ter. The Alice MessyBoard space was used for approximately seven months and the Info

Cockpits MessyBoard space was used for approximately one and a half years.



Figure 5.2. The Info Cockpits MessyBoard space.

Figure 5.3. The Alice MessyBoard space.
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5.3.2 Observations

The following list is a brief summary of my observations, and each is discussed in depth

below.

• Different research teams use MessyBoard differently, and their usage reflects

both the nature of the projects and the nature of their collaboration.

• Projecting the contents of the board on the wall affects the way people use it.

• People want to use the board to know who else is available, but they quickly

learn to ignore this information if it is unreliable.

• A shared bulletin board is better than e-mail for scheduling meetings.

• Users sometimes have trouble figuring out who said what.

• Conversations on MessyBoard sometimes seem less polite than face-to-face

conversations.

• A simple game or contest gets people more excited about MessyBoard and

causes them to pay more attention.

• Users sometimes feel alienated when the board contains references that they

don't understand.

5.3.2~1 Differences between research groups

I set up the Info Cockpits space first and encouraged researchers at Carnegie Mellon and

The University of Virginia to use it. It immediately became a forum for discussing bugs

in and suggested features for MessyBoard. People also used it to share humorous pictures

and comments and play simple games. MessyBoard was not used very much for research

collaboration. I suspect that MessyBoard was used this way because the users know each

other well and they frequently contact each other by phone and e-mail, but nobody at

Carnegie Mellon was collaborating with anyone at The University of Virginia on a spe

cific project with concrete short-term goals.
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I later set up the Alice space, which was used quite differently. The Alice team is mostly

made up of researchers at Carnegie Mellon, with one member working remotely from

Boston. The content of the Alice MessyBoard consists almost entirely of design discus

sions with snippets of code and snapshots of the interface, with an occasional inside joke

or discussion of an unrelated topic. I believe that the Alice team uses MessyBoard this

way because it is so well suited to the their project: they need to collaborate with a re

mote member, they have long discussions about their interface design that span several

meetings, and their discussions benefit from the ability to share 2D graphical information.

MessyBoard is good for displaying a small piece of a visual interface and allowing many

people to comment on it.

5.3.2.2 Projection

I observed that projecting MessyBoard in the lab makes a huge difference. Everyone

looks at it as they walk by, and everyone in the lab can see that others are paying atten

tion to it. This prompts people to participate in decorating and sharing pictures and text,

since they know that others will notice it. In one instance I observed members of the Al

ice team gathered around the projection of the Alice MessyBoard discussing the snap

shots of the interface that they had posted. Greenberg and Rounding observed similar be

havior when they ran Notification Collage on a large public display (Greenberg &

Rounding, 2001). Figure 5.4 shows a panoramic photo of part of our lab at Carnegie Mel

lon University with two MessyBoard spaces projected on the walls.

Figure 5.4. The Stage3 lab with the Alice (left) and Info Cockpits (right) MessyBoard

spaces projected on the walls.
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5.3.2.3 Awareness: Who·s Around

One of the first things users did on the Info Cockpits board was to put pictures of them

selves in the bottom right corner to indicate who was in the lab, as shown in Figure 5.2.

This information is potentially very useful since the Info Cockpits team is spread over

two universities. However, the information is unreliable because people often forget to

remove their pictures when they go home, so users learned to ignore it. MessyBoard may

benefit from a mechanism that automatically indicates who is paying attention to the me

dium such as the one used in AOL Instant Messenger (AOL, 2005), but this feature re

mains as future work.

5.3.2.4 MessyBoard is Good for Scheduling a Meeting

One of the best early uses for MessyBoard was scheduling a meeting. Email is very an

noying for this purpose: each user ends up with a pile of responses in her inbox and it is

difficult to figure out when everyone is available. With MessyBoard, each person put

their availability into a single shared note so anyone could immediately see when people

were available, as shown in Figure 5.5. Scheduling in MessyBoard became a routine

practice and we refined our technique to use multiple notes and a calendar image pasted

from a spreadsheet as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5. Users schedule a teleconference on the Info Cockpits MessyBoard using a

single note.
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Figure 5.6. Users schedule a teleconference on the Info Cockpits MessyBoard by placing

notes over an image pasted from a spreadsheet.

5.3.2.5 Authorship and Politeness

A technical discussion on sound measurement started when a researcher at The Univer

sity of Virginia replied to an initial posting by a researcher at Carnegie Mellon. The dis

cussion continued over several hours as shown in Figure 5.7. Though it was encouraging

to see this kind of interaction, it revealed two shortcomings in MessyBoard. First, the au

thors had to explicitly write their names or manually choose a specific color for their

notes so others could tell who had said what. Second, some users thought that the conver

sation became slightly rude. This was later confirmed at a face-to-face meeting with all of

those involved, and it is known that electronic "conversations" often seem less polite

(Brennan & Ohaeri, 1999) and lead people to evaluate each other less favorably (Kiesler,

Zubrow, & Moses, 1985) than real-life conversations.
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dennysez:db =2010g1 0(P1/PO)
andrewsez:dB = 1010g10(11/10)
(both are rig ht]
denny responds:
it isnotlO, because pressure is a 2-d energy
andrewresponds:
Ilrntalking •about intensity •notpressure.(1 =~2)

Figure 5.7. A technical conversation on the Info Cockpits MessyBoard space.

5.3.2.6 Simple Games Attract Attention

One of the first uses of MessyBoard was for simple games. Users played tic-tac-toe for a

day or two with different people making moves every few hours. Someone then started a

game of Pong, where Carnegie Mellon controlled one paddle, The University of Virginia

controlled the other, and anyone could move the ball. This is shown in Figure 5.8. These

games used only existing elements: the tic-tac-toe board was made up of 9 small notes,

the pong paddles were long thin notes, and the ball was a picture of a circle. These games

had no hard and fast rules - anyone could move any of the game elements, and there was

a good deal of cheating. Nonetheless, users enjoyed these activities, and the fact that they

did them at all is interesting given the effort required.
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Figure 5.8. Users playa game of Pong in the Info Cockpits MessyBoard space.

5.3.2.7 Instant "War Room"

One of the most valuable uses of MessyBoard occurred during an anomalous period of

high activity and communication. The Info Cockpits group was assigned to create a dem

onstration video on short notice. Since members at both The University of Virginia and

Carnegie Mellon were working together so closely, there was a need for tight communi

cation. The two labs held daily teleconferences and the MessyBoard space was co-opted

as a dedicated workspace for this project. Users posted preliminary renderings, questions

and comments on a daily basis until the video was complete. Figure 5.9 shows the

MessyBoard space during this time.

This period is interesting because it represents a deviation from normal patterns of use for

this MessyBoard space. Later observations support the notion the usefulness of a Messy

Board space cannot necessarily be judged based on the "normal" patterns of usage and

interaction. MessyBoardmay be worthwhile for the times when a group suddenly and

unexpectedly needs a low-cost means of communication and they will use whatever is at

hand.
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Figure 5.9. The Info Cockpits MessyBoard spaces becomes a dedicated project space for

creating a video demonstration on short notice.

5.3.3 Lessons learned

The most important lesson learned from the MessyBoard prototype observations is that

people did in fact find the medium useful and enjoyable and they used it to some extent.

Achieving a critical mass of adoption for a new communication medium can be exceed

ingly difficult, even when the users are personal friends of the software author. Though

adoption by friends is not strong positive evidence of the usefulness of MessyBoard, their

failure to adopt it would have convinced me to abandon the project entirely.

Projecting the MessyBoard space on the wall of our lab was very successful. No one

complained about the large public display being annoying or distracting, and I observed a

number of spontaneous informal conversations around the projected image. The projec

tion screen was a huge help in drawing attention to the medium and convincing people to

install the software, though perhaps it would not have been so important if the startup

cost were lower.
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My observations of the MessyBoard prototype highlighted startup cost as a major barrier

to adoption and long-term use. I informally observed that the mere cost of downloading

and unpacking a zip file was a major impediment to adoption. Some users did not install

it at all while others would ask someone to install it for them. Initially, users at The Uni

versity of Virginia used MessyBoard only on one member's computer rather than install

ing it themselves. This ultimately led to the decision to re-implement MessyBoard from

scratch so that it would run in a web browser.

I also observed that the limited space led to serious problems with clutter. Users seemed

much more likely to post content on an empty board than they were to remove content

posted by others in order to make room for new material. It often seemed that users had

an accurate idea of which information was obsolete and which information should be pre

served, but they were reluctant to delete it because they were not completely sure and

there was no way to recover old material. This observation led to the addition of the his

tory feature in the current version of MessyBoard as a way to instill confidence that de

leted material could be recovered, thereby encouraging users to casually delete old con

tent. I later discovered that the history mechanism has great value, even if it is almost, or

never used by a group; its real value lies in giving social permission to delete items cur

rently on the board, knowing they can be retrieved if necessary.

I observed that users needed to know who had authored which notes and they used differ

ent colors to identify content that they had posted. This lead to the addition of a name tag

feature in the prototype: Users created name tags for themselves which were represented

as small rectangles in the MessyBoard space. By changing the font and color of the name

tags they could change the default colors of their notes. A user could log in by clicking

her name tag. Some users liked having the collection of name tags on the board as a sort

of roster, but the name tags occupied precious space and other users felt that the space

could be put to better use. In the current version of MessyBoard, users can log in and edit

their default colors and font through the menu.

My observations of the MessyBoard prototype did not lead to a general conclusion about

how different groups would use MessyBoard. It seemed that some of the use may have
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been due to the novelty of the medium and no coherent pattern of use emerged. The two

groups used the medium very differently, and the Info Cockpits group used the medium

in different ways at different times.

5.4 Automation and Scripting

Users' control over the content on MessyBoard is a fundamental design principle. At the

same time, users observed that perhaps some automated content would draw more atten-·

tion to the medium on a regular basis or liven up the board during dull periods. Users

were also interested in adding interactive games to the MessyBoard space, as they even

tually lost interest in playing games like pong (Figure 5.8) without any real rules.

To facilitate rapid prototyping of automated behaviors, I integrated the Python scripting

language (van Rossum & de Boer, 1991) into the MessyBoard client. I created an object

oriented Python API (the Messy API) for manipulating the contents of MessyBoard and a

simple development environment called MessyDev for testing and debugging Python

scripts. The API and implementation of MessyDev are described in a UIST 2002 poster

abstract (Fass & Pausch, 2002).

I released MessyDev to the Stage3 research group at Carnegie Mellon University in order

to see how they would use the Messy API and whether or not it was sufficient for the

things they wanted to do. These scripter writers used MessyDev over a two-week period

and they wrote several interesting behaviors:

• Sending the text of a note to Google's image search (Google, 2005b) and put-

ting the first resulting picture on the board

• A Sliding Piece Puzzle that makes a puzzle out of any picture on MessyBoard

• Automatically moving objects so that they don't overlap

• Automatically posting images from a USB camera on MessyBoard at regular

intervals

• A news ticker that automatically retrieves headlines and links from RSS feeds

(RSS-DEV Working Group, 2005)
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Though some of these automated behaviors were promising, none of them seemed to

fundamentally alter the nature of the medium or lead to new and unexpected uses of

MessyBoard. Thus, rather than tum these rough prototypes into robust code that I could

deploy outside of the Stage3 lab, I chose to focus on improving the core properties of the

medium.

5.5 Java MessyBoard Carnegie Mellon Deployment

As the new Java version of MessyBoard neared completion, I deployed it opportunisti

cally to a total of 67 groups that I thought might benefit from using it. Different groups

began using MessyBoard at different times and for different purposes. I changed my

methodology over time in order to explore questions that were raised by my observations.

In general, my main sources of data are logs of MessyBoard activity (for all groups), an

swers to open-ended interview questions (for earlier groups), and results of a survey (for

some later groups).

In the following analysis, I separate groups of MessyBoard users into two classes: large

groups and small groups. The four large groups range in size from 20 to 84 members and

the 63 small groups range in size from one to 15 members. In general, the smaller groups

are focused on a particular set of tasks or goals while members of the large groups tend to

work individually or in smaller groups on unrelated tasks. One of the large groups com

prises students in a large course. Since this group is qualitatively different from the other

three large groups, I describe it separately from the other large groups in section

5.5.2.2.4.

The main finding from my observations is that the large groups are more likely to adopt

MessyBoard than small groups. Of the four groups with 25 or more members, three of

them used their MessyBoard spaces for more than 30 weeks and all three were still in use

at the end of the analysis period. (The fourth group is the qualitatively different group

mentioned above, and this space was not used much at all.) Many of the smaller groups

did not use MessyBoard at all, and only 24 out of 63 of them used it for more than four

weeks. (Some of the small groups were disbanded, but all of them existed for well over

four weeks.)
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The qualitative patterns of use were also quite different. For the large groups, I observed

a constant commotion of activity with a mixture of playful behavior and more structured

work-related behavior. For the small groups usage tapered off in most cases. Among the

small groups that did use MessyBoard over the long term, their patterns of use were

highly variable. However, one commonality was that small groups engaged in very little

playful behavior on MessyBoard.

5.5.1 Large Groups

I deployed MessyBoard to three large groups which I refer to as A, Band C. In this sec

tion I discuss the details of my deployment to each group and my observations of each

individual group's use. I conclude with a summary discussion of commonalities and dif

ferences in MessyBoard use for these large groups.

5.5.1.1 Methods

Though my methodology changed over time, I used two instruments to collect data for all

three of the large groups. One is the logs of activity created by the MessyBoard server

and the other is an online survey.

I selected large groups based on personal connections and familiarity, but I did not per

sonally know most of the members of any of these groups prior to my study. These

groups decided whether and how to use MessyBoard on their own. In the interest of full

disclosure, I note the following relationships between myself and the participants:

• The leader of group A (an active .member of the group) is a member of the

thesis committee for this dissertation

• The chair of the department in which group C resides (not an active member

of the group) is a member of the thesis committee for this dissertation

• Members of group B worked in an office adjacent to mine both before and

during the study.

The MessyBoard server keeps log entries in a text file and it appends a new entry any

time a communication is received from a client. (The only exception to this is the stream
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of packets that are sent as the user interactively moves or resizes an object. The packets

sent at the beginning and end of an interactive operation are logged.) The log entry indi

cates the kind of communication that was received (element creation request, property

change, etc.) and any other relevant information such as the unique ill of the element and

the identity of the user sending the request.

After the system was deployed, the logging system was improved in order to log addi

tional information. In the improved system, all log entries indicate whether the communi

cation comes from the MessyBoard applet, application or screen saver. In addition, the

client was instrumented to notify the server of user activity that does not result in a

change to the content on MessyBoard. For example, the client sends notifications to the

server when the mouse is moved over the MessyBoard window, when the screen saver is

dismissed with the Escape key, or when the stand-alone application is minimized or

maximized. I refer to these notifications as passive events. Logging of history requests

was added and then improved in order to log the time intervals that clients were request

ing.

The server log captures records activity at a very fine grain: every packet sent from the

client to the server results in a log entry. However, I expected that some users would

carelessly create new objects on MessyBoard with little regard for existing content while

others would meticulously place their new contribution and perhaps rearrange the sur

rounding content in order to avoid overlap or create an aesthetically pleasing arrange

ment. I wished to count both instances of use equally. I therefore defined a transaction as

a period of continuous MessyBoard use where the user is idle for no more than 30 sec

onds. In this context, the term transaction refers only to the temporal spacing of events in

time, not necessarily to a semantically meaningful set of actions. In the data that I pre

sent, both active and passive events are grouped into transactions.

To quantify the length of time that a group uses their MessyBoard space, I define the life

span as the amount of time between the introduction of the MessyBoard space (the time

that I make its presence known to the users) and the last time it was modified by a user.

However, this measure can be misleading. My observations of the logs for individual
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MessyBoard spaces revealed that spaces were often modified regularly for a time, left

unmodified for a long time, and then modified once or twice after the long period of si

lence. These final modifications are minor and probably insignificant. To correct for this

phenomenon, I define the trimmed life span as the time between the creation of the space

and latest modification that is at least 48 hours before the final modification. Thus, spaces

that are continually in use will lose only 48 hours by this definition, but spaces that lay

dormant for long periods with one minor modification at the end will have their life spans

shortened to the period where they were actually in use.

I announced an online survey to members of each of the large groups on December 6th,

2005, at which point all of the groups had been using MessyBoard for at least three

months. The survey contained items intended to measure participants' attitudes about

MessyBoard and their group in general. Survey items are listed in Appendix C. Partici

pants were invited to fill out the survey via e-mail, and the invitation contained a URL

that allowed them to fill out the survey using a web browser. The results were processed

and stored using a server-side Python script (van Rossum & de Boer, 1991). The response

rates for each group are listed below.

• Group A: 6 / 20 (30%)

• Group B: 15/25 (60%)

• Group C: 7 / 84 (8.3%)

In all cases, I stopped collecting data on January zo", 2005.

5.5.1.1.1 Group A

When the new Java version of MessyBoard was nearing completion, I deployed it to a

large research group at Carnegie Mellon in order to gather early feedback and observa

tions and find bugs. This group, which I will refer to as group A, has been using Messy

Board since March 2004 and they continue to use it at the time of this writing.

I set up a MessyBoard space group A on a dedicated server such that they could access it

at the URL www.messyboard.com/groupA. I later switched the domain to messy-
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board.org and sent out an announcement to the group about the change. The group ini

tially used an early version of the new Java MessyBoard implementation which was simi

lar in most respects to the current version described in Chapter 2. Since group A started

using MessyBoard, the following features were added: identities, background images,

and a new look for notes (notes were originally rectangular with no drop shadows).

Group A got each of these features in automatic upgrades as they were implemented.

Though the leader of group A is involved in the present research, most members of the

group were strangers to me at the time they started using the software. Thus, observations

of this group may be more credible as an indication of how groups will use MessyBoard

in general as compared to my previous observations of friends and acquaintances using

the prototype version.

I discussed MessyBoard with the group leader first and she decided that it should be used

by members of group A to sign up for their weekly meetings before any other members

knew about MessyBoard.

Several months later, when the software was ready, I set up the MessyBoard space for

group A and gave them a brief demonstration at their weekly meeting. I then installed a

projector in their shared workspace to display MessyBoard. I spent time in their shared

work space and met with them individually in order to make sure that they knew how to

use MessyBoard and to troubleshoot technical problems.

Group A meets once a week in the evening in order to socialize over dinner and discuss

research papers in their field. I attended several of these meetings and participated in the

discussions. Prior to the introduction of MessyBoard, the group's administrative assistant

would send an e-mail message announcing the meeting and requesting RSVPs so as to

order the right amount of food. Though attendance was always high for the meetings, the

group leader was annoyed with the low number of RSVPs and we hypothesized that

MessyBoard might improve the response rate. The group leader and administrative assis

tant agreed to give me copies of these announcements and all of the responses for several

weeks before MessyBoard was introduced.
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The MessyBoard server logged all MessyBoard activity for this group. The logging sys

tem was changed on June 9th
, 2004 in order to log more detailed information such as pas

sive activity (for example, moving the mouse over the MessyBoard window without ac

tually modifying the content on the board), use of the history feature, and a hash of the

client IP address in order to determine which transactions originated on the same com

puter without recording the actual IP address.

I conducted open-ended interviews with several members of the group shortly after intro

ducing MessyBoard in order to understand what people were working on and the nature'

of their collaboration with one another. (Interview questions are listed in Appendix D)

5.5.1.1.2 Group B

Group B comprises all of the graduate students in a department. I had initially deployed

the MessyBoard prototype to members of this group. They used it very little and eventu

ally stopped using it completely. Some current members of the group remember that ini

tial deployment, though many new members have arrived since then and all were willing

to try it again.

I deployed the fully functional Java version of MessyBoard to group B and my deploy

ment strategy differed from that for other groups. At the time that I was ready to deploy,

this group did not have a regularly scheduled meeting that all of the members attended,

thus I could not give a demonstration. Instead I roamed through their open-plan lab space,

introduced myself to individuals one at a time, demonstrated the software to them and

asked them if they would be willing to use it and participate in this study. I encouraged

them to install the screen saver, though some of them did not because they were Macin

tosh users or because they simply preferred not to.

Initially this group had no large public display. They moved into a new office space on in

August 2004 and I set up a projector in this space to display MessyBoard. In December

2004 the projector was removed.
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I observed this group closely and I got to know some of them fairly well. Initially my of

fice was close by to their lab space, and when they moved I took an office in a suite that

they occupied. I chatted with them daily and ate lunch in their designated social area.

This group used MessyBoard in order to allocate offices in their new space when they

moved, and this was an especially interesting event, as described below. I conducted

open-ended interviews with several members of group B soon after this event had oc

curred. These interviews were largely unstructured. I asked them to tell me what had

happened during the relevant time in their own words, then I asked each of them how

they felt about using MessyBoard during this time.

5.5.1.1.3 Group C

Group C comprises all of the students in a 2-year professional Masters Degree program.

As with group B, I had initially deployed the prototype version to this group. In contrast

to group B, Group C posted a great deal of content on the beta version. Most of their use

was playful in nature. Since their last use of the beta version, half of the students in the

program had graduated and a new class of incoming students had replaced them.

I introduced the Java version of MessyBoard to group C by giving a demonstration at the

end of a scheduled presentation where most of them were present. The first-year students

in the program share a single large room and I put a projector in this space. I also had the

system administrator configure the new students' workstations so that MessyBoard was

the default screen saver. The projector bulb failed early on and it was never replaced.

5.5.1.2 Group A Observations

Figure 5.10 summarizes group A's MessyBoard activity since it was deployed. One data

point is plotted for each day, and the Y value of each point represents the number of

transactions occurring in a one-week window centered on noon of that day. Figure 5.11 is

a screen shot depicting the typical appearance of their MessyBoard space.
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Figure 5.10. MessyBoard usage and events for group A.

Figure 5.11. Group A's MessyBoard space.
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The dominant use of MessyBoard for group A is signing up for their weekly meetings.

The leader sends out an e-mail announcement tothe group each week, reminding every

one to RSVP via MessyBoard. On the day of the meeting, the group's administrative as

sistant looks at the list and orders the appropriate amount of food. She then places a note

over the attendance list to inform group members that food has been ordered and listing

the name and phone number of the restaurant. In one instance, a group member reported

that this information was useful when the food did not -arrive on time and the assistant

had already left for the day.

Though I had hypothesized that Group A might use MessyBoard for general discussion

of research-related topics in their field, this only occurred once. A group member later

told me that he had started the discussion in a deliberate attempt to get group members to

use MessyBoard more often, but this pattern of discussion on MessyBoard did not con

tinue.

Though back-and-forth discussion was rare, members of group A did occasionally post

material for others to see. Some of this was related to their research and some of it was

purely for enjoyment. Most of the material could be included in both categories. Figure

5.12 shows two examples.

Two particular instances of MessyBoard use stand out from this group's general pattern

of weekly meeting sign-ups and occasional postings. The first is the table tennis tourna

ment sign-up list, shown in Figure 5.13. Though many group members signed up, the

tournament never actually occurred. The second instance is the group retreat sign-up list,

shown in Figure 5.14. The group schedules a yearly retreat to discuss the research topics

that they will pursue in the coming year. Each group member gives a presentation and

receives feedback from other group members. Group members entered their names and

the topics of their presentations into a note on MessyBoard before the retreat.
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New MesSJ80ard tutorial at

www.messvboard.com

Double·click in empty space Ie
create a note.

MesSJ80ard works best·witt
You can get it at: httO:1JwWM

Figure 5.12. Two pictures on Group A's MessyBoard space. Both are related to the

group's research, at least tangentially, and both are also posted for the enjoyment of the

group members.

Figure 5.13. Group A uses MessyBoard to sign up for a table tennis tournament (at left).
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Figure 5.14. Group A uses MessyBoard to sign up to give talks at their upcoming retreat

(at left).

On June 15th
, 2004, the projector in group A's space malfunctioned. The projector was

removed and shipped away for repairs. During this time, as shown in Figure 5.10, group

A continued to use their MessyBoard space. Though it may appear that they used their

MessyBoard space less often when the projector" was not available, the removal of the

projector is confounded with the occurrence of the group's retreat which happened at

nearly the same time. Thus, it is likely that members signing up for the retreat accounted

for much of the activity before the projector was removed and the retreat is responsible

for the drop in activity rather than the loss of the projector.

Though they still used MessyBoard without the projector, they commented that they

thought MessyBoard was far less useful without it.

5.5.1.3 Group B Observations

We observed that many of the students in Group B removed the MessyBoard screen saver

and most of them reported viewing it ina web browser or using a stand-alone application

that we provided. Some of the students did continue running the screen saver, and their

screens are visible to others. Figure 5.15 shows that the screen saver generates a low level
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of activity, but the applet is mostly responsible for the large spikes in usage. The short

dotted line plots the number of unique computers that connected to the MessyBoard

server using the screen saver within a one-week window centered on noon of each day.

Several users installed the screen saver initially, but most of them later removed it.
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Figure 5.15. MessyBoard usage and events for group B.

Initially, the students used MessyBoard in a playful manner. They posted humorous pic

tures, announcements for social events and other notes on miscellaneous topics as shown

in Figure 5.16.

Five weeks after they began using MessyBoard, the faculty head of the prograll?- informed

the student ombudsman that new office space was becoming available and some of the

students would move into that space. The ombudsman sent e-mail to all of the students to
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invite discussion about how to fairly allocate people to the new offices, and he suggested

that they discuss it on MessyBoard in order to avoid excessive e-mail traffic.

Figure 5.16. Group B uses their MessyBoard space to post humorous pictures and an

nounce social events.

A lively discussion ensued over the next two days and MessyBoard was covered with

small notes expressing various opinions about how to use the new space and how to fairly

allocate the most desirable locations. This is shown in Figure 5.17. Someone eventually

cleaned up all of these notes, and the ombudsman sent a summary of the discussion to all

of the students via e-mail. The students also left two lists of names on the board: a list of

people who wanted a new office and a list of people who wanted to stay where they were.

In general, interviews revealed that the students were ambivalent about using Messy

Board for this discussion. They like it because it kept the conversation from "clogging"

their e-mail inboxes. They also liked being able to see and respond to opinions in real

time. However, most students were frustrated by the chaotic nature of conversation on

MessyBoard. Many of the notes were responses to other notes, but the original notes were

sometimes deleted or buried under new content. Not all members of this group used the

identity feature, so authorship was not always clear.
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Figure 5.17. Group B has a discussionabout how to fairly assign people to offices in

their new office space.

Students who attempted to use MessyBoard's history feature to view past comments were

disappointed. The history scroll bar allows users to specify an absolute time by clicking,

but it does not provide an easy way to find times when important changes occurred. Per

formance was slow due to the amount of activity and a naive implementation.

Four weeks later, the faculty head informed all of the students via e-mail that they would

be getting a different set of offices than what had been originally announced and that all

of the students would choose a new location one at a time based on seniority and a ran

domly generated order within classes. He included the random order and a floor plan im

age depicting all of the available space.

Several students (not including the ombudsman) collaborated to create a choosing proc

ess on MessyBoard, as shown in Figure 5.18. A note with all of the students' names in

the designated choosing order was placed along the left-hand side. The floor plan image

was placed in the center and a note was created for each room. Students were instructed

on MessyBoard and via e-mail that when their tum came, they should remove their

names from the choosing order, place it on the note corresponding to their chosen room,

and then e-mail all of the students and the faculty head. By this point the faculty head had
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learned about MessyBoard and the students told him how to use it so that he could moni

tor the selection process.

Figure 5.18. Group B uses their MessyBoard space to select new offices. Fictitious

names are used to maintain users' anonymity.

Students chose rooms one by one over the next three days. They report looking at

MessyBoard frequently, in some instances gathering around one computer in order to

discuss their progress. Complex negotiations occurred via face-to-face conversations,

telephone and e-mail. One student was out of town and the faculty head chose for him.

Some students traded rooms after they had chosen. MessyBoard was updated to reflect all

of these transactions.

After the selection process was complete, the students left the representation intact so that

the new students arriving at the end of the summer could use it to select their offices. In

the interim, several students posted jokes related to the process, as shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19. Members of Group B makejokes about the office selection process on

MessyBoard. The pixelatedimages are pictures of two faculty members who were in

volved with the process, edited into a screen shot from a video game. The pictures and

the phrase "all your space are belong to us" refer to a poorly translated video game that

became a cult phenomenon on the Internet (Sega, 2005).

The students were overwhelmingly positive about their use of MessyBoard in selecting

offices. The shared visual representation on MessyBoard made it easy for people to keep

track of the selection process as it occurred. Students reported using MessyBoard to se

lect an office at work and from home, and at least one student used it while traveling. In

six out of seven interviews, students expressed that they were very happy with Messy

Board for this task. (In the first interview the student simply related the facts and I ne

glected to ask for an opinion on how well it had worked.) Some of their comments appear

below.

"I found it comforting that we could see the progress of people making
these decisions and we knew when our tum was coming up and we knew
what other people had decided... "

"This gives you an excellent snapshot ... of what the current status is and
... where am I and what's going on now."

"It was nice to have the visual layout on the map and I think the notes
were good because it would help us see who was where already."
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"This was a big success largely because of the value of being free form ...
it's not structured but there's enough capability there to create semi
structured things like these lists where people's names were moved off of
the ordered picking list into the room list ... you get to make the assign
ment in the context."

"This way people could really see where they were going to be living and
for something that has a very strong visual element and, uh, not just a con
ceptual element this is concrete and visual this is ideal and it also allowed
a lot of us to do this process in the evenings and the early mornings ... "

When group B moved, I set up a projector in their new space to display MessyBoard.

However, not all members moved to the new space, so many group members did not see

the projected display on a daily basis. As with group A, the introduction of the projector

is confounded with another event, in this case the move to new office space. Changes in

the amount and nature of MessyBoard activity are likely due to this event, not the intro

duction of the projector. The lively discussion and the orderly moving process established

precedents for future MessyBoard use and these same patterns have been re-instantiated

as group members are once again moved to new office spaces, as shown in Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.20. Group B uses a similar process to choose offices a second time.
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5.5.1.4 Group C Observations

Since group C's MessyBoard space was first announced to the group members, it has

been a steady commotion of jokes, announcements, news flashes and other types of play

ful behavior. Figure 5.21 depicts group C's overall usage level over time. Figure 5.22 and

Figure 5.23 are typical of the appearance of this MessyBoard space.

Group C uses MessyBoard quite often to organize social events and other extracurricular

activities. This includes .looking for teammates for organized sports leagues, and a trip to

a local amusement park, among other events, as shown in Figure 5.24.

Another common use of MessyBoard by group C is for humorous pictures, as shown in

Figure 5.25. Some of these are digital photos taken by group members, though many of

them come from the web. The humor is highly dependent on the group's context.
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Figure 5.21. MessyBoard usage and events for group C.

Figure 5.22. Group C's MessyBoard space.
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Figure 5.23. Group C's MessyBoard space.

Figure 5.24. Group C uses MessyBoard to organize extracurricular activities.
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Figure 5.25. Group C posts humorous pictures in their MessyBoard space.
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There were several instances of long-term organized behavior on group C's MessyBoard

space. In the most striking example, they used MessyBoard to collaborate on the creation

of a historical timeline on a corridor wall in their building. Figure 5.26 demonstrates how

they used MessyBoard to assign members to different time periods. Other examples of

organized behavior include the organization of sports teams mentioned above, a collabo

rative list of screen names for AOL Instant Messenger, and a collaborative list of birth

days for group members.

Figure 5.26. Group C coordinates the creation of a historical timeline.

MessyBoard was installed as the default screen saver for incoming students, who com

pose roughly half the members of this group. As shown in Figure 5.21, the screen saver is

responsible for about 41% of this group's total transactions and it is clear that the screen

saver is responsible for much of the increased usage during spikes in activity. The

MessyBoard screen saver was installed on over 60 computers including personal com

puters used by individual students and shared computers in public labs, and it was still

running on over 40 of them at the end of the semester.

The bulb for the MessyBoard projector in the first-year students' room malfunctioned at

some point early in the semester and it was never replaced. The exact time is unknown,
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but one student estimates that it stopped working in early September. MessyBoard use

remained high throughout the semester despite this as shown in Figure 5.21.

5.5.1.5 Discussion of Large Group Observations

Groups A, Band C are similar in that they all use Messylloard for a mixture of work

related and playful activity. In all three groups, work and play were mixed over time and

at any given time there was likely to be both work-related and playful content on the

board.

There is a major difference between the groups in their amount of MessyBoard use.

Figure 5.27 compares the amounts of MessyBoard activity for groups A, Band C. The

amount of activity is positively correlated with the size of the group, but other factors are

also very likely involved in this difference as well. For example, groups Band C were

known to interact with each other more often than group A prior to the introduction of

MessyBoard. All three groups had un-moderated e-mail distribution lists before they be

gan using MessyBoard and based on comments from group members it appears that

groups Band C used their lists far more often than group A.

Group A was also different in that structured work-related use (signing up for meetings)

made up a larger fraction of their overall use than groups B and C. This was clearly due

to the fact that group A had a leader who instructed members to use MessyBoard this

way. On the survey, most members of groups Band C indicated that their group had no

leader, while members of group A indicated that their group had a few leaders and that

those leaders influenced how they used MessyBoard (though they believed that other

group members also had influence).
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Figure 5.27. MessyBoard usage for groups A, Band C.

With regard to the value of a large public display, the implications of these observations

are unclear. Members of group A missed the projector while it was gone, but they still

used MessyBoard, likely because of their structured pattern of weekly use. Members of

Group B started using MessyBoard and found it most useful before they had the projec

tor, since it helped them accomplish a critical task (moving to a new space.) Group C's

projector malfunctioned early on and they still used MessyBoard a great deal, though it is

unclear if this is because so many of them used the screen saver or because they are a

more interactive group in general.

With regard to the value of the screen saver, these observations lead toward a tentative

conclusion that the screen saver can drive day-to-day usage of and attention to Messy

Board, but only if a sufficient number of people install it and refrain from removing it.

This was accomplished with group C by having a system administrator install it on all of

their computers, as well as on computers in public lab spaces.
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For all three large groups, it appears that a small number of users are responsible for most

of the activity on MessyBoard. Figure 5.28 is a histogram showing the percentage of

MessyBoard transactions that originated from each IP address, and it is clear that a few

addresses contribute disproportionately to the total. This argument assumes at least a

rough correspondence between IP addresses and users. This is known to hold true in

group B. Group A has a few shared computers and group C has many shared computers,

which may account for the thicker tails in their distributions. Only static addresses in the

128.2 block are used in this analysis, and these addresses account for 87%,60% and 81%

of the activity for groups A, Band C respectively.
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Figure 5.28. Percentage of transactions from individual static IP addresses.

5.5.2 Small Groups

MessyBoard was initially designed for small groups of people with between 5 and 15

members. I had hypothesized that for small groups focused on a limited set of goals
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MessyBoard would be an extremely easy way to keep track of their progress and share

files.

5.5.2.1 Methods

I contacted friends and colleagues in order to learn about groups that might find Messy

Board useful and I deployed MessyBoard to a total of 37 of these groups. Though I

learned of these groups through personal contacts, I knew at most one or two group

members in any of the groups. 31 of these groups were made up of students working on

course projects and 6 were research groups comprising students, faculty and staff mem

bers. The student project groups were drawn mainly from three different courses at Car

negie Mellon University in which I actively recruited participants. I refer to the courses

as Alpha, Beta and Gamma. A few groups in other courses contained members who were

already familiar with MessyBoard and they contacted me to request a MessyBoard spaces

for their groups.

I first demonstrated MessyBoard to the students in course Alpha during one of their

scheduled lectures and asked them to contact me if they were interested in using it. Three

out of six groups contacted me, and I subsequently set up a MessyBoard space for each

group and attended one of their group meetings. At the meetings I helped them install the

latest version of Java and troubleshoot technical problems and I gave another demonstra

tion in order to ensure that they knew how to use MessyBoard. These project groups had

dedicated offices and I was able to install projectors in these offices to display Messy

Board.

For the student project groups in courses Beta and Gamma, I demonstrated MessyBoard

during one of their course lectures and then I created a MessyBoard space for each group

based on names and descriptions that I received from the course instructors. I then sent an

e-mail announcement to each group that their MessyBoard space was ready for them to

use. In all cases, I encouraged users to contact me with problems or feedback at any time.
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The MessyBoard server logged all MessyBoard activity for each of these groups as de

scribed previously. Again, some of these groups started using MessyBoard before the

logging system was updated as described above.

I conducted open-ended interviews with the group members in course Alpha and the in

terview questions were focused on their collaboration and their use of MessyBoard. (In

terview questions are listed in Appendix E).

As with the large groups, I conducted an online survey. Since the survey was developed

after the groups in course Alpha had finished their projects, those groups answered the

survey questions several months after their groups disbanded. All other groups responded

to the survey as they were finishing their group projects.

In all cases, members of the small groups used the full-featured Java implementation of

MessyBoard as described in Chapter 2.

5.5.2.2 Student Project Group Observations

5.5.2.2.1 Course Alpha

Course Alpha was a project course for students receiving a Masters' Degree in Human

Computer Interaction. The students were assigned to six interdisciplinary project groups

of five students each and they worked together over a semester and a summer. Members

of these groups had backgrounds in computer science, design and psychology.

All of the project groups had already been working together for a semester and Messy

Board was introduced to them at the beginning of the summer. The groups were to spend

the entire summer working only on their course projects. Three of the six groups chose to

use MessyBoard and I refer to these groups as D; E and F. Groups D and E requested a

MessyBoard space immediately at the beginning of the summer and group F requested a

MessyBoard space one week into the summer. Shortly after I demonstrated MessyBoard,

each group was assigned a dedicated project room. For the groups that decided to partici

pate in the study, I set up projectors in their project rooms to display MessyBoard. Figure

5.29 compares the MessyBoard usage for all three groups. Figure 5.30, Figure 5.31 and
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Figure 5.32 indicate when these groups had projectors to display MessyBoard in their

group project rooms.

Group D designed a scientific graphing calculator. The group had no leader during the

summer, though one of the members had served as the leader during the previous semes

ter. The former leader was already familiar with MessyBoard but had never used it to col

laborate with colleagues. This group member was enthusiastic about MessyBoard and

may have convinced the others to try it. I did not give this group a projector until they

had already been using MessyBoard for five weeks. Group D's MessyBoard usage is de

picted in Figure 5.30.
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Figure 5.32. MessyBoard usage and events for group F.

All members of group D reported substantial use of MessyBoard. They used MessyBoard

frequently to share files such as text documents, presentation slides and source code for

their prototypes. They often grouped the file icons spatially and annotated them with

notes as shown in Figure 5.33. In interviews, all of the group members reported that they

liked using MessyBoard this way, though some emphasized the ease of uploading files

using drag-and-drop and others emphasized the fact that it was easy to find current files

as compared to FTP.
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Figure 5.33. Group D's MessyBoard space.

Members of Group D also used MessyBoard during their meetings in order to record lists

of tasks, design changes and outstanding issues. Most of these notes are in list form with

a title and many short items, one per line as shown in Figure 5.33. Group members re

ported that MessyBoard worked well as a place to store this information. MessyBoard did

not work well as a communication medium for exchanging messages when they were not

together since they were not confident that others would receive them.

Group E also designed a scientific graphing calculator. None of the members of this

group were familiar with MessyBoard. I set up a projector in this group's space at week 3

and took it away at week 6. Figure 5.31 depicts the MessyBoard usage and events for

group E.

Only two members of group E reported significant MessyBoard use, though all reported

seeing it often when it was projected on the wall. The leader added some content, but the

vast majority was added by another member. Overall, this group used MessyBoard far

less than other groups as shown in Figure 5.29.

Early on, group E's leader posted lists of tasks similar to group D. As time went on, a

second group member started posting screen shots with accompanying notes as shown in
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Figure 5.34. This member reported in an interview that some of the content was related to

other members' parts of the project and her intent was to stimulate discussion, but other

members did not participate. He reported that he had decided to stop using MessyBoard

even before we removed the projector from the room.

Figure 5.34. Group E's MessyBoard space.

Most group E members expressed a desire to post visual materials such as design mock

ups and storyboards on MessyBoard, but they complained that MessyBoard did not pro

vide enough space for several large images and it did not support interactive Flash proto

types. One of them commented that it was easier to have a team member walk over and

look at her computer screen.

We observed that group E had already established methods for communicating and coor

dinating. They used a Wiki (Cunningham, 2005) to share files and they kept track of their

goals and deadlines using sticky notes on a large piece of paper taped to the wall. They

posted design prototypes and other project-related materials on the wall as well.

Group F designed an enhanced corporate e-mailsystem. None of the group members

were familiar with MessyBoard..I set up a projector in this group's space after they had

been using MessyBoard for 3 weeks. This group had a project manager, but other mem-
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bers did not describe this person as a leader. The project manager seemed neutral toward

MessyBoard, and another member of the group was quite enthusiastic.

Group Fused MessyBoard primarily to coordinate collocated synchronous activity. Spe

cifically, they used it to create lists of bugs in their prototype and they manipulated the

lists as they worked to keep track of who was fixing each bug and which problems had so

far been fixed, as shown in Figure 5.35. They used it in a similar manner to fix problems

on their web site describing the project. In all, there were three instances of this kind of

use, each spanning less than a day, with very little use in between as shown in Figure

5.32. Each instance occurred immediately before a deadline. All members reported par

ticipating in these sessions, though the project manager recalls using MessyBoard more

than other members.

Figure 5.35. Group F's MessyBoard space.

Members of group F reported that they did not have the projector on very often since it

was noisy and dim. They decided on their own to set up a monitor as a dedicated Messy

Board display.

Members of group F reported that they liked using MessyBoard to keep track of bugs be

cause they could all view it from their own workstations. They had previously used the
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whiteboard for real-time bug tracking, but they preferred MessyBoard because they could

all modify it without getting out of their chairs and walking across the room.

5.5.2.2.2 Course Beta

Course Beta comprised undergraduate students at Carnegie Mellon working on semester

long projects in 5 groups of four Carnegie Mellon students each. In addition, each group

included a foreign student working from a university in The Netherlands for a total of

five members per group. For this reason, the course instructor was quite enthusiastic

about having the students use MessyBoard to collaborate and I was granted half of an en

tire lecture to demonstrate MessyBoard and answer questions. This course was taught by

the design department and all of the students had a design background.

I set up a MessyBoard space for each individual group and an additional space for the

entire course to use. Though different groups used their MessyBoard spaces in varying

amounts, there is a clear overall trend: students in course Beta used MessyBoard for a

brief period early on in the semester and then their use quickly tapered off. Figure 5.36

illustrates this trend in all of the group MessyBoard spaces and in the space for the entire

course. For two of the group MessyBoard spaces and the space for the entire course, there

was also a small spurt of activity in November.
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Figure 5.36. MessyBoard usage for students in course Beta.

The early use for these groups, and on the board for the entire course, is dominated by

introductions and exchanges of contact information. Students used MessyBoard to ex

change pictures of themselves, e-mail addresses and user names for chat programs, as

shown in Figure 5.37. One group used MessyBoard early on to create an affinity diagram,

as shown in Figure 5.38.
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Figure 5.37. Students in Course Beta use MessyBoard to introduce themselves and to

share contact information.

Figure 5.38. One of the groups in Course Beta uses MessyBoard to create an affinity

diagram.

Ten of the students in course Beta completed the survey and responses to an open-ended

question confirmed that theyused MessyBoardprimarily for sharing files and for ex-
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changing contact information, and that the files were presentations and other deliverables

for the course project. Out of all the collaboration activities listed in the survey, they

rated file-sharing as the most important with an average rating of 6.2 on a seven point

scale. The only other activity rated higher than 4.0 on average was brainstorming, and

responses indicated that MessyBoard was not used often for this activity.

5.5.2.2.3 Courses Gamma, Delta and Epsilon

Course Gamma was a project course for a professional Masters Degree program and

course Delta was a graduate course intended for Masters and Ph.D. students. Both

courses were highly technical and mostly drew students with Computer Science and En

gineering backgrounds.

The instructors for course Gamma were generally unenthusiastic about MessyBoard, al

lowing me to demonstrate it to a small audience of students who showed up early in the

morning before the lecture was scheduled to begin. The instructor for course Delta was

more accommodating and granted me a brief demonstration during the scheduled course

period, similar to course Alpha.

After giving the students a demonstration, I created a MessyBoard space for each project

group based on names and group descriptions that I received from the instructors. I sent

out an e-mail announcement to each group with the URL for their MessyBoard space.

None of the groups in either of these courses used MessyBoard. Few students even

looked at their MessyBoard spaces, and those that took the time did little more than to

briefly experiment with the features. Only one of the students responded to the survey, so

it is difficult to know why these groups did not use MessyBoard.

Course Epsilon taught members of Group C about the fundamentals of film-making. Stu

dents were divided into eleven groups of four students each and the groups worked to

gether over the course of the entire semester. I created MessyBoard spaces for each of the

groups and one for the entire class. Though the space for the entire class was used little

and abandoned .early on, most of the project groups used their MessyBoard spaces on at
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least one occasion. The dominant use was sharing files, with files spatially grouped and

labeled with notes, similar to group D in course Beta.

Since students in course Epsilon did not use their MessyBoard spaces extensively and

most of them received surveys regarding their membership in other MessyBoard groups,

I did not administer a survey asking about use of these MessyBoard spaces.

5.5.2.2.4 Other Student Project Groups

The two groups discussed in this section were made up of students working on collabora

tive projects. One group had two members and the other had three. In contrast to the

small groups mentioned above, I made no explicit effort to recruit these groups. The

groups approached me about using MessyBoard because they were already familiar with

it. Despite their apparent motivation and interest, neither of these groups used Messy

Board much at all. As shown in Figure 5.39, both groups had brief spurts of activity last

ing about a month and then usage stopped entirely. (By coincidence, both groups started

using MessyBoard within a few days of each other.)

Both students in the two-member group responded to the survey and indicated that they

used MessyBoard primarily to share files.
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Figure 5.39. MessyBoard usage for two project groups that approached me and requested

MessyBoard spaces.

5.5.2.3 Research Group Observations

I recruited 3 small research groups to use MessyBoard, each comprising students, staff

and faculty members at Carnegie Mellon, I refer to these groups as G, H and I.

Group G is made up of graduate students, undergraduates and staff members (10 people

in total) who work for a single professor. The group has a shared lab where some of the

undergraduates and staff members work, but I did not install a projector there. I demon

strated MessyBoard to the group at one of their meetings and then met with the graduate

students and the professor individually in order to teach them how to use MessyBoard

and to install the MessyBoard screen saver. A graduate student reportedly installed the

MessyBoard screen saver on one of the computers in the shared lab. I was unable to in-
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terview all of the members of this group, but I did talk briefly to the professor and we in

terviewed two of the graduate students.

Group G's overall use of MessyBoard was low as shown in Figure 5.40, despite the fact

that several of them installed the screen saver, including the group leader. (Due to a log

ging error, the exact number of users who installed the screen saver is unknown.) Early

on, the group leader posted a note expressing doubt about MessyBoard's usefulness.

Later, he posted a calendar and asked group members to mark the days that they would

be on vacation using the freehand drawing tool, as shown in Figure 5.41. Most group

members were slow to respond, and MessyBoard was used very little for the rest of the

summer.
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Figure 5.40. MessyBoard usage for group G.
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Figure 5.41. Group G uses MessyBoard to build a shared representation of the dates that

they will be out of town.

When asked why group G had not used MessyBoard, the leader's opinion was that they

could not think of anything to do with it. He added that the vacation calendar was not

useful and he did not refer to it. Group members discussed using MessyBoard to schedule

use of their shared lab for experiments, but nobody took any action. It is not clear

whether or not some of the undergraduates ever looked at MessyBoard at all.

Group H is made up of faculty and undergraduates (seven people in total). One of the

professors is the leader, and they collaborate on the design aspects of a larger interdisci

plinary research project. Two of the faculty members share an office and the rest of them

are dispersed over two buildings on the same campus. I demonstrated MessyBoard to the

entire group at a meeting and sent out an e-mail announcement. I met with the leader in

dividually to show him how to run MessyBoard, but I did not do this for other group

members. I did not set up a projector in any of their offices. I interviewed the leader of

this group individually and I spoke to two of the other members in a joint interview.
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Group H's overall use of MessyBoard was low, as shown in Figure 5.42, but it was ap

parently of some value to them. They used it to share files and a few lists, and the two

faculty members said that it was nice to be able to quickly put a file on MessyBoard and

then verbally tell others to go get it. The group leader said that he only used it a little be

cause he was not a daily participant in the project. Qualitatively, this group's behavior is

similar to that of student group D, though they did not use it nearly as much.
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Figure 5.42. MessyBoard usage for group H.

Group I is made up of graduate students and staff lead by a professor (six people in total).

As shown in Figure 5.43, they used MessyBoard very little. Besides some initial discus

sions about features in MessyBoard, members of group I use their MessyBoard space

mainly for brief announcements. I did not interview members of this group, but responses

to the open-ended survey item confirmed that they used their MessyBoard space as a
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general-purpose bulletin board for announcements and meeting reminders and little of the

content was closely related to their work.
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Figure 5.43. MessyBoard usage for group I.

5.5.2.4 Discussion of Small Group Observations

Figure 5.44 shows the amounts of activity for all of the small groups described in this

section. Clearly, only group D used MessyBoard regularly over an extended period of

time. Group Fused MessyBoard a great deal in several short spurts of activity.
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Figure 5.44. MessyBoard usage for the small groups that used it the most.

The high amounts of usage for groups D and F may be explained by a combination of

two factors: group focus on shared goals and the existence of a critical task that Messy

Board performs better than existing tools. Groups in course Alpha were more focused

than any of the other small groups here, since they all worked on the same project to the

exclusion of all else. Though some of the faculty and staff members in the research

groups may have also worked full time, survey results indicate that even in these groups

the group members are working on different and sometimes unrelated tasks.

The existence of a critical task to which MessyBoard is well-suited may explain why

Groups D and Fused MessyBoard more than group E, which was also highly focused,

and why the nature of use differs so much between groups D and F. Members of group D

indicated in interviews that sharing files was extremely important and that they were dis

satisfied with their FrP server because they had difficulty finding the most current files.

MessyBoard gave them an easy way to share files, group them spatially and annotate,

them so that it was always clear which files were in the current working set.
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Prior to the introduction of MessyBoard, group F had already established a pattern of

working together intensely to fix bugs in the hours before a deadline. They reported in

interviews that they had previously used the whiteboard in their shared office to keep

track of outstanding bugs and to keep track of who was working on what. They found

MessyBoard to be a superior solution because they could all view it on their own screens

and they could coordinate without getting up from their seats and walking to the white

board.

Group E made heavy use of paper artifacts and their shared office was decorated with

story boards, lists and a large timeline covered with sticky notes. In interviews, members

reported that they had a need to share storyboards, design mock-ups and interactive pro

totypes written in Flash. MessyBoard does not display interactive Flash content and the

size and resolution were too limited for the kinds of artifacts that this team wished to

share.

5.6 Other Observations of MessyBoard Use

Though MessyBoard was designed to support communication and coordination in stable

groups, the versatility of the medium opens a wider set of possibilities. In this section, I

discuss different kinds of uses for MessyBoard that have been tried and my observations.

5.6.1 Broadcast from Few to Many

A particular department at Carnegie Mellon has a strong need for coordination and shar

ing of information since they share a facility and a set of equipment that they all use for

different purposes throughout the semester. I refer to this department as group G. A staff

member in the department approached me after hearing about MessyBoard through a

.member of another group that was using it.

Members of group G had traditionally used a physical bulletin board to coordinate their

activities and they were struggling with the integration of new digital media. They

wanted something that was remotely accessible but still physically present in the envi

ronment.
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With my help, they set up a digital projector in their facility and projected MessyBoard in

a prominent location. A small group of students, staff and faculty responsible for coordi

nating the activities of the department were given access to the MessyBoard space, which

was protected by a password so that the entire department could not access it. The stu

dents posted timely announcements on the MessyBoard space so that passers-by would

see it on the projection screen.

I briefly interviewed the small group of students who had access to the MessyBoard

space near the end of the semester. They reported that they liked the idea, but they were

still in the midst of figuring out what information should go on it and how many people

were actually paying attention to it. They were still struggling to find the best way to in

tegrate MessyBoard, their web site and their physical bulletin board in order to dissemi

nate information.

5.6.2 Place-based Use

Group C contained a sub-community of students who were interested in recording and

editing sound. They had set up a recording studio as a shared resource for all of the stu

dents in the department. After speaking with one of the students, I set up a MessyBoard

space specifically for the studio and announced it using an e-mail distribution list specifi

cally for students who were interested in sound recording. I installed the MessyBoard

screen saver on two shared computers in the sound studio.

This MessyBoard space was used very little and it is was of questionable value to the stu

dents. A few students used the board to post questions or requests for help related to the

sound equipment, but only one answer was ever posted. A request for a particular sound

effect did not prompt anyone to share a recorded sound file or link.

5.6.3 Administrative Assistants

Administrative assistants (referred to as admins) at Carnegie Mellon assist the faculty and

students by performing tasks such as filing receipts for reimbursement, making travel ar

rangements, scheduling the use of rooms and planning events. Though admins often do

not work in stable groups, they communicate frequently with a small set of people includ-
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ing their assigned faculty members and other admins in their department. I hypothesized

that they might find MessyBoard useful for ad-hoc collaborations on transient tasks and

for sharing documents and other files.

In most cases, I contacted administrative assistants in two departments by visiting their

offices un-announced. I demonstrated MessyBoard and asked if they would be interested

in using it. One additional admin contacted me after attending one of my talks. In all

cases, if the admin was interested, I set up a MessyBoard space and then made a follow

up visit in order to make sure that they could use it on their own computer.

I chose to set up a MessyBoard space for each individual admin because it was not clear

with whom they would use it to communicate. I hypothesized that each admin might start

by using MessyBoard as a personal organizational tool and when an admin with her own

MessyBoard was assigned a collaborative task, she might spontaneously decide to use it

and invite others to post material on it. There were two exceptions to this pattern. Two

pairs of admins worked in a shared office and needed to communicate with each other,

and in those cases I created a single MessyBoard space for the pair to share.

I encouraged the admins to try the MessyBoard screen saver and seven out of eight

agreed to have it installed on their workstations.

After several weeks, I conducted interviews with four of the admins. Interviews were

brief and informal because: 1) the admins did not use MessyBoard very much, and the

main point of the interviews was to find out why, and 2) admins are busy and scheduling

large blocks of time was too difficult. Only one of the admins continued to use Messy

Board for any length of time, and she used it on only a few occasions to transfer files be

tween computers.

The admins offered a variety of reasons for why they did not use MessyBoard, and it is

difficult to draw any general conclusion. One salient hypothesis is that they might have

been less technologically savvy than other users, but I took great caution to mitigate this

factor when I introduced MessyBoard to these users. I met with them each individually

and I personally installed the latest version of Java on their computers. I created shortcuts
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on their desktops that would launch the stand-alone application and I made sure that they

knew how to launch MessyBoard and use the basic features.

5.6.4 Academic Conferences

The design of MessyBoard is based on the assumption that each space will be used by

members of a small group who know and trust one another. The finite space allows a lim

ited amount of information, making the use of a single space by a large organization im

practical. Free access and the lack of per-user permissions make it unlikely that a group

of strangers would use it to store important information.

However, the features of MessyBoard could also be well-suited to a different kind of

group. The group of attendees at a small or mid-sized academic conference is a compara

tively large group (usually at least 100 people). However, for the time that they are at the

conference, they are unusually focused on a small number of common activities and

events. They are together for a short amount of time, so they may not generate an over

whelming amount of important information. Though they do not work together as a sin

gle group, they do have a dense network of collaborations and personal friendships that

engenders norms of politeness and trust.

Similar gatherings are common outside of academia, such as management seminars, trade

shows and conventions. These events serve as important ways to build social networks,

exchange information and forge new collaborations. The cost of these events is extremely

high, since participants must take time off from their usual routines and they must often

travel and stay in hotels. Thus, if an electronic communication tool such as MessyBoard

helped attendees make the most of their short time at a conference, it would provide

enormous value to workers in many domains and professions.

An electronic communication medium might also serve to bridge the separation between

conference attendees and interested people in other places, allowing those who cannot

attend the conference to share in some of the benefits. Streaming video, webcasting and

blogging are becoming increasingly common at live events, along with chat rooms that

are open to both attendees and the general public. While video and chat allow remote par-
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ticipants to participate in the events of the moment, perhaps MessyBoard could be an ef

ficient way for a casual remote participant to "drop in" on a conference for a few seconds

and get a quick summary of what is going on.

I hypothesized that MessyBoard users at a conference might use MessyBoard for an

nouncements such as the locations or times of conference events, for posting material

relevant to the conference presentations, or for posting humorous material. However, it

was not clear that users would use MessyBoard at all in such a setting due to intimidation

or time constraints. Alternatively, perhaps the short duration of the conference would

mean that usage patterns would be dominated by the novelty of the medium and useful

conventions would not have enough time to evolve:

5.6.4.1 Methods

I deployed MessyBoard at two academic conferences. User Interface Software and Tech

nology (UIST) 2004 took place in Santa Fe, New Mexico with 186 registered attendees.

Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) 2004 was held in Chicago, Illinois and

471 people attended.

At both conferences I set up a single MessyBoard space with the name of the conference.

Both conferences were held in hotels. UIST is a single track conference and most of the

presentations took place in a single room. CSCW had three simultaneous tracks through

out the conference and presentations took place in three adjacent rooms with a common

lobby area. In both cases, I set up a projector and a screen to display MessyBoard all day

in a highly visible area close to the presentation rooms as shown in Figure 5.45.
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Figure 5.45. MessyBoard projected opposite the registration table at UIST 2004.

Both conferences provided wireless Internet access to attendees who brought their own

laptop computers with wireless adapters. I allowed and encouraged attendees at both con

ferences to access MessyBoard using their own computers. However, the wireless net

work was problematic at both conferences. At UIST the signal strength was weak in the

presentation room, resulting in extremely long download times for the MessyBoard app

let. At CSCW network access was intermittent and the bandwidth was highly dependant

on the actions of other attendees.

For both conferences, I displayed the conference MessyBoard space at Carnegie Mellon

in the shared workspace for group B (discussed in Sections 5.5.1.1.2 and 5.5.1.1.3). Since

this group already had their own MessyBoard space, I configured the client software to

switch back and forth between the conference space and the group's own space with a

smooth fading transition. I announced this change to group B bye-mail before the UIST

conference and arranged for a group member to make sure that the projector was on dur

ing the day. I also gave them the URL for the UIST MessyBoard space and invited them

to contribute. Due to an oversight on my part, I did not announce the change before

CSCW and it is unclear how often the projector at Carnegie Mellon was on during this

time. (I was normally responsible for turning the projector on and off.)
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At both conferences, I presented MessyBoard as a public demonstration at a refereed

demonstration reception. In both cases, the demonstration took place on the evening of

the first day of the conference. I demonstrated MessyBoard to interested attendees and

told them how to access the conference MessyBoard space. I also handed out business

cards with the MessyBoard main page URL.For the duration of each conference, the first

item on the main MessyBoard web page was a link to the conference's MessyBoard

space.

Due to differences between the two conferences and lessons learned from my experience

at UIST, I did some things differently at CSCW. At UIST I placed the projector in the

registration area. This was a high traffic area since attendants had to go there at least to

register and food and coffee was placed nearby during breaks. However, food and coffee

were also available in other locations and the registration area was not immediately visi

ble to attendees exiting the presentation room. In short, MessyBoard was visible but it

was not unavoidable.

The laptop computer that ran the MessyBoard projector was accessible to the UIST stu

dent volunteers seated at the registration desk, but it was not available for use by atten

dees. Attendees needed to use their own laptop computers in order to modify Messy

Board.

I placed some content on the UIST MessyBoard throughout the conference. Initially I

placed a welcome message and some instructions for accessing MessyBoard along with

the URL for the conference MessyBoard space. On the first day I posted pictures from

research papers that were presented at the conference, and each day I posted a short daily

schedule. I deleted only my own postings but I did not delete anyone else's.

The CSCW organizers were more enthusiastic about MessyBoard and one of them was

already posting relevant information on it before the conference began. I personally

posted less material on the MessyBoard space. I initially posted a conference logo with a

welcome message and instructions, but I did not post any material related to the confer

ence presentations. I made bitmap schedules in advance for each day and posted them on
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MessyBoard daily. (The multi-track schedule for CSCW demanded a table format that

would have taken up too much space if I posted it in a note as I did for UIST.)

The layout of the hotel conference space at CSCW was quite favorable compared to

UIST. Each presentation room had a single exit into a shared lobby area. I was able to

place the MessyBoard projection screen such that it was visible to all participants imme

diately upon exiting the presentation rooms. I placed a second laptop on a table near the

projection screen to serve as a public MessyBoard terminal, since several UIST attendees

expressed disappointment with the lack of a public MessyBoard terminal.

The CSCW organizers set up three IRC channels to serve as "back-channel" communica

tion for the three paper sessions. I created three separate MessyBoard spaces for this

same purpose named cscwA, cscwB and cscwC. These were separate from the main con

ference space, which was simply named cscw. Thus, there were 4 separate MessyBoard

spaces for this conference. Only the main conference space was shown on the projector.

In contrast to UIST, the CSCW organizers published the URLS for all of the conference

MessyBoard spaces in the printed conference materials that were handed out to all atten

dees.

5.6.4.2 Observations

Figure 5.46 and Figure 5.47 show the MessyBoard spaces as they were being used at the

UIST and CSCW conferences. In general, a few of the conference attendees used

MessyBoard to post announcements, share humorous material, or simply to experiment

with the medium. MessyBoard was not used at either conference to coordinate outings or

conference events. Student volunteers may have used MessyBoard most often, especially

at UIST whereI set up the projector and a laptop computer at the student volunteer desk.

Participation from the students in group B at Carnegie Mellon was minimal. At the con

ference, many attendees told me that they did not understand that they could access

MessyBoard from their own laptop computers or that they had tried to access it and the

wireless network was not working properly.
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Figure 5.46. The UIST 2004 MessyBoard space.
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Figure 5.47. The CSCW 2004 MessyBoard space.

As shown in Figure 5.48, the CSCW MessyBoard was used more than the UIST Messy

Board space. A number of factors may have caused this. CSCW is a larger conference

and the MessyBoard projection screen at CSCW was positioned such that people would

see it more often than the projection screen at UIST. One of the student organizers for
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CSCW was enthusiastic about MessyBoard and had already posted some announcements

before the conference started. Another difference is that I deleted content from the CSCW

MessyBoard every night, making room for new content the following day. In both cases,

usage started high on the first day and declined throughout the conference.
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Figure 5.48. MessyBoard usage for the UIST and CSCW conferences.

5.6.5 Short-term Groups

First year students in group C (discussed in Sections 5.5.1.1.3 and 5.5.1.4) are required to

take a project course in which they work in four-person teams for two weeks at a time

creating interactive Virtual Reality worlds. After each two-week cycle, the groups are

shuffled and they begin a new two-week project with a new team. There were thirteen

groups for each cycle and five cycles, for a total of 65 groups, though the groups were

always chosen from the same pool of 55 people. Since messyboard.org did not yet allow

users to create their own MessyBoard spaces, I set up 15 MessyBoard spaces named for

the course with the numbers 1 through 15 appended at the end. I announced the creation
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of these spaces to the entire course and invited the students to use them however they

pleased. As members of group C, the students were already familiar with the medium and

they did not need to spend any of their (very) limited time learning how to use it.

Figure 5.49 shows how some of these groups used their MessyBoard spaces. 17 out of the

65 groups chose to use MessyBoard. Most of them used it to share files, artwork, code,

to-do lists and humorous pictures of themselves. There were also a few instances of con

versations and brainstorming.

Figure 5.49. MessyBoard spaces used by class project groups working on short-term

projects.

5.7 Internet Deployment

I have discussed MessyBoard assuming that it is used by groups of knowledge workers

(Kidd, 1994). MessyBoard might be useful in other domains, such as families coordinat

ing their schedules or groups of friends keeping in touch. However, it is not clear if these

users will find value in MessyBoard, how they will use it, and how well the characteris

tics of the medium suit their needs.
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Another motivation for a public MessyBoard deployment is as a proof-of-concept for a

truly scalable monolithic MessyBoard server cluster that could serve the entire Internet.

Such a server may be necessary for families, clubs and other groups of users that exist

outside of an organization with a dedicated IT staff. It is not clear how the public would

treat such a server given the unfettered access that is so important to reducing startup

cost. Will they create a large number of spaces that they never use? Will they create

many short-lived spaces for ad-hoc groups and projects, or will they create long-lived

spaces for stable groups and projects? Answers to questions such as these are important

for computing the cost of a monolithic MessyBoard server cluster and balancing it

against potential revenues from advertising or subscription fees.

While it is impossible to prove that such a business venture could not succeed under any

circumstances, the observations presented here suggest that it would be risky at best.

MessyBoard was announced to many student organizations and clubs and it was adver

tised on a popular web search engine for users who searched for relevant terms. Despite

the use of this targeted advertising, most of the MessyBoard spaces that were created

were used very little. Several spaces were used in interesting ways, but their use is .too

diverse to suggest a core demographic of likely MessyBoard users.

5.7.1 Methods

In order to explore the use of MessyBoard by a diverse set of users, I created a publicly

available MessyBoard server cluster as described in Sections 2.2 and 3.6, allowing any

user to create their own MessyBoard space. The server went online on October 21st
,

2004. In this analysis, I include events between that date and March 23rd
, 2005.

I publicized the server at the UIST and CSCW conferences and I sent announcements to

personal friends and students at Carnegie Mellon. Later, I sent an announcement to a stu

dent representative from every registered student organization at Carnegie Mellon Uni

versity and the University of Pittsburgh. Finally, I purchased advertising space on the

Web using Google AdWords (Google, 2005a). The AdWords program displays the

MessyBoard advertisement, shown in Figure 5.50, when a user searches for certain hand

picked terms. Google also pays web publishers to display targeted advertisements, so the
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MessyBoard advertisement is sometimes displayed on popular web sites like

download.com. The total cost of the MessyBoard advertising campaign was $51.08 with

an average cost per click of around seven cents. I logged the number of page views of the

main page at www.messyboard.org using a free counter called Nedstat basic (Nedstat,

2005) beginning January 2nd
, 2005.

Sponsored Links
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Figure 5.50. The Google AdWords program displays a simple MessyBoard advertise

ment on the Google search results page.

Figure 5.51 depicts the history of the MessyBoard public Internet deployment. Though it

is not possible to discern how the different users found out about MessyBoard, the

Google advertisements are also clearly responsible for driving a substantial amount of

traffic to the web site. Google reports a total of 1,142 clicks on the advertisements during

the period of analysis (135 From Google's search results and 1,007 from other web sites

that display Google's advertisements) and Nedstat reports a total of 1,948 page views.

The sharpest rise in MessyBoard space creation and the largest peak in page views for the

front page of the main MessyBoard web site occurred when I sent out an announcement

to all of the student organizations at Carnegie Mellon University and the University of
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Pittsburgh.
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Figure 5.51. Number of MessyBoard spaces created each day, page views for the main

MessyBoard web page per day, and cumulative number of MessyBoard spaces created

for each day of the public Internet deployment.

During the period of analysis, a total of 205 MessyBoard spaces were created. Of these, I

exclude the 71 spaces that were created in the last six weeks of ,the analysis period, since

users of these spaces did not have time to settle into a long-term usage pattern. Of the re

mainingD-l spaces, I exclude another ten spaces for which the server never logged a

connection from a client. The web browser is automatically directed to the MessyBoard

space after a board is created, and the most likely reason for a space never being viewed

is that the user did not have Java installed. Thus, a total of 124 spaces are considered in

the following analysis.

Some of the MessyBoard spaces were created and used by members of the groups de

scribed in previous sections. These users may behave differently than other users since

they are already familiar with Messylsoard and they may have received training and in

structions from me. I estimate an upper bound on the number of spaces that I might have
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influenced in this way by counting the number of spaces that logged at least one connec

tion from an IP address at Carnegie Mellon University (in the 128.2 or 128.237 blocks).

Of the 124 spaces, 48 logged at least one such connection. Thus, I am reasonably certain

that at least 76 of the MessyBoard spaces considered here were created by people who

were previously were unfamiliar with MessyBoard.

5.7.2 Observations

5.7.2.1 Why People Used MessyBoard

The Google AdWords program tracks the number of clicks on the MessyBoard adver

tisement as well as the terms that the user was searching for when that advertisement ap

peared, as shown in Figure 5.52. Over a third of the 131 clicks on the MessyBoard adver

tisements in Google's search results came from users who were searching for the terms

"upload files". The next highest term was "my corkboard", the name of a related software

product (MyCorkboard, 2005). The third highest term was "family pictures". It is un

known how many of these clicks actually resulted in people creating MessyBoard spaces,

but these numbers suggest that a substantial portion of MessyBoard users were looking to

use it as a way to store and/or share files.
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Figure 5.52. The number of clicks on the AdWords advertisement shown in Google's

search results for each keyword. The total number of clicks is 135. Keywords marked

with a * were disabled early on because too few users clicked on them relative to the

number of times that the advertisement was shown.
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I looked at each space individually and categorized them by their intended purposes, re

gardless of how much they were actually used. Of the 124 spaces, 54 had enough content

to suggest an intended purpose. I selected a set of categories and then iteratively classi

fied each board and refined the categories. The resulting categories are:

• Group communication: communication and coordination among a restricted

set of people

• Group file sharing: sharing files among a restricted set of people

• Couple communication: communication between a pair of people who appear

to be romantically involved

• Synchronous photo sharing: one person showing another person photos syn

chronously

• Personal organization: a single user keeping track of things to do and/or

scheduled appointments

• Personal storage: a single user storing files and/or pictures

The counts for each category are plotted in Figure 5.53. If most users did in fact discover

MessyBoard while searching for a way to store or share files, they must have quickly re

alized that MessyBoard was not the tool they were looking for. The vast majority of users

who did anything with their MessyBoard spaces intended to use them for some kind of

group communication. Only four spaces were intended primarily for file storage, and it

does not appear that any spaces were used for distributing files to the general public.
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Figure 5.53. The number of spaces created for each intended purpose (54 in total). All of

the spaces created for synchronous photo sharing appear to be created by the same per-

son.

Figure 5.54 shows only the boards that were intended for group communication broken

down by the kind of group. There is no clear trend toward any particular kind of group.
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Figure 5.54. The number of spaces intended for group communication for each kind of

group (33 in total). Three of the four spaces for entire classes appear to be for different

kinds of discussion in the same class.

5.7.2.2 How Long People Used MessyBoard

Most users did not use their MessyBoard spaces for very long. Figure 5.55 plots thecu

mulative number of MessyBoard spaces vs. the minimum life span of the spaces in

weeks. The life span is the amount of time between the creation of the space and the last

time it was modified by a user. The maximum possible life span in the period of analysis

is 21 weeks. The fact that none of the servers have the maximum possible life span does

not imply that none of them are still in use. This is because a space that was created in the

middle of the analysis period cannot have a life span exceeding the remainder of the

analysis period. Four of the MessyBoard spaces were modified in the last two weeks of

the analysis period.
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Figure 5.55. Cumulative number of MessyBoard spaces vs. minimum life span. For each

life span on the X axis, the bar indicates how many spaces were used for at least that

many weeks. All 124 spaces were used for zero or more weeks, 35 were used for one or

more weeks, etc.

As with the MessyBoard spaces used by groups at Carnegie Mellon University, my ob

servations of the logs for individual MessyBoard ~paces revealed that spaces were often

modified regularly for a time, left unmodified for a long time, and then modified once or

twice after the long period of silence. These final modifications were minor: Typically a

single object was moved or deleted. It is not clear why users often make minor modifica

tions to their MessyBoard spaces after long periods of inactivity but never resume modi

fying it regularly. However, this phenomenon makes the life span, as defined above,

somewhat misleading.

To correct for this phenomenon" I define the trimmed life span as the time between the

creation of the space and latest modification that is at least 48 hours before the final

modification. Thus, spaces that are continually in use will lose only 48 hours by this defi-
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nition, but spaces that lay dormant for long periods with one minor modification at the

end will have their life spans shortened to the period where they were actually in use.

Figure 5.56 plots the cumulative number of servers vs. the trimmed life span in weeks.

Here, the drop in the number of spaces after one week is even more dramatic.
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Figure 5.56. Cumulative number of MessyBoard spaces vs. minimum trimmed life span.

5.7.2.3 How Many People Used Each MessyBoard Space

The number of users for a particular MessyBoard space is difficult to estimate since some

users are likely to have dynamically assigned IP addresses and many users did not use the

identity feature. For each space, I estimate a lower bound on the number of users for that

space by taking the maximum of the number of identities and the largest number of si

multaneous connections to that space. Since MessyBoard is often used asynchronously

and many users do not create identities, this is a conservative estimate.
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Figure 5.57 plots the cumulative number of servers for each minimum number of users.

About half of the spaces have at least two users and about a quarter of the have three or

more users.
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Figure 5.57. The cumulative number of spaces for each minimum number of users. All

124 spaces had at least one user, 65 spaces had two or more users, etc.

5.7.2.4 Real-time Collaboration

Though MessyBoard is designed primarily for asynchronous collaboration, some of the

spaces were used predominantly for real-time communication such as chatting and shar

ing pictures. I define a space to be dominated by synchronous activity if at least half of

. the transactions take place within ten minutes of another transaction by another user.

Based on this definition, 21 of the 124 spaces are dominated by synchronous activity. Of

these spaces, six were apparently created by the same person and used only once for shar

ing photographs of a trip to Mexico. .Ten of the spaces were used only as a novelty and

abandoned after an initial spurt of activity. The remaining five were used for a variety of
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purposes including sharing multimedia files for a collaborative project, planning a wed

ding, goofing off and socializing. The average life span for these five remaining boards is

approximately 7.3 weeks.

5.7.2.5 Which Features Were Used

Figure 5.58 depicts the average number of times that each kind of object was created, the

number of times users changed the background image and color and the number of times

they clicked on the history slider over all 20 of the spaces with a life span of greater than

. four weeks. Notes were created far more often than any other kind of object. Links were

the least popular kind of object and users made few changes to the background image or

background color. Though files were used a good deal more than pictures and drawings

on average, further analysis reveals that this difference is largely due to the users of one

MessyBoard space who used it intensively for file sharing. If this outlier is excluded, file

creation drops to an average of 8.4.
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Figure 5.58. The average number of times that various features were used for the 20

MessyBoard spaces with a lifespan greater than four weeks.

Figure 5.59 plots the median counts for the same set of spaces and features. Here we see

at least half of the MessyBoard spaces never contained a file or link, but many users up

loaded a picture or created a drawing at least once.
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Figure 5.59. The median number of times that various features were used for the 20

MessyBoard spaces with a lifespan greater than four weeks. (The median for odd

numbered data sets is the average of the two values in the center.)

5.7.2.6 Screen Saver Use

Twelve of the 124 MessyBoard spaces logged at least one connection from the Messy

Board screen saver. For eleven of these spaces the connection was logged in the first

week after the space was created. Figure 5.60 depicts the trimmed life span distribution

for spaces that logged at least one connection from the screen saver. Even for users who

tried the screen saver, it is still the case that most MessyBoard spaces are not used for

very long.

5.7.2.7 Interesting Spaces

Despite the fact that most MessyBoard spaces were not used for very long, six of the

spaces were used in interesting ways and two of them are still being used at the time of
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this dissertation's completion. Here I offer brief descriptions and screen shots of these

spaces.
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Figure 5.60. Cumulative number of MessyBoard spaces vs. minimum life span for

spaces that logged at least one connection from the screen saver.

Figure 5.61 shows a space used by an engaged couple. Though they do not use the

MessyBoard screen saver, they view and modify their MessyBoard space frequently. The

space is filled with to-do lists and short messages that they send to each other, and much

of the content seems related to the planning of their upcoming wedding. Most of the ac

tivity in this space is synchronous, though much of the content is long-lived and used

asynchronously. This MessyBoard has been in used for over three months is still in use as

of the completion of this dissertation.

Figure 5.62 depicts a MessyBoard space used by a group female college students. They

used MessyBoard to exchange humorous pictures and comments and most of their inter

action was synchronous.
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Figure 5.61. A couple uses MessyBoard to manage to-do lists and to send messages to

each other. The image has been blurred to maintain their anonymity.

Figure 5.62. A group of female college students use MessyBoard to share comments and

pictures. The images have been blurred to maintain their anonymity.
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Figure 5.63 depicts a MessyBoard space used by the members of a band. They used it

continuously for about two and a half weeks to share humorous comments, pictures and

drawings and to find a time when all of them would be available to rehearse. This space

appears to have at least one user in common with the space described above.

Figure 5.63. Members of a band use this space to chat and find a time to rehearse. The

images have been blurred to maintain their anonymity.

Figure 5.64 shows a MessyBoard space used by members of a short-term project team.

An inside source revealed that these users were visitors to Group C, described in Section

5.5.1.1.3. The collaborated over several weeks to create a digital interactive entertainment

experience as part of a seminar. The used MessyBoard extensively to share files and they

organized their files by placing related groups on top of a single note with a label. This

use is similar to that of Group D as described in Section 5.5.2.2.1.
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Figure 5.64. A short-term project team uses MessyBoard to share files while creating an

interactive entertainment experience.

Figure 5.65 shows a MessyBoard space that is apparently used by a single user as a gen

eral-purpose storage space for pictures and files. This user is probably a member of

Group C. Though the logs show that two clients had simultaneously connected on at least

one occasion, there is nothing on in this space that suggests communication between two

users. More likely, this user used MessyBoard on two separate computers, perhaps as a

way to transfer files. This MessyBoard space is still in use as of the completion of this

dissertation.
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Figure 5.65. A single user uses MessyBoard as an all-purpose storage space.

5.7.3 Discussion and Conclusion

The results of the public deployment are simultaneously disappointing and encouraging.

On the one hand, it is clear that very few of the MessyBoard spaces that users created

were really used in any substantial way. Most users do not choose to install the screen

saver, and for those that do, it does not seem to correlate with any important differences

in MessyBoard use.

On the other hand, it is known that groupware adoption is an extremely difficult problem,

even when organizations make concerted efforts to get their members to use new group

ware systems and devote resources to persuasion and training (Grudin, 1994; Herbsleb et

aI., 2002; Markus & Connolly, 1990; Orlikowski, 1992). The MessyBoard public de

ployment has none of these advantages; A single user must create a space, figure out how

to use it and what to use it for, and single-handedly convince others to use it. In this con

text, it is fairly remarkable that even a handful of MessyBoard spaces were used for more

than a few weeks.

Despite the fact that a few MessyBoard spaces were used for interesting purposes, these

results cast serious doubt over the prospect of a profitable public MessyBoard server
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open to use by the general public. It might still be possible that there exists a particular

demographic of users who would derive great benefit from MessyBoard, but the behav

iors of the users of the interesting MessyBoard spaces in this study are too diverse to sug

gest a clear niche.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary

In this .dissertation 1 have addressed the problem of the cost of communication. I have

created MessyBoard, a communication medium designed specifically to reduce the au

thoring cost, receiving cost and the startup cost of communication. In addition, I have

proposed two ways to display MessyBoard in order to further reduce the costs of com

munication: On a large public display and as a screen saver.

I reduce the startup cost of communication by deploying MessyBoard as a Java applet.

Users can use Messylsoard by typing an easy-to-remember URL into any computer and

they can create a new MessyBoard space just by navigating to the desired URL.

MessyBoard reduces the authoring cost of communication by providing a WYSIWIS

space in which users can use proximity, overlap and other kinds of spatial.arrangement to

imply relationships between objects in the space. The authoring cost is further reduced by

a fine-tuned interface that makes the most common operations quick and easy (i.e. double

clicking to create a note) and allows the user to import information by dragging and

dropping or cutting and pasting.

The receiving cost of communication is reduced because MessyBoard provides a single

finite space with no navigation interface. The accumulation of clutter in the space is miti

gated by the history feature, which gives users the confidence to clean up the board and

delete old information.

Displaying MessyBoard on a large public display further reduces the receiving cost by

allowing users to see MessyBoard at convenient times without interrupting them or re

quiring them to remember to check it. Large public displays can be costly and require

208
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maintenance, and I have implemented a MessyBoard screen saver for Windows as an al

ternative means to this end.

I have deployed the system and observed pre-existing groups using it for research, course

projects and other kinds of collaborative activities. My results suggest that, in its present

form, MessyBoard may be best suited to larger groups (25 or more people) who typically

use it for a combination of playful and goal-directed behavior. The smaller groups that

use MessyBoard and find value in it tend to use it for a specific work-related function,

and they use it most often as an annotated file repository.

6.2 Principles of Communication

With the benefit of hindsight, it became clear that all of my design decisions stem from a

small set of intuitive principles that I believe determine peoples' communication habits.

Here I explicitly articulate those principles, discuss my main results in light of them, and

relate the principles to other kinds of communication tools.

Group communication comprises individual acts of communication by group members,

and the overall level of communication is determined by the frequency of these individ

ual acts. Group members make many small decisions moment to moment about whether

and how to perform acts of communication. Should I call Joe now or just wait until I run

into him? Do I have time right now to compose a concise and unambiguous message?

Should I start reading my e-mail right now or do it later?

The most important decision a person makes about an individual act of communication is

about whether and when to begin. The decision to begin is much more important than any

decision the person must make while completing the act. Once a person begins working

on a task, they are unlikely to abandon it before it is complete, no matter the cost. (This is

obviously truer for fine-grain communication, such as e-mail messages, than for coarse

grain communication, such as white papers.) Finishing tasks makes people feel good,

even if the tasks are unimportant. Giving up or being forced to quit in the middle of a task

causes stress and makes people feel like they have wasted time.
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The decision to begin is influenced by the perceived cost in terms of time and effort, but

not necessarily the actual cost. For novel tasks, the actual cost is unknown. People over

estimate the costs of tasks that are known to be frustrating or boring. The actual cost is

only important in so far as it affects the perceived cost.

All else being equal, the higher the perceived cost, the less likely a person is to begin the

act right away. People generally have a number of tasks that need to be completed and

they must choose one. 'People are rewarded by a sense of completion, and the task with

the lowest perceived cost is the one that a person thinks will yield that reward most

quickly.

The presence or absence of consequences also affects the decision to begin; otherwise

people would never begin tasks that are perceived to be costly. As with cost, perceived

consequences are more important than actual consequences. The combined effect of per

ceived consequences and perceived cost explain why people do eventually begin to work

on tasks that are perceived as costly but they seldom begin working early enough to com

plete the task on time without heroic measures at the end.

The perceived cost is greatly affected by the presence or absence of a mental model for

how that task is to be accomplished. When I say that a person has a mental model, I mean

that they can envision a set of concrete actions that will lead to the completion of the task.

The existence of a mental model is a binary variable: a person either has or does not have

a mental model, and that makes most of the difference with respect to perceived cost.

When a person has no mental model for how a task is to be accomplished, the task is in

timidating and the person assumes the worst in terms of cost. When a person has a mental

model, the task appears tractable and the person will likely underestimate the cost. The

relationship between the mental model and the actual steps used to accomplish a task is

almost irrelevant. The mere existence of any mental model at all bounds the perceived

cost and makes the person that much more likely to begin. Once the person begins, she

will likely complete the task.

The tools at hand influence the likelihood that a person will have a mental model or that

the person will be able to invent one quickly. Some tools are designed to accomplish par-
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ticular tasks, and the mental models are built into the interface. When the users learn to

use the tools, they automatically learn the mental models. Other tools are deliberately un

structured. They provide no obvious mental models for specific tasks, but the capabilities

that they provide allow users to quickly imagine models for some tasks.

A communication tool that causes people to perceive costs of communication as being

low will result in more communication. A tool can influence the perceived cost in two

ways:

1. By providing obvious mental models for accomplishing specific tasks

2. By enabling the user to quickly invent a mental model for a task that they need to ac

complish

The latter applies to MessyBoard. By providing a medium that is persistent and freeform,

MessyBoard enables users to quickly invent models for some kinds of communication

tasks. The following section provides an example taken from my field observations.

6.2.1 Applying Principles to Results

My main result is that large groups (20 or more members) are more likely to adopt

MessyBoard than small groups (15 or fewer members) and that the small groups that do

use MessyBoard use it most often as an annotated file repository. In light of the principles

that I have articulated, these results can be explained as follows.

In a large group, any given pair of members may have no working relationship at all and

the entire group meets infrequently, if ever. There is no default mental model for accom

plishing tasks that require input from the entire group. Existing communication tools en

able low-cost asynchronous broadcast communication (e-mail) or synchronous two-way

communication (chat), but these capabilities do not suggest complete mental models for

all communication tasks. In such an environment, a new communication tool that sug

gests mental models for completing tasks can make a great difference.

For example, consider the task of collecting a list of birthdays for all members of a large

group. E-mail allows a collector to ask everyone to send their birthdays to her, but the e-
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mail correspondence does not accomplish all of the work. She must go through all of the

replies and make the final list. If she thought about it for a moment, she might imagine

this simple mental model, but she does not have that moment. If she has another task on

her to-do list for which she already has a mental model, she will begin working on that

task instead of thinking about the birthday list task.

Consider the same situation in a group that uses MessyBoard. Upon seeing the birthday

task, the collector might immediately realize that she can start a list on MessyBoard and

that people will add their birthdays to it. The process itself will create the final list, which

can quickly be pasted into another software tool if necessary. A complete mental model is

instantly available for this task, greatly increasing the likelihood that the collector will

begin the necessary act of communication.

In a small group, each member is more likely to have close working relationships with all

other members and the entire group is more likely to meet on a regular basis. This means

that in a small group, all else being equal, group members are more likely to have exist

ing mental models for communication tasks and they can easily invent new models. The

default mental model for all communication tasks is "I'll bring it up the next time we all

. get together". New communication tools that suggest new mental models will make little

difference in this environment with respect to the likelihood of individuals beginning acts

of communication.

The size of the group has little effect on the existence of mental models for sharing digital

media. Close working relationships or meetings at which all members are present do not

automatically allow group members to share digital documents, artwork or code. Messy

Board suggests a simple model for sharing files: drag the file to MessyBoard and notify

the group that it is there. Perhaps this explains why file sharing is a leading use of

MessyBoard among small groups. Once a group begins using MessyBoard to share files,

annotation and spatial grouping follow naturally.
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6.2.2 Applying Principles to the Design of Communication Tools

The principles set forth here imply that the relationship between a new communication

tool and the mental models of its users will determine whether the tool is adopted and

whether it increases the overall level of communication in a group. This relationship be

tween a tool and users' mental models depends on the characteristics of the tool and the

characteristics of the group.

For small collocated groups, tool makers may do best to focus on specific, possibly do

main-dependent tasks that are not addressed by current tools. Small groups are unlikely to

adopt a new general-purpose communication medium because they already have mental

models for accomplishing most communication tasks, including tasks that they have not

encountered yet. Small groups' use of MessyBoard for sharing files is an exception. This

usage owes more to the astoundingly sorry state of sharing capabilities in current con

sumer operating systems than it does to the design of MessyBoard.

For large and/or distributed groups, I previously mentioned two ways that tools can in

crease the likelihood of acts of communication. One is to design the tool around specific

tasks, thereby building the mental models into the interface. Shared calendar systems

such as Microsoft Outlook (Microsoft, 2005b) are a good example of this. Outlook's cal

endar shows a .person when a colleague has free time, allows her to schedule a meeting

and automatically sends an e-mail announcement to all invitees. A person who knows this

and has access to Outlook is very likely to begin the task of scheduling a meeting.

The other way for tools to increase the likelihood of acts of communication is to enable

users to quickly invent mental models for novel tasks. Media that are WYSIWIS, free

form and persistent allow users to invent mental models for a wide range of communica

tion tasks because they allow users to instantiate or adapt models that are already famil

iar, such as the following:

• Everybody adds information to a list

• Everybody expresses an opinion

• Everybody updates the current state to reflect personal knowledge
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MessyBoard and Wilds (Cunningham, 2005) are both examples of media that are

WYSIWIS, freeform and persistent. MessyBoard spaces and Wikis differ in ways that are

orthogonalto this discussion: finite vs. infinite space and one dimension vs. two dimen

sions. I have argued that these characteristics affect the authoring and receiving costs of

communication, but they are much less relevant to the likelihood that an individual will

begin an act of communication.

6.2.3 Communication Principles and Rational Decisions

I began with the notions that people are likely to complete tasks once they begin and that

the decision to begin is determined by perceived costs and consequences. I postulated that

the perceived cost depends a great deal on the presence or absence of a mental model for

completing the task. More abstractly, I assume that an aggregate behavior (the overall

level of communication in a group) is the product of decisions made by individual actors

and that those actors make their decisions based on a very limited set of criteria (per

ceived costs and consequences).

The reader may be stricken by my focus on snap judgments of the perceived costs of

tasks in the heat of the moment. What about the actual cost of the task and its importance

relative to other tasks? Should not we encourage people to take these factors into consid

eration? My views on this subject are implicit in the principles outlined above, and I will

make them explicit here: people do not make rational decisions about the relative impor

tance of tasks and their costs. It is the perceived cost that matters most.

As system designers, we can only persuade people to make decisions that are rational in a

normative sense by understanding and harnessing the real, irrational factors that influence

human decision-making. I hypothesize that people do not communicate enough because

the perceived cost is too high relative to the perceived costs of other activities. I aim to

lower the perceived cost in order to correct for this imbalance so that the decisions of in

dividuals will be closer to an assumed normative standard. In short, I believe we should

aspire to design an environment in which the right choice is also the easy choice.
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6.3 Future Work

6.3.1 Interface Improvements

MessyBoard could stand to benefit a great deal from three relatively minor additions. The

first is to allow users to set "expiration dates" on their notes so that they could be deleted

automatically when they are no longer useful. Several users have indicated in interviews

that they would be willing to do this extra work up front in order to keep the board clean.

An alternative requested by some users is a system to allow each user to "check off' a

note when she has read it. A note might be automatically deleted when each user checks

it off, or the check list might simply allow a user to determine which notes are no longer

needed.

Another proposed improvement is a list object tailored specifically to the task of creating

lists or tables of individual items. Many groups create lists and then check items off, rear

range items or moving them between multiple lists. This behavior can be tedious using a

single note as a list and having a note for each item occupies too much space. A special

purpose list object could present many items in a compact list or table and provide a way

to check items off or rearrange them by dragging and dropping.

Finally, several users requested the ability to set "bookmarks" at important times in the

history. Users indicated that they would do this after a meeting or before deleting impor

tant information and that this would give them added confidence that they could recover

the information later. Another obvious addition to the history interface is a search mecha

nism. Both would be beneficial, but it is interesting to note that the bookmark feature

may give the user more confidence in deleting old material and that is the ultimate goal of

the history feature.

6.3.2 Integration with a Repository

Since MessyBoard provides a finite single 2D space, it can not be used to organize large

amounts of information. I have argued that the limited space reduces the receiving cost of

communication, but some applications require large amounts of information to be shared

and archived in a highly structured fashion. For example, software engineers often enter
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bug reports in a special purpose database, movie and video game studios use asset man

agement systems to keep track of 3D models and 2D images, and many businesses use

document repositories to keep track of multiple versions of forms and reports. I refer to

all of these applications as "repositories".

Repositories serve two purposes: communication and archiving. For example, a bug da

tabase tells a software engineer if anyone is fixing the bug right now, and it also provides

a history of modifications to the software. These workers might benefit in the short term

from low-cost communication with MessyBoard, but in the long term they would suffer

from MessyBoard's lack of support for a structured archive for old information.

My proposed solution is to tightly integrate MessyBoard with a repository so that work

ers can reduce the cost of communication without sacrificing the benefits of a structured

archive. For example, suppose that a company uses a document repository with a web

front end such as Microsoft Sharepoint (Microsoft, 2005c). MessyBoard could appear on

the web site and employees could use it to collaborate on a small working set of docu

ments. The documents on MessyBoard would actually be links into the repository. When

users drag new documents from their local file systems onto MessyBoard, they could be

added to the repository automatically. In some businesses, the work flow is sufficiently

structured that the system might guess the correct location for the document in the reposi

tory or automatically detect if it is a new version of an existing document. Users could

also drag documents from the repository to MessyBoard to create links in order to facili

tate collaboration or announce information to their colleagues.

MessyBoard's history feature could provide a useful,perspective on the entire repository

as a visual history of the surrounding collaboration. The repository stores multiple ver

sions of old documents, but the MessyBoard history might show the user other docu

ments that were created or modified at the same time as well as to-do lists and an

nouncements from that time. Even jokes or pictures might help users remember more

about the circumstances surrounding modifications to documents in the archives. New

employees could browse the MessyBoard history to get a sense of the company's recent
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history. All of this information would be generated by users as a natural by-product of

their collaboration.
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Appendix A: Third Party Libraries and Components

The MessyBoard implementation uses several third-party libraries and components. The

following table lists these components and how they are used.

Component: Acme

Use: Encode GIF files for automatically resized images (server)

Home page: http://www.acme.comljava/software/

Component: Apache HTIP Server

Use: Serve images and files over HTTP (server), host messyboard.org

Home page: http://httpd.apache.org/

Component: KFC

Use: Display editable lightweight text areas for notes (client)

Home page: http://openlab.jp/kyasu/

Component: Java

Use: Main implementation language (client and server)

Home page: http://java.sun.coml

Component: mod_python

Use: Server-side creation of dynamic HTML for messyboard.org

Home page: http://www.modpython.org/

Component: Python

Use: Server-side creation of dynamic HTML for messyboard.org

Home page: http://www.python.org/

Component: Xerces

Use: Write current state and history of MessyBoard space to XML file (server)

Home page: http://xml.apache.org/xerces2-j/



Appendix B: Interview Questions for Bulletin Boards

These questions were asked in face-to-face open-ended interviews.

1. Who owns this bulletin board?

2. What is this bulletin board used for?

3. Are there any rules about posting material or removing it from the board?

4. Is someone responsible for maintaining this bulletin board?

5. Do you feel that this bulletin board is useful?

219
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Appendix C: Online Survey Items

Participants filled out the following survey in a web browser and results were processed

with a server-side Python script. The textin bold below was replaced with relevant names

and descriptions for the groups.

This survey asks about your use of the MessyBoard space "example". In this survey, the term "your
group" refers to all of the people in the example group. Your group may include people who never actu
ally used MessyBoard. If you are a member of other groups or you use other MessyBoard spaces, please
disregard them for this survey.

Your MessyBoard Space: example
Your group: all of the people in the example group

Please answer these questions based on your experiences with your group during the example time pe
riod, when you were all working together on your project. All of your answers should reflect what you
were doing at that time, not anything that has happened since.

Please be sure to answer every question.

1. How many people are in your group? Please include everyone in your group as defined above, not just
the people who use Mes.sYBoard:ryou jen't sure, enter your best guess.

Number of people In group.www.y~"w".,., .. ,.""w",,,;

2. How long has your group existed? Please indicate the amount of time that your group has existed, not
the amount of time that your MessyBoard space has existed. If you aren't sure, enter your best guess.

C Less than 1 month

C At least 1 month but less than 6 months

C At least 6 months but less than one year

C One year or more

3. Which of the following best describes the locations of people in your group?

C Everyone works in the same room

C Everyone works in the same building but at least one person works in a different room

C Everyone works at the same site or campus but at least one person works in a different building

C At least one person works at a different site or campus
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4. Does your group collaborate on any of the following activities? Include any activity that your group
does even if you do not use MessyBoard for that activity. Please do not include activities that members
do individually or in small subgroups. Check all that apply.

o My group schedules activities such as meetings

o My group plans events

o
My group gives public presentations

o
My group writes documents

o
My group creates web sites

o My group creates art or visual designs using traditional media (paint, pencil, etc.)

o
My group creates art or visual designs using digital media (digital painting, 3D modeling, etc.)

o My group designs physical products

o My group communicates with clients or customers

5. Please write a brief description of how your group uses MessyBoard. Please include all of the different
things that you do with it.
For Example:

• We share jokes and interesting web pages
• We display architectural diagrams and comment on them
• We maintain a calendar of events for the week

Describe how your group uses MessyBoard here:

6. How often do you (yourself, not anyone else) post information on the groupl_board_name Messy
Board?

Once a day or more

At least once but less than once a month

At least once a month but less than once a week

At least once a week but less than once a day

C Never

C

C

C

C
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7. How often do you (yourself, not anyoneelse) see the groupl_board_name MessyBoard? Please include
all times that you see the groupl_board_name MessyBoard, including when you see it projected on the wall
or as a screensaveron yourcomputer or someoneelse's computer.

C Never

C At least once but less than once a month

C At least once a month butless than once a week

C At least once a week but less than once a day

C Once a day or more

8. Some groups have leaders who have authority over other members of the group. Leaders may set goals
for the group, makeimportant decisions or assigntasksto other group members. A leader mayhave a for
mal title or a higher rank than other group members.

Examplesof leaders include:

• A professor in charge of a research group
• A manager in charge of workers
• A group member that has been elected or appointed to makedecisionsor manage the group

Whichof thefollowing best describes the leadership of your group? (Yourgroup includesall of the people
in test group 1)

C My group has no leader

C My group has a single leader

C My group has a few leaders

9. Whichof the following statements best describes the influenceof the leader(s) on the way thatyour
group uses MessyBoard? If yourgroup has no leader (as definedabove) thenplease select the lastchoice.

C Our leader(s) completely determined the way that we use MessyBoard

C Our leader(s) mostly influenced the way that we use MessyBoard

C Our leader(s) and other group members both influenced the way that we use MessyBoard

C Other group members besides the leader(s) mostly influencedthe way that we use of MessyBoard

C Other group members besides the leader(s) completely determine the way that we use MessyBoard

C Our group has no leader
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10. Please Enter all of the deadlines that you can remember for group projects that have occurred since
you started using MessyBoard. Please include all deadlines even if the group didn't use MessyBoard for the
project. Please do not include personal deadlines that only affected you or a small number of group mem
bers. If you can't remember exact! when a deadline occurred, please enter your best guess.

Deadline 1: Month: ~.·,.·.· ·..·.w·.·.·..·· W"" w.w.w.·.·.w.·.·.·.··"~w'w.·."'w~.·.·.· ,,

Deadline 2: Month: ....·.w.....«.·.·.·.,·...·........·.·.w....,..«u".,.·.... w ..,w.·......·.',,·.,·.·.·,·.w..·.w.w,w,w.·

Deadline 9: Month: """;;;:=========
Deadline 10: Month:
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For each of the following statements, indicate how strongly you agree or disagree.

c c c c C[3] [4] [5]
""~

[6] [7] Not sure

C C C C C[3]
•.••• ,:.

[4]
;' ....,~

[5] [6] [7] Not sure

[3] C [4]
[J

[5]
[J

[6] C [7] C Not sure

Not sure

7=Strongly Agree

C [l]C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7] C

l=Strongly Disagree
11. I puta lot of time
and energy into this C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7] C Not sure
group.
12. I feel that I am
reallya part of this
group. 1

13. I look forward to

~~~:~n~i~i~; :er;:u- C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7] C Not sure
bersof this group.'
14. All members of

~~~~~~~~s~~r~~~- C [1] C [2] C
single project.

~;~fu~~~:~~~~~ C [1] C [2] C
16. MessyBoard is
enjoyable for my C [1] C [2] C
group.
17. Some group
members post informa-
tion on MessyBoard C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7] C Not sure
morethan othermem-
bers.

1 Adapted from (Cammann, Fichman, Jenkins, & Klesh, 1983)
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A physical device such as a floppy disk, USB key or CD-ROM

A web picture sharing service such as MSN photos or PictureTrail

A web file sharing service such as Groove or XDrive

Other: L_ HH"'~H_'_H'
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For each of the activities below, indicate how often people in your group do the activity, how important the
activity is to the group, and which methods that people use.

• Activity: sharing personal photos taken by members of the group

18. How often do members of your group share personal photos with each other? Please include all of the
times that members share photos using MessyBoard and other methods.

C Never

C At least once but less than once a month

C At least once a month but less than once a week

C At least once a week but less than once a day

C Once a day or more

19. How important is sharing personal photos to your group?

l=Not important at all 7=Extremely important

C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7]
20. Which of the following methods does your group use to share personal photos? Check all that apply.

o
MessyBoard

o E-mail attachment

o Post printed pictures on a wall, door or bulletin board

o Face to face conversation

o
o Awebpage

o A chat program such as ICQ or Instant Messenger

o
A network file sharing protocol like Windows File Sharing, AppleTalk or NFS

o
o
o
o
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• Activity: sharing files such as documents, presentation slides, code, 3D models and textures, etc.

21. How often do members of your group share files with each other? Please include all of the times that
members share files using MessyBoard and other methods.

C Never

C At least once but less than once a month

C At least once a month but less than once a week

C At least once a week but less than once a day

C Once a day or more

22. How important is sharing files to your group?

l=Not important at all 7=Extremely important

C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7]
23. Which of the following methods does your group use to share files? Check all that apply.

o
MessyBoard

o E-mail attachment

o FrP

o
A web page

o A chat program such as ICQ or Instant Messenger

o
A network file sharing protocol like Windows File Sharing, AppleTalk or NFS

o
A physical device such as a floppy disk, USB key or CD-ROM

o
A web picture sharing service such as MSN photos or PictureTrail

o A web file sharing service such as Groove or XDrive

o Other: L"__"~" """
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• Activity: sharing interesting, fun or humorous material such as news articles or comics

24. How often do members of your group share interesting, fun or humorous material with each other?
Please include all of the times that members share this material using MessyBoard and other methods.

[J
Never

C At least once but less than once a month

C At least once a month but less than once a week

C At least once a week but less than once a day

C Once a day or more

25. How important is sharing interesting, fun or humorous material to your group?

l=Not important at all 7=Extremely important

C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7]
26. Which of the following methods does your group use to share interesting, fun or humorous material?
Check all that apply.

o MessyBoard

A physical blackboard, whiteboard or bulletin board

De-mail

o A standard web page

o
A blog, wiki or other kind of editable web page

A chat program such as ICQ or Instant Messenger

o A web collaboration tool such as Groove or Blackboard

o Other: L~"~"""~_~_
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• Activity: Maintaining a shared list of tasks or items such as a todo list or shopping list

27. How often do members of your group create or modify shared lists? Please include all of the times that
members maintain shared lists using MessyBoard and other methods.

C Never

C At least once but less than once a month

C At least once a month but less than once a week

C At least once a week but less than once a day

C Once a day or more

28. How important are shared lists to your group?

l=Not important at all 7=Extremely important

C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4] C [5] C [6] C [7]
29. Which of the following methods does your group use to create or modify shared lists? Check all that
apply.

o
MessyBoard

o
A physical blackboard, whiteboard or bulletin board

De-mail

o A standard web page

D
A blog, wiki or other kind of editable web page

o A web collaboration tool such as Groove or Blackboard

D Oh I it er: ..·mNhw.·.·'.wmh"v.·m.wv.v.vmN.·'••·,"".w...·.·,· .•·.·.wn.•"y.·.w.·••·."·"'..,,.·.w.· '

• Activity: Brainstorming or group discussions

30. How often do members of your group brainstorm or have group discussions? Please include all of the
times that members brainstorm or have group discussions using MessyBoard and other methods.

C Never

C At least once but less than once a month

C At least once a month but less than once a week

C At least once a week but less than once a day

C Once a day or more

31. How important is brainstorming or having group discussions to your group?

1=Not important at all

C [1] C [2] C [3] C [4]

7=Extremely important

C [5] C [6] C [7]
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32. Which of the following methods does your group use to brainstorm or have group discussions? Check
all that apply.

o MessyBoard

o
Talk in person

o Talk on the phone

o A physical blackboard, whiteboard or bulletin board

De-mail

o
o

A blog, wiki or other kind of editable web page

o
A chat program such as ICQ or Instant Messenger

o A web collaboration tool such as Groove or Blackboard

o I JOther: ,W'WN'W~'·"W.w~_wwww.W~w'·~w_·w,w_"~w"w~,

Click the button below when you have completed the survey.
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Appendix D: Interview Questions for Group A

These questions were asked in face-to-face open-ended interviews.

1. What is your official position? (Staff, faculty, student, etc.)

2. What department are you in?

3. Who is your supervisor/boss/advisor?

4. Who are your students/subordinates?

5. Please give me a brief summary of your education and work history.

6. How did you come to work in this group?

7. How many hours per week would you say that you spend in the graphics lab?

8. How many hours per week would you say that you spend working on lab-related projects?

9. Please describe the projects that you have worked on in the last month.

10. Imagine a typical day some time in the last month and describe it.

11. Do you work closely with anyone else on your projects?

12. Describe the contact that you have with other members of the graphics lab.

13. Do you consider other members of the graphics lab to be close personal friends?

14. Do you see or talk to members of the lab in a social context outside of work?

15. Are there "key" members of the lab in terms of getting work done?

16. Are there "key" members of the lab in terms of having fun?

17. How often do you attend the graphics lab meetings on Tuesdays?

18. Do you think that the meetings are important? Why or why not?

19. What big events (conference deadlines, visits from funding agents) for the group have happened in the

last month or so?

20. How will these events affect you?

21. What big events for the group are coming up in the next few months?

22. How will these events affect you?

23. What would you most like to change about the group?

24. What do you like most about the group?



Appendix E: Interview Questions for Course Alpha

These questions were asked in face-to-face open-ended interviews.

1. Briefly describe your role in the group.

2. How much did you use MessyBoard? What for?

3. How often did you look at MessyBoard?

4. Did you use your own computer or a group computer?

5. How often was projector on?

6. In general, what activities do you think MessyBoard is good for?

7. Were there times that you wanted to use MessyBoard but something prevented you?

8. What percentage of the activity on MessyBoard was work-related?

9. What percentage of the activity on MessyBoard was just for fun?

10. What are the best 3 things about MessyBoard?

11. What are the worst 3 things about MessyBoard?

12. Do you have any suggestions for improvements?
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